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Message from the
President
On December 1, 2018, I had the honor and challenge
of assuming the Executive Presidency of the Central
American Bank for Economic Integration (CABEI)
after a competitive international selection process. I
return to my region to contribute to its development
and to promote opportunities for progress that foster
its welfare.

Our risk ratings also improved. Standard & Poor’s
raised the Bank’s rating to “A+”, while the other rating
agencies either improved the outlook to positive or
ratified current ratings. This facilitated the Bank’s
successful participation in international capital
markets with total funding of US$1.14 billion raised in
10 issues.

CABEI can best be described by one adjective that
makes me proudest of the Institution: relevance, which
is demonstrated by the Bank’s direct participation
in financing programs and projects that impact the
economic, social and environmental development
of its member countries; close to 50% of the funds
channeled to the Central American region are
provided by CABEI, and 2018 was not an exception.

The Bank’s financial strengthening allows it to channel
greater resources to our members under improved
conditions; to that end, this year the adjustable margin
was reduced in the variable interest rate scheme
(referenced to LIBOR), applicable both to current and
new sovereign public sector operations.

Being relevant means being prepared to provide
financial solutions. CABEI is a development bank
with a regional physical presence, which continues
to evolve, and thus another appropriate qualifier for
the Bank this year would be, “Thriving.” On July 11,
2018, the Republic of Cuba completed the process
for its incorporation to the Bank and officially became
a CABEI extra-regional member. We have now 14
members! The Bank also accepted the Republic of
Korea’s formal request to become an extra-regional
member, with a capital contribution of US$450.0
million.
Our operations have also grown. The Bank had the
highest approval level of its last 11 years, US$2.44
billion, with disbursements of US$1.86 billion. We
achieved historical growth of US$619.6 million in net
capital flow, leading in turn to the Bank’s highest level
of productive assets, which reached US$7.49 billion.
Likewise, we had cumulative net profit of US$223.5
million.

In 2018, the Bank strengthened its portfolio of financial
solutions with the implementation of the Regional
Program of Competitiveness and Sustainability for
Tourism-related MSMEs (PROMITUR) and the approval
of financing by the Green Climate Fund (GCF) for
the Productive Initiative Investment Program for
Adaptation to Climate Change (CAMBio II).

50%

Almost
of the funds
channeled to the Central American
region are provided by CABEI

We also strengthened our organizational structure
to achieve compliance with international standards
by establishing the Ethics Office, under the Board
of Directors, and approving the Environmental
and Social Office. We also continued to meet
the challenge of streamlining our social and
environmental performance: our Costa Rica regional
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office obtained a Carbon Neutral certification, and
we have undertaken the certification process of our
Environmental Management System at Headquarters;
likewise, the foundations were laid for attaining a
certification in Gender Equity, aware that the changes
we wish to promote in the region must also be applied
to the Institution itself.
As I mentioned at the beginning of this message,
I joined the Bank at the end of the year. The
achievements that I have described were the result
of an already existing work team, to whom I give the
utmost merit, including the collaborators, who do
their best to meet and exceed the goals; the Board of
Directors, which oversees each country it represents;
and the Board of Governors, who makes timely and
appropriate decisions to lead the Bank and has also
put its vote of confidence in me to give continuity to
the evolution of this noble Institution.

2

For my part, I am setting out on a journey that I
hope will reap the following fruits: promote regional
integration through a transregional gas pipeline
and a railway system; strengthen transparency and
accountability, increasing our openness to social
auditing and compliance with international standards;
develop alliances with other multilateral institutions
since “unity is strength” and, equally important,
promote gender equity in the Bank… All these efforts
will foster the region’s wellbeing, and that, in simple
words, is CABEI’s ultimate goal.

Dante Mossi
Presidente Ejecutivo

CABEI’s
governance
CABEI’s highest authority is the Board of Governors,
where all the Bank’s faculties reside; these may be
delegated to the Board of Directors with the exception
of the provisions of Article 11 of the Constitutive
Agreement.
Each of the 14 member countries has a Titular Governor
and an Alternate Governor. They ordinarily meet
once a year and whenever the Board of Directors so
decides and convokes an extraordinary meeting. It is
noteworthy that Cuba will participate in the Ordinary
Assembly of Governors for the first time in 2019.
The Board of Governors shall elect, among the titular
Governors, a President, who shall hold office until the
next ordinary Board of Governors meeting.
On April 26, 2018, the Board of Governors elected as
President the Minister of Finance and Titular Governor
for the Dominican Republic, Mr. Donald Guerrero Ortiz.
The outgoing President was Mr. Julio Héctor Estrada,
Minister of Public Finance and Titular Governor for
Guatemala.
The Board receives support from the following
Governor’s Committees: a) Comptroller’s Committee,
b) Ethics Committee, and c) Ad hoc Committee
to review the remuneration of the Directors, the
Executive President and the Comptroller.
Likewise, CABEI has a permanent Board of Directors,
which is the body responsible for the Bank’s
management and is the immediate superior of the
Executive President. The Board exercises all the
powers delegated to it by the Board of Governors, as
well as the following: Define the Bank’s operational
and administrative policies; approve the budget,
as well as short, medium and long-term plans and
active and passive operations; determine the Bank’s
basic organization, including the number and

“There is no doubt about
the strategic value of the
Central American Bank for
Economic Integration for
our countries; therefore,
it is up to us decision
makers to continue
supporting the Bank and
its authorities to work
towards its strengthening
and positioning as the main
financial institution of the
Central American region.”
Donald Guerrero
Minister of Finance of the
Dominican Republic.
President of the Board of
Governors 2018-2019.

CABEI’s governance
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general responsibilities of management positions
and those of equivalent rank; exercise control of
the Administration’s management; propose to the
Board of Governors the constitution of capital
reserves and exercise the other powers established
in the Constitutive Agreement or in the regulations
approved by the Board of Governors.
In 2018, the Board was composed of five Directors
elected by the Governors of the founding member
states, four Titular Directors and one Alternate
Director elected by the Governors of the extraregional members and two Directors elected by the
Governors of the non-founding regional members.
The Board of Directors has the support of the
following Directors’ committees: a) Auditing
Committee; b) Finance and Risks Committee; c)
Strategy, Programming and Evaluation Committee,

and d) Budget and Organizational Affairs Committee.
In addition, some directors are appointed by the
Board to be members of the Ethics Committee and
the Integrity Committee, together with other officers
of the Institution.
The Bank also has an Executive President and an
Executive Vice President. The Executive President is
the highest-ranking official in the Bank’s administrative
management and is also the Institution’s legal
representative. Under the direction of the Board of
Directors, the Executive President is responsible for
carrying out the Bank’s administration. For his part,
the Executive Vice President replaces the Executive
President during his temporary absences with the
same faculties and responsibilities; he also has the
faculties and functions that the Board of Directors has
determined, as proposed by the Executive President.

The Board of Governors is the body responsible for the direction of CABEI.
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CABEI
in action
CABEI’s presence in international events
Among the high-profile events and meetings where
CABEI participated during 2018 are the following:
APRIL

JUNE

LVIII Board of Governors Meeting

Export and Investment Forum

Date: April 26
Country: Dominican Republic
The meeting, which brings together the Bank’s
Governors, Directors and Senior Management
each year, is held in the country of the titular
governor who chairs the Board of Governors. On
this occasion, the President was the Minister of
Finance of the Dominican Republic. Noteworthy
results of the 58th Ordinary Meeting included the
authorized capital increase from US$5.00 billion
to US$7.00 billion in order to strengthen the
Institution’s credit and financial profile.

Date: June 28 and 29
Country: Dominican Republic
The Forum was organized by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the Dominican Republic.
The event was held within the framework of
the LI Ordinary Summit of Heads of State and
Government of the Member Countries of Central
American Integration System (SICA), with the
aim of contributing to the region’s promotion as
a destination for investment in strategic areas,
so that potential national and foreign investors
could learn, first hand, about the opportunities
provided by the region. CABEI presented the
topic: “SICA export and investment context:
threats, challenges and the role of multilateral
banking.”

CABEI in action
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JULY

AUGUST

Global Entrepreneurship Week

III Regional Seminar on Risk
Management for the Public
Sector

Date: July 8 to 13
Country: Mexico
This meeting brought together young people,
ages 16 to 21, from the entire region of the
Americas. The event, organized by Junior
Achievement, provided an opportunity for the
young attendees to experience interacting with
top-level exhibitors, as well as participating
in entrepreneurship workshops, recreational
activities and work teams.

Workshop on experiences
and new trends in Public
Procurement processes in Latin
America
Date: July 25 and 26
Country: Honduras
This workshop targeted the new trends in public
procurement modalities and innovative public
procurement models used in Latin American
countries and the Caribbean, with the purpose
of implementing and tailoring the mechanisms
presented pursuant to each country’s needs,
through new training that focuses on best
practices. The organizers of the event were
the Inter-American Government Procurement
Network (RICG) and the Organization of
American States (OAS), with support from the
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) and
CABEI.
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Date: August 6 and 7
Country: Dominican Republic
CABEI organized this regional event, which was
held in Santo Domingo. The seminar provided
a space to delve into experiences, constraints
and opportunities for public debt management
through a focus on sustainability and risk
mitigation. Experienced and knowledgeable
experts addressed the challenges the region
faces in a context of rising interest rates and
market volatility; there was also a presentation
on success stories on public debt management.

SEPTEMBER

Multilateral Development Bank’s
Head of Procurement Forum
Date: September 3 to 6
Country: People’s Republic of China
After CABEI’s incorporation as a member of the
Forum of Procurements Heads of Multilateral
Development Banks, the Bank participated
in the Forum for the first time in said event,
where it presented its most recent progress in
procurement and its numerous efforts to promote
the streamlining of procurement processes.

Third Regional Workshop of the
Administrations’ Statistical and
Market Research Teams
Date: September 26 to 29
Country: Guatemala
During the workshop, which was organized by the
Central American Tourism Integration Secretariat
(SITCA), CABEI worked together with said body
in the framework of PROMITUR on updating the
standardization process of tourism-related data
and indicators in the SICA region.

“SICA Emprende” Meeting –
Angel Investors
Date: October 23 and 24
Country: Dominican Republic
CABEI presented the scope of the programs
through which it provides support to MSMEs
with a focus on innovation, within the framework
of Green MSMEs and the Seed Capital Program,
better known as the DINAMICA Initiative. This
event was organized by the Center for the
Promotion of Micro and Small Enterprises
(CENPROMYPE).

OCTOBER

LXVII Extraordinary Board of
Governors Meeting
Date: October 1
Country: Honduras
At the Extraordinary Meeting chaired by the
President of the Board of Governors, the new
Executive President, Dr. Dante Mossi, was elected.
The election was made between a selected
shortlist by means of a public, international and
open contest between citizens of CABEI’s five
founding Central American countries.

PROMITUR Launch
Date: October 17
Country: Belize
During the CIX Ordinary Meeting of the Central
American Tourism Council (CCT), which was
organized by SITCA, the Tourism Ministers of the
SICA countries announced the official launch of
PROMITUR, a regional program that will address
the financing needs of Micro, Small, and Medium
Enterprises (MSMEs) in the tourism sector.

Meeting: Scaling PublicPrivate Partnerships, the
new sustainable vision for
agriculture in Mesoamerica
Date: October 25
Country: Costa Rica
The Central American Federation of Agricultural
and
Agroindustrial
Chambers
organized
this meeting. It focused on establishing the
framework for the promotion of a new publicprivate partnership that includes Central
America, Panama and the Dominican Republic,
aligned with the model of a new vision for
agriculture as a regional platform promoted
by the World Economic Forum, scaling up the
successful models that have been promoted in
the region.

CABEI in action
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NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

EDUCFINANCE 2018

COP24 Sustainable Innovation
Forum

Date: November 12 and 13
Country: United States
This was an international event on financing of
private higher education, organized by Carlos
Ríos & Asociados, educational consultants;
there was a notable presentation of the different
financing instruments offered by CABEI to the
region’s private universities, and the rectors and
directors of Latin American universities were put
into contact with officials and heads of funding
agencies directed at this sector. In general, the
objective is to generate projects with social
impact in participating universities that receive
financing from development banks.

Date: December 9 and 10
Country: Poland
At this forum on sustainable innovation, CABEI
had a noteworthy participation in the panel
“Financing Sustainable Growth;” this focused
on initiatives that foster the development of
sustainable investment projects in the Central
American region, which have been actively
supported. The event was organized by Climate
Action.

Symposium Commemorating
the 10th Anniversary of the
Mesoamerica Project
Date: November 20
Country: Panama
The Government of Panama organized this
Commemorative Symposium, which addressed
such topics such as the Mesoamerican Agenda
and its contribution to the consolidation of
development and integration in the region’s
countries, as well as the main challenges of the
Mesoamerica Project.

CABEI present at the COP24 Sustainable Innovation Forum.
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Institutional strengthening
CABEI’s institutional strengthening is carried out
through a number of initiatives that demonstrate its
compliance with international requirements, integrity,
denunciation, adequate attention to consultations,
among others.

Compliance initiatives
System for the Administration of
the Risk of Money Laundering and
Terrorism Financing
CABEI undertook efforts aimed at
guaranteeing the effective functioning
of the institutional System for the
Administration of the Risk of Money
Laundering and Terrorism Financing
(ML-TF), known as SARILAFT. It
consists of policies, processes and procedures,
documentation, organizational structure, control
bodies, technological infrastructure and dissemination
and training mechanisms, whose effectiveness allows
the prevention and management the ML-TF risk at an
organizational level.
The 2018 annual compliance plan included activities
aimed at the consolidation of the risk-based approach
established in the new internal regulatory framework
adopted by CABEI, pursuant to international
standards.
In order to maintain the systems and controls necessary
for the proper functioning of SARILAFT, there was
follow up and maintenance on its available tools and
systems, including: filtering systems for international
blacklists, internal applications, monitoring systems,
and ML-TF risk rating tools, among others. Likewise,
monitoring activities were carried out to identify
early warnings in anti-money laundering matters,
so that the corresponding analysis and mitigation
mechanisms could be proactively implemented.
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Adoption of a Ring Fence
mechanism to operate in Cuba
CABEI is the first multilateral
organization in the region
to receive Cuba as one
of its members, and its
incorporation enables the opening of new integration
spaces for the Caribbean Sea area and the countries
of the Central American region.
As a result of this incorporation, CABEI has made
a significant effort to manage the risk of sanctions
by implementing a series of activities to carry out
operations with Cuba, in the framework of the Ring
Fence mechanism. This mechanism allows the fencing
or separation of all activities involving US persons
and US dollars from any transaction involving Cuba,
in addition to forbidding CABEI operations with
property confiscated from US citizens in Cuba and
ensuring the non-involvement of US products and
services.
The
procedures
implemented
allowed
the
incorporation and reception of the social capital of
the Republic of Cuba. Likewise, a comprehensive plan
of training sessions, work sessions and workshops
was carried out to strengthen the knowledge and
performance of personnel from all areas of CABEI,
in addition to receiving the necessary consultation
for matters and business with Cuba. Among other
activities, exploratory missions from officials of the
Republic of Cuba were attended at Headquarters, and
a CABEI mission was received in Cuba.

Communication and training
on anti-money laundering and
integrity
As part of the prevention measures
that CABEI executed in 2018, there is
an annual communication and training
plan, whose activities targeted the
promotion of a culture focused on antimoney laundering, anti-fraud, anti-corruption and the
prevention of other prohibited practices, in addition
to raising awareness among staff and third parties
about the importance of preventing, communicating,
reporting, and sanctioning fraud, corruption, and other
prohibited practices.

A total of 1,331 people were trained in a number of
modalities: face-to-face and external virtual classes,
e-learning, illustrative videos, forums, and interactive
activities, among others. This diversity allows the
training and dissemination offered by CABEI to reach
an increasing number of people.

ZToEleRranOce

With regard to CABEI staff, the training in the area
of Integrity and Prevention of ML-FT provided
the necessary tools to continuously improve their
performance. With regard to third parties, CABEI
continued to inform its counterparts through
electronic messages about topics related to the means
of denunciation available and the elements to be taken
into account for filing complaints, among others.

CABEI has adopted “Zero
Tolerance” to prohibited
practices as a basic principle,
as well as a preventive
approach, with objectivity,
respecting due process.

The Bank’s efforts extended beyond the region, with
35 members of different Executing Units participating
in a training workshop on Integrity, Procurement and
Supervision in Argentina.

Integrity initiatives
In the last five years, CABEI has
overcome challenges and made
significant achievements, setting
the tone for Integrity (Anti-fraud/
Anti-corruption), through the
Board of Directors’ approval of
the CABEI Reporting Channel Regulations, the CABEI
Policy on Anti-fraud, Anti-corruption and Other
Prohibited Practices, and the CABEI Defense and
Promotion of Integrity and Ethics Policy, respectively.
The purpose of these initiatives is to contribute to the
strengthening of Integrity at CABEI.
In 2018, three new means of denunciation were
launched, complementing the existing Reporting
Channel. These are voicemail, e-mail and a physical
mailbox, thereby allowing any natural or legal person,
including CABEI staff and related third parties, to
present their reports, even anonymously, so that the
corresponding authorities can analyze and make
decisions in relation to the reported cases.
It is noteworthy that CABEI’s privileged position as an
accredited entity of the Green Climate Fund (GCF)
was based on its demonstration of a high commitment
in terms of integrity and anti-money laundering.

Taking this into consideration, in 2018 CABEI was
invited by the German Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development, the German Agency
for International Cooperation, the United Nations
and Transparency International to join the Alliance on
Climate Finance Integrity, whose purpose is to share
experiences and review guidelines and standards that
allow the updating of Integrity-related regulations
and procedures of organizations in the process of
accreditation or already accredited by the GCF.
Another important Integrity-related step during this
period was the completion of a risk management
report on the entity’s integrity, which contains the
opportunities for improvement derived from the
different analyses, findings and results of the research
process carried out with the objective of strengthening
the integrity procedures of the entity and their related
processes.

Reports of complaints by category
and means of reporting
Since the implementation of the CABEI
Reporting Channel in 2015, the Bank has
responded to denunciations pursuant
to the provisions of the current internal
regulations applicable to each case.
Complaints can involve the commission
of irregularities or prohibited practices (fraud,
corruption, collusion, coercion, obstruction) in the

CABEI in action
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use of CABEI resources or of funds administered
by CABEI. Likewise, events related to environmental
and/or social issues associated with CABEI-financed
projects, issues regarding breaches of ethics or
standards of conduct by CABEI employees and any
other complaint may be reported.

Categories of complaints received

Denunciations received by means of
reporting
2018

Mailbox

Voicemail

2018
Email
Incident category

No. of reports

%

Fraud/Corruption

3

16

Ethics/Rules of conduct
from CABEI personnel

3

16

Environmental/Social

2

10

Other

11

58

Total

19

100

Reporting
channel

0

Concerning the reports received during 2018, the
category “Others” was the most representative (58%),
followed by “Fraud/Corruption” (16%), “Ethics/Rules
of Conduct” (16%), and “Environmental/Social” (10%).
It should be noted that the Other category refers to
an incident available to the complainant in which the
complaints are not covered by the aforementioned
categories. Within this type of incident, complaints
have been received about failures or problems related
to systems, administrative issues, and personnel
matters of the executing units.
The most used means of denunciation in 2018 was the
Reporting Channel (website) and electronic mail.
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Culture of ethics
On January 30, 2018, the CABEI Board of Directors
approved the creation of the Ethics Office, and its
operation began on July 2 of the same year. The
Ethics Office aims to promote an ethical culture in
the Institution based on defined institutional values:
probity, transparency, loyalty, and confidentiality;
ensuring that all employees and stakeholders are
committed to complying with, observing and living
them, both in the performance of their duties and in
their personal lives.
In 2018, the culture of ethics was reinforced with the
slogan “I am CABEI Ethics,” based on institutional
values, carrying out the following activities:
1.

Training processes, such as the Ethics
Workshops held for the Board of Directors,
Managers, middle managers and the rest of
the staff, focusing on reforms to the Code of
Ethics and institutional principles, values and
behavioral standards.
2. “Getting to know each other” Program, with
the participation of 404 people, including
personnel and stakeholders, where experiences
and general knowledge about the functions of
the new office were shared.
3. A survey of perceptions of the Culture of Ethics
that was taken by the entire staff. It revealed
indicators that will receive follow up in 2019.
4. Ethics Compass is a program to foster values

that began with the “Becianitos” Program,
where the children of the Bank’s staff are
introduced to institutional values.
There was also strengthening of regulations and
procedures related to such ethics topics as regulations,
manuals, policies, rules of conduct, and statements of
assets, among others.

The new Ethics Office
promotes the institutional
values of
probity,
transparency,
loyalty,
and confidentiality,
which guide the Bank’s
actions and its relationships
with all interested parties.

Strengthening of
procurement processes
In response to the instructions from the LVII Board of
Governors Meeting and pursuant to the best practices
of other Multilateral Development Banks and the
Bank’s new regulatory framework on Integrity, a
proposal was made to update the Procurement Policy
and Regulations in order to improve the conditions of
competition by ensuring the participation of a greater
number of qualified bidders.
The Board of Directors approved the aforementioned
update in February 2018 and the update of the
application regulations was approved by the Executive
President in May of the same year.
The most significant modifications include the
following areas: recognition of prior procurement,
direct contracting, private processes, compliance
with the Bank’s Integrity Policy, and others.

Complaints, consultations, and
consultancies
Three complaints were received during the year; they
were handled in compliance with due process.
Additionally,
there
were
consultations
consultancies, distributed as follows:

and

In May 2018, improvements were made to the project
procurement website to streamline navigation for
executing agencies, potential bidders and other
users. In addition, information was updated about
the recent reforms to the Bank’s Procurement Policy
and Regulations, current bidding opportunities,
procurement plans, information on completed
processes and others.
These updates are available on the CABEI Project
Procurement website: https://adquisiciones.bcie.org/

Training for Executing Units
Distribution of consultations and
consultancies by type
2018
Type of consultation and consultancy

Number

Consultancies on issues of Conflict of
Interest in Regional Country Offices

9

Consultation to external persons with
issues related to CABEI

1

Mediation of personnel in different Offices

4

Accompaniment and follow-up of
personnel on issues related to ethics

8

Total

22

After the aforementioned regulations were approved,
training sessions were held for the executing agencies
to strengthen their knowledge and ensure efficiency
and effectiveness in the execution of each of the
operations financed by the Bank.

CABEI in action
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Trained executing units
2018
Country

Executing Unit

Participants

Guatemala

Ministry of Finance (MINFIN)

12

Ministry of Justice and Public Safety (MJSP)

3

National Administration of Aqueducts and Sewerage (ANDA)

3

Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock (SAG) - Agricultural
Development Under Irrigation Program (PDABR)

17

National Port Enterprise (EPN)

6

Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MTI)

6

Nicaraguan Institute of Agricultural Technology (INTA)

7

Costa Rica

National Theater

4

Argentina

National Institute of Social Services for Retirees and Pensioners
(INSSJP) and Comprehensive Medical Care Program (PAMI)

35

El Salvador

Honduras

Nicaragua

Total

93

COSO Internal Control
As part of its commitment to strengthening the
Institution’s Internal Control System and taking as
a reference the objective categories of the COSO
Integrated Internal Control Conceptual Framework
(Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission), CABEI carried out two
evaluation exercises that allowed it to ensure the
reasonableness of internal control in two important
processes:
issuance
of
financial
information
(“Information” category) and administration of funds
and trusts of third parties and CABEI (“Compliance”
category), both through December 31, 2018.
Regarding the issuance of financial information,
the Upper Administration made an evaluation and
concluded that, until December 31st, 2018, CABEI’s
internal control was effective as a whole. For its part,
Ernst & Young Mexico indicated that in its opinion,
CABEI maintained, in all important aspects, an
effective internal control on the financial information

14

at the end of this same year, based on the criteria
established in the COSO Framework, and pursuant to
the witnessing standards established by the American
Institute of Public Accountants.
Regarding the “Compliance” category, CABEI
Management issued a favorable opinion on internal
control in the process of Administration of Funds and
Trusts of Third Parties and of CABEI, at the close of
year 2018. Additionally, Ernst & Young Mexico issued
an independent opinion, based on an internal control
review of compliance with the specified requirements
of eleven funds and trusts.
The latter opinion stated that, in accordance with
the examination carried out by the firm, CABEI
complied in all important aspects with the specified
requirements during the 2018 exercise, pursuant to
the criteria established in the COSO Framework and
the witnessing standards established by the American
Institute of Chartered Accountants for this type of
evaluation.

Business Continuity
Management System

New Office of Environmental
Sustainability

In 2018, CABEI carried out different activities as part of
the Business Continuity Management System (SGCN).
The regulatory framework of the System, which
includes a Policy and a Manual, was updated pursuant
to best international practices, recommendations
by the Internal and External Auditors, and daily
management.

As a result of international technical
assistance provided in 2017 by the
German Agency for International
Cooperation (GIZ), the necessary
steps were taken in 2018 to establish
an Office of Environmental and Social
Sustainability (OFAS) in order to apply
higher international standards that are
appropriate for the region in the Bank’s operations
with respect to environmental, social and climatic
issues.

Additionally, the Business Impact Analysis and the Risk
Analysis were updated. Both provide indispensable
inputs for the formulation and maintenance of all the
tools and elements that make up the Bank’s SGCN.
Likewise, the Business Continuity Operational
Strategies and the Crisis, the Business Continuity, the
Crisis Communication and the Headquarters Building
Emergency Plans were updated. In addition, the
Business Continuity Incident and the Contingency
Operation Plans were designed.

CABEI constantly updates
and evaluates all systems
guaranteeing its operational
continuity.

The new Office will begin operations in 2019 as the
Bank’s response to greater demand at an international
level for accountability regarding environmental,
social and climate change issues.

System for Environmental
and Corporate Social
Responsibility (SASC)
The SASC is one of the execution
components of the Environmental and
Social Policy, through which practices
consistent with international standards
are incorporated. It seeks to avoid and
reduce the direct negative impacts
of the Bank’s own operations, maximizing impacts
that benefit its main stakeholders and promoting
accountability. It contains two areas of action:
environmental responsibility and social responsibility.

Environmental responsibility
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the SGCN,
tests of the aforementioned plans were carried out, as
well as emergency evacuation exercises.
To promote an SGCN culture and achieve the
efficient implementation of its tools, face-to-face
talks, breakfast forums, an electronic campaign and
distribution of informative material were undertaken.
To ensure the continuous improvement of the System,
new action plans were implemented and follow-up
was carried out, both on new plans and on previously
implemented ones. Likewise, the results of the
Indicators and Risk Appetite of Business Continuity
were followed up on and communicated.

Since 2009, the “Green Bank” Project
has been under execution to minimize
the direct negative impact of the
Bank’s operations on the environment,
thus favoring the sustainability of its
immediate environment by applying
criteria of energy saving, efficient water use and paper
reduction. The following is the result of the objectives
for 2018:

CABEI in action
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Comparative results of the objectives of the Green Bank Project
2017 – 2018
Consumption 2017

Consumption 2018

Reduction

1,969,800

1,845,200

124,600

Reduction of Potable Water Consumption (m3)

9,114

8,536

578

Reduction of Paper Consumption (reams)

2,815

2,670

145

Objective
Reduction of Non-Renewable Energy Consumption (kWH)

In 2018, the headquarters building generated 372,270
kilowatts per hour through a photovoltaic system
located on the rooftops. Likewise, the organic waste
generated in the kitchens and the cafeteria are 100%
processed.
CABEI is concerned with mitigating the environmental
footprint caused by its operation, and therefore in
2018 it began the ISO 14001:2015 certification process
on the Environmental Management System (EMS)
for the administrative and operational activities of
its Headquarters Building, in Honduras. The process
involves a multidisciplinary team of personnel that was
formed to promote this initiative from their different
areas of action and is expected to be finalized in 2019.
As a result of the training and environmental
awareness activities on ISO 14001:2015, the personnel
at Headquarters recommended a reduction in the use
of foam in the cafeteria, considering the environmental
impact due to its slow biodegradation process. The
consumption of this material was formerly on average
23,200 units per year, of which 18,000 (78%) have
now been replaced by biodegradable containers.
Among the actions for achieving SGA certification,
the procurement of environmentally-friendly goods
and services is also promoted; in addition, training,
awareness raising and environmental motivation
programs have been prepared and disseminated, and
there are constant efforts to streamline the Bank’s
environmental performance.
These efforts at Headquarters are gradually and
successfully being extended to the rest of the CABEI
offices in Central America to transform them into
highly efficient, sustainable systems. One noteworthy
example of such an achievement is the carbon neutral
certification obtained by the Bank in 2018 for the
Costa Rican Regional Office building, compared to its
2015 exercise.
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The involvement of Bank’s personnel is key to
the implementation of the actions promoted by
SASC, and during the year under report, CABEI
environmental volunteers planted more than 1,100
trees in protected areas of Central America. Since
2009, reforestation campaigns have been carried
out annually to compensate for the environmental
footprint generated by paper consumption in the
Bank’s operations. To date, more than 17,000 trees
have been planted in vulnerable areas affected by
climate change.

Institutional social responsibility
CABEI is aware of the social impact of its
operation and of the projects it finances
and therefore maintains constant
communication with its stakeholders to
increase operational efficiency and the
generation of value.
In addition, the Bank promotes welfare initiatives
for the people who make up its main stakeholders
and the general public pursuant to the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). In this way, the
participation and empowerment of communities
and citizens in general is encouraged for the joint
development of social investment projects, prioritizing
topics such as health, education, the environment and
community development.
As part of its actions in the social area, the Bank
sponsors events that contribute to the integration
and sustainable development of Central America and
other member countries through the dissemination of
knowledge, promotion of responsible practices and
generation of relationships, among others regarding
matters consistent with the Institutional Strategy.
In 2018, the Bank sponsored different events, whose impact
is highlighted by Strategic Axis in the following chart:

Sponsorship by Strategic Axis
2018

18%
Environmental
Sustainability

28%
Social
Development

16%
Regional
Integration

38%
Competitiveness

In addition, in 2018, there was collaboration on 29
civil society initiatives, through which resources were
channeled in support of health, education, community
development and the environment. To date, more
than 12,149 students have benefited from the Bank’s
educational efforts, and more than 7,742 people from
its health initiatives.

Benefits for employees
As part of its commitment to the welfare of the Bank’s
employees, the CABEI Social Benefits Fund (FPS)
provided extensive preventative health coverage to
both active and retired personnel, which during 2018
totaled 674 persons.
Noteworthy support during the year under report
included pension payments to 328 retirees, death
coverage payments of US$1.04 million, as well as
the recognition of medical expenses for the policy
holders (employee or retiree) and their families, which

The Institution
models the pillars of
integration, sustainable
development, and
community involvement
that it fosters in all
its development
interventions.
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includes in-hospital and outpatient expenses; 6,583
service requests were processed and US$4.0 million
was disbursed in recognition of medical expenses.
Likewise, to promote preventive medicine, 595 flu
vaccines were applied in the framework of health
fairs, where different tests and diagnostic tests were
also performed, as well as providing consulting with
specialists and holding medical talks.

Beneficiaries

674

Pensions paid to
retirees
In 2018, the FPS turned 50 and within the framework
of its anniversary, activities were carried out in favor
of the Day and Rest Center (CEDER) in Honduras.
The center houses approximately 13 elderly people
without family ties or any income. Through these
activities, structural repairs were made to the roof,
doors and windows of the building; it was also
equipped with a new stove, fire extinguishers, and
printer. In addition, a donation of adult diapers and
basic foods was provided. The CABEI volunteers also
had the opportunity to share a pleasant time with the
Center’s beneficiaries.

328
Medical expense
service requests
processed

6,583
Preventive
vaccines applied

595
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Regional
integration
Regional integration is part of the Bank’s raison d’etre,
is implicit in its own name and one of the Axes of its
2015 – 2019 Institutional Strategy, together with Social
Development, Competitiveness and Environmental
Sustainability, the latter as a Transversal Axis.
This section details the regional and international
environment, as well as the regional impact initiatives
in which the Bank participated during 2018. The
Financial Solutions section presents the description of
the approvals and disbursements by this institutional
axis at a general level, and the Contribution to
development section presents the same specifically
by country.
It should be noted that the projects and programs
that will be appreciated throughout this document
under this category contribute to intra- and extraregional trade, favoring physical integration and
regional institutionality.

International perspective1
The global economy continued to
expand in 2018 in a heterogeneous
manner and a trend toward moderation,
with estimated overall growth similar
to that of the previous year (3.7%).
Although
there
were
particular
situations that affected the different
economies, external factors played a noteworthy
role in creating a difficult scenario. On one hand, the
deployment of protectionist trade policies affected
the normal flow of world trade, contributing to
its deceleration. On the other hand, international
financial conditions became more restrictive, both
for developed and emerging economies, the latter
being more vulnerable to market sentiment in terms
of reversal of capital flows. Likewise, international
oil prices climbed almost 50.0% in the first half of
the year, although they moderated in a pronounced
1
2

Based on the International Monetary Fund (IMF),”World Economic Outlook
Update, January 2019” and BMI Research.
Based on information from the Executive Secretariat of the Central American
Monetary Council (SECMCA).

fashion in the last quarter, due to fears of a drop in
world demand2.
The advanced economies experienced 2.3% growth,
highlighting vigorous growth in the United States
(U.S.), which continued to grow above its potential
in the presence of fiscal stimuli that boosted private
sector activity. On the contrary, the Euro Zone
(EZ) and other advanced economies were affected
by various factors, such as higher energy prices,
financial risks, greater uncertainty due to particular
circumstances, climatic events or regulations that
affected the industrial sector.
The emerging and developing economies maintained
relatively stable growth, with an estimated average of
4.6%, although with disparities. India led the growth
in Asia amid a rebound in domestic demand, while
China moderated its activity as a result of increased
regulations for the real estate and financial sectors
and greater trade restrictions. On the other hand, the
economies of the Middle East and Sub-Saharan Africa
benefited from increases in the price of oil. Likewise,
the economies of Latin America reduced their growth
in the face of a less favorable external climate, mainly
due to tightening financial conditions, lower prices of
raw materials, and capital reversal.
During 2019, global economic growth is expected to
fall to 3.5%, in line with the tendency of advanced
economies to converge towards their potential.
The U.S. is expected to continue growing above its
potential and any moderation would depend on the
rate at which fiscal stimuli are withdrawn, as well as
on the evolution of its monetary policy. In this context,
advanced economies are forecast to grow 2.0% (U.S.
2.5% and EZ 2.2%); while growth of 4.5% is expected
for emerging and developing economies.
The balance of risks is clearly oriented to the
downside. On one hand, global trade remains subject
to uncertainty regarding trade policies, with potential
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effects on investment and financial markets. In the U.S.,
difficulties in reaching congressional agreements led
to a temporary government shutdown for a prolonged
period with an impact on the economy3. Likewise,
rising prices of financial conditions and greater
volatility in financial markets could also affect growth,
mainly in emerging and developing economies. In
addition, major geopolitical and climatic events could
also affect productive conditions.

Regional perspective4
Economic activity in Central America
grew 3.8% in 2018, maintaining a
decreasing trend in the aggregate
during most of the year. In most
countries,
the
most
dynamic
sectors were construction, financial services, trade,
manufacturing, transportation and farming.
This performance was accompanied by a climate of
price stability reflected in an inflation of 1.7%; this
highlights that most of the countries that set inflation
targets or projections had inflation below the target
ranges5. Likewise, the countries experienced different
national circumstances that impacted the business
climate and the normal transit of goods in the region;
this increased the complexity of the environment and
posed challenges for economic agents, while at the
same time demonstrating the need to strengthen
resilience and regional integration.
In the external sector, exports grew 4.4% boosted
by the robust growth of the U.S. However, the
deterioration in the terms of trade, mainly due to the
rise in oil prices, led to an 11.7% increase in imports.
Family remittance flows were more dynamic, growing
9.8% in the third quarter, as a result of a lower level
of Hispanic unemployment in the U.S., which stood
at 4.4% as of October, as well as the uncertainty
generated by migration policies in that country, an
issue that led to an increase in the flows sent. On the
other hand, direct foreign investment contracted by
7.3%, with differences between countries. As a result,
the region’s current deficit increased by around
US$817.0 million6.
The performance of public finances was affected by
the lower level of economic activity, which led to a
lower rate of revenue growth, in a context of rising
current expenses. As a result, the regional fiscal deficit
widened to 3.0% of the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) and public debt levels increased in all countries,
increasing the regional average from 48.0% to 52.0%
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of the GDP. In this context, the tax reforms approved
by Costa Rica are noteworthy, which include measures
to increase tax revenue and limit expenditures, mainly
those associated with salaries7.
The banking sector in Central America was
characterized by the quality of its portfolio and
profitability8. Credit to the private sector grew 3.6%,
with differences among countries, with a default level
of 2.3% of the portfolio and provisions that covered
115.9% of the portfolio. On the other hand, equity and
asset returns were 14.0% and 1.5%, respectively, similar
levels to those of the previous year9.
Looking to 2019, Central America is expecting a 4.1%
growth rebound, which will be driven by improvements
in the business climates of the region’s countries, as
well as expectations of better external conditions. In
this context, it is appropriate for the region to continue
promoting measures to strengthen its regional
integration and competitiveness, in order to diversify
its supply and promote greater insertion into value
chain, and to foster higher levels of economic growth.

Regional institutionality
CABEI is the financial arm of the SICA. In this sense
and in accordance with its mission to promote
economic integration and the balanced economic and
social development of the Central American region,
including the founding member countries and the
non-founding regional members, CABEI has been
working closely with regional institutions to promote
greater coordination in matters of relevance to the
SICA region, such as coordinated management for
the incorporation of new members to the Bank and
the implementation of the SICA self-sustainability
model. Furthermore, CABEI works hand in hand
with the different SICA entities and the respective
councils of ministers to identify and promote regional
programs, projects, and initiatives that respond to
sectoral policies and strategies within the framework
of the five pillars of the SICA agenda: Economic
Integration, Social Integration, Climate Change and
Disaster Prevention, Regional Democratic Security,
and Institutional Strengthening.
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

Based on information from BMI Research.
Data based on information from the IMF, SECMCA, BMI Research and the
region’s central banks.
Based on information from the IMF, central banks and SECMCA.
Based on information from SECMCA.
Based on information from SECMCA.
Based on the harmonized monetary and financial statistics of the region’s
countries.
Based on data from SECMCA, updated through September.

The SICA regional agenda was defined at the
Extraordinary Summit of Heads of State and
Governments of the SICA Countries for the Relaunching of the Central American Integration Process,
held in San Salvador, El Salvador, on July 20, 2010.
At the Summit, the SICA Heads of State defined the
five pillars for the regional integration process, which
remain in force to date. Complementary to this, during
the pro tempore Presidency of Costa Rica, in the first
six months of 2017, a Strategic Agenda prioritized by
SICA was adopted, based on the five aforementioned
pillars and seeks to align SICA actions with the 2030
Development Agenda and SDGs.
Based on these pillars of the regional agenda, the
different secretariats and sectoral institutions that
are part of the SICA elaborate regional strategies
and policies that define specific areas of intervention,
which are approved by their Councils of Ministers or
Directorial Councils, represented by the corresponding
sector minister of each of the member countries. In
this context, the secretariats and institutions have the
function and attribute of prioritizing interventions of
a regional nature and seeking the accompaniment
of other SICA bodies or international cooperation
agencies for their implementation.
In this regard, CABEI actively participates in the
different meetings convened by SICA and relies on this
body to obtain political support in areas of common
interest for the region. An example of the above is
CABEI’s participation in the Summits of Presidents
and the presentation of presidential mandates
referring to the Bank, which are mainly aimed at
obtaining presidential support in regional integration
strengthening processes. In the framework of CABEI’s
close coordination with the aforementioned entities,
various regional initiatives have been carried out
that address the lines of action defined in regional
strategies and policies.

Regional programs and initiatives
By the end of 2018, CABEI was involved in 19 regional
initiatives under execution or in the formulation
process that serve the SICA regional agenda. General
information on each initiative is available on the Bank’s
website. The following table presents the initiatives,
as well as data and events corresponding to 2018.

Climate
Change

Economic
Integration

Social
Integration

Democratic
Security

In relation to the above, the following is a summary
of the main actions which CABEI has taken in the
framework of the SICA agenda:
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Active regional initiatives
2018
SICA Integration Pillar: Climate Change
Related norm or
activity

Initiative

Regional
Environmental
Strategy Framework,
2015 – 2020 (ERAM)

Productive Investments for Adaptation to Climate Change (Cambio 2)
In the framework of the twenty-first meeting of the Board of Directors of the GCF held from
October 17 to 20, 2018, the Board approved the first financing to CABEI for US$15.5 million
for the Productive Investments for Adaptation to Climate Change project (Cambio 2).
Of these resources, US$12.5 million will be used to finance loans and US$3.0 million to
finance technical assistance and facilitate incentives for MSMEs and Financial Institutions
in Guatemala, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Honduras, Costa Rica, Panama and the Dominican
Republic that implement actions that lead to climate change adaptation.

Central American
Agricultural Policy
(PAC) and Central
American Strategy
for Rural Territorial
Development
(ECADERT)

Project to Increase Resilience to Climate Change in the Central American Dry Corridor
(CSC) and Arid Zones of the Dominican Republic (DR) – United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO)
CABEI granted Non-Reimbursable Financial Cooperation (NRFC) to FAO for US$1,536,500
in 2018 to prepare at least three financing proposals according to the GCF formats, focused
on the agricultural sector in SICA countries or groups of countries. This project is being
coordinated with the SICA Central American Agricultural Council (CAC).

2015 – 2020 ERAM;
Regional Strategy
on Climate Change
(ERCC); Strategy and
Plan for the Integrated
Management of Water
Resources in Central
America (ECGIRH)

Adaptation based on ecosystems and transformation measures to increase resilience to
climate change in the Central American Dry Corridor and the Arid Zones of the Dominican
Republic – UN Environment
In 2018, CABEI granted US$985,587 in NRFC to the United Nations Environment Program (UN
Environment) to formulate a proposal for full financing, in accordance with GCF formats, of a
comprehensive project for the CSC and the Arid Zones of the DR focused on implementing
key adaptation measures to build climate resilience in communities.

ERAM 2015 – 2020

Update of the ERAM 2015 – 2020
CABEI granted US$125,000 in NRFC to carry out the mid-term evaluation of the
implementation of the ERAM 2015 – 2020 and to harmonize its framework of action in
accordance with new global commitments, as well as a portfolio of projects in partnership
with the Bank.
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SICA Integration Pillar: Economic Integration
Related norm or
activity

Initiative

Regional Strategy
SICA Emprende

Initiative for the Development of Business Ideas and Acceleration of Central American
MSMEs (DINAMICA Initiative)
Based on the positive results of the DINAMICA Initiative, efforts were made with the
European Union (EU) and the German Financial Cooperation Agency, through the German
Development Bank (KfW), to obtain the approval of additional financial resources for a
second stage of DINAMICA in order to develop a seed capital component for innovative
companies.

Regional Strategy
SICA Emprende

Green MSMEs II
On June 13, the EU held an event to announce the start-up of Green MSMEs II. This second
phase includes a donation of 14 million euros (EUR) from the EU, a contribution from the
Government of Germany, through KfW of EUR40 million in reimbursable resources and EUR1
million in non-reimbursable resources, in addition to EUR7.1 million contributed by CABEI.

Regional Policy on
Gender Equality and
Equity

Regional Financing Program for Women Entrepreneurs (FEM)
Program in force until 2018, but without activity.

ECADERT

Regional Pilot Program to Serve the Population Affected by Coffee Pests and Promotion
of Practices for Sustainable Coffee Growing in Central America
The Program was presented by the CABEI to the CAC in 2017 and bilaterally to the Ministries
of Agriculture and Coffee Institutes of the beneficiary countries. Applications from countries
recognized by the Republic of China (Taiwan) for the use of these funds are currently under
review. In 2018, efforts were made to different SICA countries to formulate initiatives that
meet the criteria of the program in support of the region’s coffee sector.

Strategic Plan for
Sustainable Tourism
Development of
Central America 2014
– 2018

Regional Program of Competitiveness and Sustainability for Tourism MSMEs (PROMITUR)
At the CIX Ordinary Meeting of the Central American Tourism Council (CCT) held in October
2018 in Belize, the Tourism Ministers of the SICA countries announced the official launch
of PROMITUR and recognized CABEI for promoting a regional program that meets the
financing needs of MSMEs in the tourism sector. During the ceremony, CABEI representatives
highlighted the characteristics of the Program and the Bank’s commitment to promoting
regional initiatives that meet the demands and priorities defined in the regional SICA agenda.
It is important to add that CABEI, in coordination with the SITCA, has made various
arrangements with external sources to obtain additional resources for the implementation
of PROMITUR.
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SICA Integration Pillar: Economic Integration
Related norm or
activity

Initiative

Central American
Strategy for Trade
Facilitation and
Competitiveness
with Emphasis on
Coordinated Border
Management

NRFC for the Program to Support the Process of Deep Integration towards the Free
Transit of People and Goods between Guatemala and Honduras
At the year’s close, the execution of this cooperation was finalized by the Central American
Economic Integration Secretariat (SIECA). This cooperation achieved the production and
generation of the Single Central American Invoice and Declaration (FYDUCA), which is a
core document for the materialization of the customs union at the border posts of Corinto,
El Florido, and Agua Caliente.

Central American
Trade Facilitation
Strategy

NRFC for negotiation of the FTA with Korea
Program in force until 2018, but without activity.

COCESNA
Constitutive
Agreement

Regional Program for the Modernization of Equipment for the Central American
Corporation of Air Navigation Services (COCESNA)
Program in force until 2018, but without activity.

Master Plan for Trinational Investment and Economic Development Projects for the Gulf
of Fonseca
In 2018, CABEI contracted the Spanish company IDOM for the preparation of the
aforementioned Plan. It was presented to the authorities of the three Gulf countries in a
tripartite meeting, held in November 2018 in Managua, Nicaragua.

SICA Integration Pillar: Democratic Security
Related norm or
activity

Initiative

Central American
Security Strategy
(ESCA)
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CABEI Support Program to ESCA
Program in force until 2018, but without activity.

SICA Integration Pillar: Social Integration
Related norm or
activity
Central American
Strategy for
Housing and Human
Settlements (ECVAH
2014 – 2018)

Initiative

Central American Housing and Development Program for Sustainable Habitat (VIDHAS)
The results of the studies were presented jointly by UN Habitat and CABEI to the housing
ministers of the SICA countries during the XXXIX Ordinary Meeting of the Central American
Council of Housing and Urban Settlements (CCVAH), held in San José, Costa Rica on
October 11. In addition, a CABEI proposal was included to carry out joint efforts to obtain
resources from external sources that further contribute to financing the feasibility studies of
the projects identified in the State Study of the Metropolitan Areas and for the investment
works. Interest was expressed in expanding, in a second phase, the cooperation agreement
with UN Habitat to carry out the study in mention in all the capitals of the SICA countries.
In response to this, the CCVAH adopted two resolutions that support CABEI’s proposal.
In the first, the ministers express the interest that all the countries of the region identify
integral urban operations in metropolitan areas and intermediate cities, based on the Urban
Prosperity Index. In this regard, the Central American Social Integration Secretariat (SISCA),
CABEI and UN Habitat must take the necessary steps to formulate these operations. For its
part, aware of the extensive demand for resources required for the preparation of studies
and specific investments, SISCA has been instructed to contribute to the efforts by CABEI
and UN Habitat in the procurement of external resources for the implementation of the
various activities contemplated in VIDHAS.
In the second resolution, they instruct the SISCA to develop, with the participation of the
CCVAH Technical Coordinators and the collaboration of UN Habitat and CABEI, a proposal
for the implementation of the New Urban Agenda for the SICA Region. Said Plan must be
submitted for CCVAH’s approval during the second semester of 2019.

Strategic Plan for the
Central American
Forum and the
Dominican Republic
Portable Water and
Sanitation (FOCARD –
APS) 2015 – 2020 and
ECGIRH Plan

CABEI Regional Water and Sanitation Program
Program in force until 2018, but without activity.

FOCARD – APS
Strategic Plan 2015 –
2020 and ECGIRH Plan

Preparation of the CABEI Intervention Strategy for the Water and Sanitation Sector in
Central America and the Dominican Republic
Program in force until 2018, but without activity.

Health Plan for Central
America and the
Dominican Republic
2016 – 2020

Program for Strengthening Research and Development Capacities (PROFOCAID) in
Argentina
Program in force until 2018, but without activity.

Health Plan for Central
America and the
Dominican Republic
2016 – 2020

Support Program for the Strategy of Expanding Coverage and Access to Healthcare –
Argentina
Program in force until 2018, but without activity.
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Mesoamerica Integration and
Development Project (PM)
CABEI is part of the Interinstitutional Technical Group
of the Mesoamerica Project (PM). Since the beginning
of the mechanism as Plan Puebla Panama until the
close of 2018, the Bank has approved US$588.5
million in the Infrastructure and Energy area, US$1.92
billion in the Interconnection of Infrastructure and
Transportation Services area and US$59.5 million
in the Social Housing area, which represents an
accumulated amount of US$2.57 billion.
With regard to the Social Housing area, it is
noteworthy that the Government of Mexico through
the “Program for the Development of Social Housing
in Central America,” channels 183.8% of the initial
available financing, allowing for the management of 56
disbursements through 13 institutions and benefiting
a total of 7,939 low-income households that now have
a more dignified housing solution.
Noteworthy financing granted in 2018 in the area of
Interconnection of Infrastructure and Transportation
Services includes the Beltway Bypass Project – CA-5
Highway South for an amount of US$44.3 million,
in Honduras; and the Project for the Improvement
of the Technical and Operational Capacities of Port
Corinto for an amount of US$163.2 million, and the
VIII Program for the Improvement and Expansion of
Highways for an amount of US$176.7 million, both in
Nicaragua

CABEI has historically approved, as
a member of the Interinstitutional
Technical Group of the
Mesoamerica Project

a total of

$2.57

billion

In turn, the Bank financed the second and third
modules of the Cooperation Management System
of the Mesoamerica Integration and Development
Project (SIGECOP), whose main objective is to
establish a central repository consisting of four
modules for monitoring and updating technical and
financial information on cooperation projects in
the PM portfolio for permanent consultation by the
Presidential Commissioners and state ministries.

Participation in high-level regional
meetings
APRIL

CABEI, in conjunction with the Executive Directorate
of the PM, held the “Follow-up Workshop on MSME
Financing: Program to Support MSMEs with a Focus
on Innovation (PROMINOVA)” in Bogotá, Colombia,
on June 20 and 21, in order to learn about the
successful experiences in the Mesoamerican region
in the areas of innovation and entrepreneurship and
validate the creation – within CABEI – of an MSME
Support Program with a Focus on Innovation in the
Central American region.
The development of this meeting was framed in
compliance with the fourth presidential mandate
of the XVI Summit of Tuxtla, which establishes: “to
promote the continuity of the Mesoamerican SMEs
Forum as a space for dialogue for the construction of
policies to support entrepreneurs and MSMEs in the
Mesoamerican scope.”
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High-level political and technical
conference: “Social Innovation: Formulas
for better social protection and
productive inclusion in Central America
and the Dominican Republic”
Date: April 11
Country: Dominican Republic
The main topic addressed was the importance
of constructing intersectoral paths in a strategic
manner to achieve greater impact on fostering
stakeholders
and
creating
environmental
resilience. This event was organized by the
Central American Social Integration Secretariat
(SISCA) in conjunction with the Government of
the Dominican Republic.

APRIL

JULY

Official Launch of the Central American
Regional Mobility and Logistics
Framework Policy (PMRML)

CABEI mission to Qatar

Date: April 19
Country: El Salvador
The Central American Integration System (SICA)
carried out the official launch of the PMRML
for the Central American community. This
presentation led to conferences to socialize and
disseminate the policy, where the initiative for
the preparation of the Regional Master Plan for
Mobility and Logistics was introduced in benefit
of the SICA region countries.

Date: July 18
Country: Qatar
Representatives of CABEI held a meeting in
Doha with the Secretary General of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of the State of Qatar, Dr.
Ahmed bin Hassan Al Hammadi and the Deputy
Minister of Finance of the State of Qatar, Mr.
Kalaf Ahmed Sh. Al-Mannai, with the objective of
identifying options to boost trade between Qatar
and the SICA countries through investments in
strategic sectors such as energy, transportation,
telecommunications and the agricultural sector,
among others of interest to both entities.

MAY

Meeting among CABEI, SICA Secretariats,
and TaiwanICDF
Date: May 30
Country: Republic of China (Taiwan)
CABEI representatives, the Central American
Economic Integration Secretariat (SIECA), the
Council of Women Ministers of Central America
and the Dominican Republic, the Regional
Center for MSME Promotion (CENPROMYPE),
and the Secretariat for Central American Tourism
Integration (SITCA) held a meeting with the
International Cooperation and Development Fund
of the Republic of China (Taiwan) (TaiwanICDF)
to jointly present regional initiatives in support of
MSMEs, in particular the financing of proposals
of the Regional Program for Financing Women
Entrepreneurs (FEM) and the Regional Program
of Competitiveness and Sustainability for
Tourism MSMEs (PROMITUR). This meeting was
organized by CABEI and TaiwanICDF.

JUNE

AUGUST

Signing of a Cooperation Agreement with
UN Environment for the Dry Corridor
project during the Meeting of the CCAD
Council of Ministers
Date: August 2
Country: Belize
CABEI and UN Environment signed a cooperation
agreement within the framework of the LXI
Ordinary Meeting of the Central American Council
of Ministers of the Environment held in Placencia.
Through the agreement, CABEI granted UN
Environment a non-reimbursable technical
cooperation in the amount of US$985,587.00
to develop a proposal for adaptation to climate
change based on ecosystems for the Dry
Corridor of Central America and the arid zones
of the Dominican Republic with a focus on
efficient water use, to be presented to the Green
Climate Fund. This event was organized by the
Central American Council for Environment and
Development (CCAD).

LI Summit of SICA Presidents
Date: June 30
Country: Guatemala
CABEI participated in the LI Summit of SICA
Presidents. At this Summit, the Bank was ratified
as an entity that is ready to respond opportunely
to the needs of the region.
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Financial intermediation

SEPTEMBER

2018
(US$ Millions)

SICA – CABEI – Germany consultations
Date: September 14
Country: El Salvador
CABEI, SICA and the German Cooperation
Agency signed a protocol that defines the
issues to be prioritized to promote sustainable
and inclusive development in the region at
the end of consultations between the parties.
The consultations focused on the following
priority areas: environmental and natural
resource protection, renewable energy and
energy efficiency, and sustainable economic
development aimed at achieving the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) in the region.

Program
MSME Support Program
MSME Support Program – EE/ER (Green
MSMEs)
Support Program for Biodiversity-friendly
MSMEs

Date: November 1
Country: Costa Rica
This First Workshop organized by the
Governments of Costa Rica and Panama focused
on regional coordination to develop national
projects of regional impact and the prioritization
of those linked to public financing.

Development Finance
Through its Financial Intermediation
and Development Finance Focus
Area, the Bank leads initiatives aimed
at financing MSMEs and providing
financial solutions for the population without
access to traditional financing. In this sense, CABEI
administers programs and products aimed at these
sectors and segments of the population with the
objective of promoting productive entrepreneurship,
achieving greater financial inclusion, contributing to
job generation, impacting the development of human
capital, and improving the living conditions of Central
Americans.
During 2018, CABEI disbursed US$1.12 billion through
the different intermediation programs subscribed by
the multiple intermediary financial institutions that
are part of the Bank’s network of strategic allies.
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7.7
1.0

Support Program for MSMEs affected by
Natural Disasters

3.1

Factoring for suppliers: intermediated
modality

CABEI Educational Credit Program

First Workshop of National Coordinators
of the Commission for the Promotion and
Financing of the Mesoamerica Project

140.5

Support Program for MSMEs with a focus
on Agribusiness

MSME Support Program/Innovation
(DINAMICA Initiative)

NOVEMBER

Amount

Municipal Infrastructure Financing Program
(PROMUNI)
Financial Intermediation Program for
Social Housing
Regional Program for Financing of Women
Entrepreneurs (FEM)
Foreign Trade Financing Program
Program for Financial Intermediation for
Middle-class Housing

12.9
8.4
45.9
3.8
285.1
19.0

Productive Sector Promotion Program
(PROSEP)

285.6

Program for Equity and Expansion of the
Financial System (PROSIFI)

304.9

Total

1,117.9

By means of financial intermediation, CABEI disbursed
US$82.8 million in programs aimed at promoting
MSMEs under its different approaches (Green
MSMEs, Agribusiness, Biodiversity, Natural Disasters,
FEM) and other high-impact sectors, such as Social
Housing, Education and the PROMUNI.
The CABEI website includes additional information
on the description, scopes, and details of these
programs: www.bcie.org

Financial
solutions

10

The value elements derived from the fourth year
of implementation of the Institutional Strategy are
aimed at consolidating the Bank’s relevant position in
the region. During 2018 and as a strategic ally of its
member countries, CABEI promoted initiatives that
contributed to development and had an impact on
the welfare and quality of life of its beneficiaries.
CABEI approved US$2.44 billion for new interventions
and US$1.8611 billion in disbursements. These figures
make it possible to offer financing solutions consistent
with aspects that are transversal to the Bank’s
strategic offer, such as environmental sustainability
and gender equality.

2018 Approvals

$2.44

US

10
11

billion

The totals presented in tables and graphs in this section may not match due to
rounding.
This figure does not include Guatemala’s XACBAL portfolio repurchase
accounting movement for US$2.6 million.

Financial solutions
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Approvals12

Approvals by country and
institutional sector

The Bank approved 24 new development interventions
totaling US$2.44 billion. In 2018, this figure implied an
annual growth of 26.9% with respect to approvals in
2017.

New interventions in 2018 were focused on the public
sector with 86.3% of the total (US$2.11 billion). The
disaggregation among the member countries within
the Central American region shows that the largest
recipient of approvals was Panama with 32.8%,
followed by Costa Rica with 21.7%, Nicaragua with
14.9% and El Salvador with 11.6%.

Approvals by country and institutional sector
2018
(US$ Millions)
Institutional sector
Public

Private

Total

Guatemala

193.2

-

193.2

El Salvador

283.5

-

283.5

Honduras

44.3

40.0

84.3

Nicaragua

365.1

-

365.1

Costa Rica

530.3

-

530.3

Panama

660.0

141.0

801.0

-

154.0

154.0

32.0

-

32.0

2,108.4

335.0

2,443.4

Country

Dominican Republic
Argentina
Total

Approvals by Strategic Axis
In 2018, one of the Strategic Axes that concentrated
an important part of the new approved operations
was the Social Development Axis with 50.5% of
the total (US$1.23 billion). The second with the
highest concentration was the Competitiveness Axis
with 42.3% (US$1.03 billion), leaving the Regional
Integration axis with 7.2% of the total approvals
(US$176.2 million).

Approvals by Strategic Axis
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

%

Social Development

1,234.2

50.5

Competitiveness

1,033.0

42.3

176.2

7.2

2,443.4

100.0

Strategic Axis

Regional Integration
Total

12

This figure does not include Guatemala’s XACBAL portfolio repurchase
accounting movement for US$2.6 million.
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With regard to the Social Development Axis, the
country that contributed the largest amount was
Costa Rica with US$425.0 million in the intervention
involving the Water Supply System for the Tempisque
River Middle Basin and Coastal Communities; an
irrigation project for the northern region of the
country.

Finally, regarding the Regional Integration Axis,
the Project for the Improvement of Technical and
Operational Capacities of Port Corinto in Nicaragua
concentrated an important part of the total amount
of this Axis with US$81.6 million of the US$163.2
million total approved for the operation. This project
aims to improve the capacities of the Port through an
important investment in infrastructure, procurement
of equipment to enable efficient management of the
new infrastructure, and a technological investment
that integrates all operational and administrative
processes related to the attention of ships and
automated loading.

With respect to the Competitiveness Axis, the Six-Lane
Expansion Project of the Las Playas Corridor, Section
I in Panama was the intervention that contributed the
most with US$360.0 million of the US$450.0 million
approved for the operation. This intervention will
reduce travel times for both individuals and cargo on
a single route between the Panamanian capital and
the western part of the country.

Approvals by Strategic Axis by country
2018
(US$ Millions)
Strategic Axis
Country

Social Development

Competitiveness

Regional Integration

Total

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

Guatemala

193.2

7.9

-

0.0

-

0.0

193.2

7.9

El Salvador

133.5

5.5

150.0

6.1

-

0.0

283.5

11.6

Honduras

28.9

1.2

55.4

2.3

-

0.0

84.3

3.4

Nicaragua

35.3

1.4

235.6

9.6

94.2

3.9

365.1

14.9

Costa Rica

530.3

21.7

-

0.0

-

0.0

530.3

21.7

Panama

231.0

9.5

515.0

21.1

55.0

2.3

801.0

32.8

Dominican Republic

50.0

2.0

77.0

3.2

27.0

1.1

154.0

6.3

Argentina

32.0

1.3

-

0.0

-

0.0

32.0

1.3

1,234.2

50.5

1,033.0

42.3

176.2

7.2

2,443.4

100.0

Total

Approvals by Focus Area
The definition of the Focus Areas enables articulating
the institutional action guidelines with the national
development priorities of the countries. In this sense, in
2018, the Focus Area with the greatest concentration
of total approvals was Productive Infrastructure with
35.2%; port and highway operations carried out in
Nicaragua and Panama contributed the most to this
figure.

The second Focus Area with the highest concentration
of resources approved during 2018 was Rural
Development and the Environment with 26.0% of the
total. The operations with irrigation and agricultural
components in Costa Rica and El Salvador compose
this result.
Financial Intermediation and Development Finance
represented the third Focus Area with the highest
concentration of total approvals for the year with
22.1%. Noteworthy in this group was the US$301.0

Financial solutions
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million contribution from Panama in approvals for
financial institutions in the country.
The Focus Area of Human Development and Social
Infrastructure allocated 11.3% of total approvals
for 2018, mainly composed of the US$193.2 million
collaboration for Guatemala for the Hospital
Infrastructure and Equipment Investment Program.

The rest of approvals were distributed between
the Energy Focus Area with 4.3% and the Services
for Competitiveness Focus Area with 1.1%; the
aforementioned involved important participations
from Panama, the Dominican Republic and Costa
Rica.

Approvals by Focus Area by country
2018
(US$ Millions)
Focus Area / Country

Amount

%

275.2

11.3

Guatemala

193.2

7.9

Costa Rica

50.0

2.0

Argentina

32.0

1.3

636.1

26.0

El Salvador

183.5

7.5

Costa Rica

452.6

18.5

104.0

4.3

Panama

50.0

2.0

Dominican Republic

54.0

2.2

859.4

35.2

Honduras

44.3

1.8

Nicaragua

365.1

14.9

450.0

18.4

541.0

22.1

100.0

4.1

40.0

1.6

Panama

301.0

12.3

Dominican Republic

100.0

4.1

Services for Competitiveness

27.6

1.1

Costa Rica

27.6

1.1

2,443.4

100.0

Human Development and Social Infrastructure

Rural Development and the Environment

Energy

Productive Infrastructure

Panama
Financial Intermediation and Development Finance
El Salvador
Honduras

Total
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Approvals by economic activity
The strengthening of CABEI’s role as the region’s
strategic ally requires its support for key activities
that promote economic integration and the balanced
economic and social development of the member
countries.
The development interventions approved during 2018
were focused on six economic activities. Construction
was the area that presented the highest accumulation

of the total amount with 35.2%, while agriculture,
livestock, forestry and fishing, as well as financial and
insurance activities jointly accumulated approximately
50.0% of the total.
Human healthcare and social assistance activities
represented 9.2% of the total amount, while such
activities as electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning
supply together with the teaching activity accounted
for 4.3% and 2.0%, respectively.

Approvals by economic activity
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

%

Construction

859.4

35.2

Agriculture, livestock, forestry, and fishing

663.8

27.2

Financial and insurance activities

541.0

22.1

Human healthcare and social assistance activities

225.2

9.2

Electricity, gas, steam, and air conditioning supply

104.0

4.3

50.0

2.0

2,443.4

100.0

Economic activity

Teaching
Total

Approvals by risk type

Approvals by risk type
2018 interventions can be classified by their risk
type. Of the sum of the amounts approved, 73.6%
was considered sovereign risk, which is equivalent
to US$1.80 billion. Operations with generic or nonsovereign risk totaled 26.4% of the total amount,
which is equivalent to US$645.0 million.

2018
(US$ Millions)
Risk type
Generic
Sovereign
Total

Amount

%

645.0

26.4

1,798.4

73.6

2,443.4

100.0
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Approvals by country over the last
five years

integration and development of the region. These
new interventions represented on average an annual
contribution for the region of approximately US$1.99
billion, with an average growth rate of 11.9%.

Throughout the last five years (2014 – 2018), the
Bank approved a total of US$9.93 billion for the

Approvals by country
2014 – 2018
(US$ Millions)
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

Guatemala

306.6

380.0

300.0

137.0

193.2

1,316.8

El Salvador

311.1

340.5

385.8

307.3

283.5

1,628.2

Honduras

210.8

258.6

102.2

267.6

84.3

923.4

Nicaragua

333.9

196.0

379.8

478.8

365.1

1,753.6

Costa Rica

329.0

275.6

341.8

215.8

530.3

1,692.5

30.0

220.0

256.0

190.0

801.0

1,497.0

-

-

100.0

249.6

154.0

503.6

Belize

30.0

-

-

-

-

30.0

Colombia

50.0

136.0

-

50.0

-

236.0

Argentina

-

50.0

90.0

30.0

32.0

202.0

Mexico

-

-

150.0

-

-

150.0

1,601.5

1,856.7

2,105.6

1,926.0

2,443.4

9,933.1

Country

Panama
Dominican Republic

Total

Disbursements
The Bank has a streamlined value proposition that
aims to promote economic integration and the
balanced economic and social development of its
member countries. To that end, it disbursed US$1.90
billion13 during 2018, representing an increase of 28.2%
with respect to the amount disbursed in 2017.

Axes of Social Development and Regional Integration
accumulated just over 30.0% of the resources
disbursed during the year.

2018 Disbursements

Disbursements by Strategic Axis
During 2018, the Strategic Axis that showed the
highest concentration of resources disbursed was
Competitiveness with 69.3%, which highlights the
promotion of projects that favor the region’s sustained
and inclusive economic growth. Furthermore, the

$1.90

US

13

34

billion

This figure does not include Guatemala’s XACBAL portfolio repurchase
accounting movement for US$2.6 million.

Disbursements by Strategic Axis

Regarding the Competitiveness Axis, the countries that
contributed most to the total amount accumulated
were Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, the Dominican
Republic, and Honduras. In terms of the Social
Development Axis, the most significant contributions
were those from the Dominican Republic, Nicaragua,
El Salvador, Costa Rica, and Honduras, while in the
Regional Integration Axis the greatest contributions
came from Panama, the Dominican Republic, El
Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala.

2018
(US$ Millions)
Strategic Axis
Social Development
Competitiveness
Regional Integration
Total

Amount

%

334.6

18.0

1,289.6

69.3

235.6

12.7

1,859.8

100.0

Disbursements by Strategic Axis by country
2018
(US$ Millions)
Strategic Axis

Social Development

Competitiveness

Regional Integration

Total

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

Guatemala

12.8

0.7

77.4

4.2

24.9

1.3

115.1

6.2

El Salvador

58.0

3.1

97.8

5.3

37.1

2.0

192.9

10.4

Honduras

48.9

2.6

123.4

6.6

32.3

1.7

204.6

11.0

Nicaragua

59.7

3.2

338.6

18.2

7.6

0.4

405.9

21.8

Costa Rica

49.0

2.6

245.2

13.2

6.4

0.3

300.6

16.2

1.0

0.1

1.4

0.1

1.0

0.1

3.5

0.2

17.0

0.9

210.2

11.3

68.2

3.7

295.5

15.9

88.3

4.7

195.5

10.5

58.0

3.1

341.8

18.4

334.6

18.0

1,289.6

69.3

235.6

12.7

1,859.8

100.0

Country

Belice
Panama
Dominican Republic
Total

Disbursements by Focus Area
The Bank’s support to its members has historically
focused on promoting initiatives that aim to
strengthen the factors that affect productivity levels
in a context of social security and environmental
sustainability. In this sense, during 2018, the disbursed
amounts mainly targeted the Focus Area of Services
for Competitiveness with 35.5% of the total amount.

came in third with 12.9% of the total; Honduras and
Nicaragua were the countries that contributed the
most.
The Focus Areas of Rural Development and the
Environment, Human Development and Social
Infrastructure, and Energy concentrated 8.5%, 6.9%
and 6.9% of the total, respectively.

The second Focus Area with the highest concentration
of disbursed resources was Financial Intermediation
and Development Finance with 29.3% of the total;
Nicaragua and Costa Rica being the countries with
the greatest contribution. Productive Infrastructure
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Disbursements by Focus Area by country
2018
(US$ Millions)
Focus Area / Country
Human Development and Social Infrastructure
El Salvador

Amount

%

129.1

6.9

48.5

2.6

11.1

0.6

Nicaragua

37.2

2.0

Costa Rica

12.8

0.7

Panama

16.0

0.9

Honduras

Belize
Financial Intermediation and Development Finance
El Salvador
Honduras

3.5

0.2

545.0

29.3

25.0

1.3

22.1

1.2

Nicaragua

257.3

13.8

Costa Rica

126.8

6.8

63.8

3.4

Panama
Dominican Republic

50.0

2.7

239.7

12.9

Guatemala

41.3

2.2

El Salvador

44.2

2.4

Honduras

75.9

4.1

Nicaragua

72.2

3.9

Costa Rica

6.0

0.3

127.8

6.9

El Salvador

54.2

2.9

Honduras

18.9

1.0

Nicaragua

7.9

0.4

Costa Rica

13.3

0.7

Panama

26.5

1.4

Productive Infrastructure

Energy

Dominican Republic

7.0

0.4

Services for Competitiveness

660.7

35.5

Guatemala

73.1

3.9

El Salvador

12.4

0.7

Honduras

51.9

2.8

Nicaragua

29.0

1.6

Costa Rica

96.0

5.2

Panama

189.2

10.2

209.0

11.2

157.6

8.5

Guatemala

0.6

0.0

El Salvador

8.5

0.5

Dominican Republic
Rural Development and the Environment

Honduras

24.7

1.3

Nicaragua

2.3

0.1

Costa Rica

45.7

2.5

Dominican Republic
Total
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75.8

4.1

1,859.8

100.0

Disbursements by economic
activity
CABEI has based its activity on promoting initiatives
that enable economic growth, which leads to a
reduction of poverty and inequalities, regional
integration, and the competitive insertion of the
Bank’s member countries into the world economy.
Pursuant to the above, funds disbursed during 2018
were focused on thirteen economic activities.

More than 70.0% of total resources were distributed
in operations that attend financial and insurance
activities, wholesale and retail trade, and construction.
The remainder of the disbursed funds was distributed
in electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning
supply activities; agriculture, livestock, forestry and
fishing; manufacturing industries; water supply,
and wastewater disposal, waste management and
decontamination.

Disbursements by economic activity
2018
(US$ Millions)
Economic activity

Amount

%

548.1

29.5

Wholesale and retail trade

495.5

26.6

Construction

303.0

16.3

Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply

127.8

6.9

Agriculture, livestock, forestry and fishing

107.7

5.8

83.1

4.5

Water supply, wastewater disposal, waste management and
decontamination

62.0

3.3

Professional, scientific and technical activities

59.4

3.2

Multisectoral

41.5

2.2

Human healthcare and social assistance activities

23.3

1.3

Public administration and defense; mandatory membership social
security plans

6.9

0.4

Teaching

0.9

0.0

Hospitality and food service activities

0.4

0.0

1,859.8

100.0

Financial and insurance activities

Manufacturing industries

Total
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Disbursements by country over the
last five years
During the 2014 – 2018 five-year period, the Bank has
disbursed a total of US$7.91 billion, focusing most of
the resources in El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and

Costa Rica. It is important to highlight that, taking into
account the diversification guidelines in the sovereign
credit exposure, countries such as the Dominican
Republic, Panama, and Mexico accumulated 14.9% of
the disbursements during these five years.

Disbursements by country and year
2014 – 2018
(US$ Millions)
Country

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

Guatemala

198.0

242.5

157.5

69.4

115.1

782.5

El Salvador

312.0

326.6

363.4

311.4

192.9

1,506.4

Honduras

266.9

252.7

142.5

200.2

204.6

1,066.9

Nicaragua

177.9

197.5

209.0

213.1

405.9

1,203.4

Costa Rica

555.7

465.0

373.2

281.1

300.6

1,975.5

-

-

186.0

-

-

186.0

49.7

14.7

100.3

190.6

295.5

650.9

-

-

-

40.0

341.8

381.8

3.9

4.4

-

-

3.5

11.8

Mexico

-

-

-

142.5

-

142.5

Argentina

-

-

-

2.6

-

2.6

1,564.2

1,503.4

1,531.8

1,450.9

1,859.8

7,910.2

Colombia
Panama
Dominican Republic
Belize

Total

With its operations, CABEI contributes to the region in the fulfillment of the Sustainable Development Goals.
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Loan portfolio
With an annual growth of 9.5%, the portfolio balance
for 2018 has been the highest of the five-year period
(US$7.49 billion), which confirms the Bank’s objective
of increasing its impact on development, supporting
compliance with the SDGs and contributing to the
economic reactivation of the region.

Regarding the distribution of the countries, the
Institution has focused most of its efforts on the
five founding countries with 83.3% of the total. It
is noteworthy that the joint participation of the
Dominican Republic and Panama compose 12.4% of
the total portfolio.

2018 Loan portfolio

Portfolio by institutional sector
The Bank’s institutional portfolio was mainly focused
on the public sector with 82.2% of the total, especially
the non-financial public sector, confirming the
strategic objective of concentrating on the promotion
of initiatives aimed at strengthening the factors that
influence productivity levels in a context of social
security and environmental sustainability.

$7.49

US

billion

Portfolio by institutional sector by country
2018
(US$ Millions)
Sector

Total by country

Country

Public

%

Private

%

Amount

%

Guatemala

956.0

15.5

109.9

8.3

1,066.0

14.2

El Salvador

1,091.4

17.7

75.8

5.7

1,167.2

15.6

Honduras

1,093.6

17.8

320.6

24.1

1,414.3

18.9

Nicaragua

1,001.4

16.3

252.0

19.0

1,253.4

16.7

Costa Rica

1,166.4

18.9

172.3

13.0

1,338.7

17.9

Panama

184.5

3.0

292.2

22.0

476.7

6.4

Dominican Republic

345.6

5.6

106.4

8.0

452.0

6.0

13.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

13.2

0.2

Colombia

183.7

3.0

0.0

0.0

183.7

2.5

Argentina

2.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.5

0.0

119.8

1.9

0.0

0.0

119.8

1.6

6,158.1

100.0

1,329.2

100.0

7,487.4

100.0

Belize

Mexico
Total
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Portfolio by country over the last five years
Throughout the last five-year period, CABEI’s portfolio has had an average annual growth of 7.0%, which has
allowed for continued efforts towards the balanced economic development of the region.

Portfolio by country and year
2014 – 2018
(US$ Millions)
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Guatemala

1,278.6

1,264.3

1,206.4

1,101.4

1,066.0

El Salvador

856.2

962.2

1,051.6

1,160.7

1,167.2

Honduras

1,318.5

1,326.4

1,318.9

1,360.7

1,414.3

Nicaragua

700.3

793.3

880.2

965.3

1,253.4

Costa Rica

1,239.4

1,420.2

1,438.6

1,370.3

1,338.7

Mexico

0.0

0.0

0.0

134.8

119.8

Argentina

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.5

2.5

Colombia

0.0

0.0

183.3

183.5

183.7

59.6

66.9

163.1

308.9

476.7

252.8

236.2

219.5

236.2

452.0

7.8

12.1

11.6

10.7

13.2

5,713.2

6,081.6

6,473.1

6,834.8

7,487.4

6.4

6.4

5.6

9.5

Country

Panama
Dominican Republic
Belize
Total
Var (%)

Technical and
Financial Cooperation
Technical Cooperation Fund
(FONTEC)
During 2018, ten technical cooperation operations
were approved with resources from the Technical
Cooperation Fund (FONTEC); four were approved
under the non-reimbursable modality and six under
the contingent recovery modality.

Non-reimbursable modality
Within the non-reimbursable cooperations, a
technical cooperation with a regional focus was
approved and destined for the Mid-term evaluation
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of the implementation of the Regional Environmental
Strategy, as well as to harmonize its framework of
action based on the new global commitments related
to the environmental agenda. Likewise, three nonreimbursable cooperations were approved for an Initial
Study Management corresponding to the Focus Areas
of Human Development and Social Infrastructure,
Productive Infrastructure and Competitiveness for
projects such as the Technical Study of the current
Municipal Landfill zone 3, as well as the Management
of Studies and Designs for Road Infrastructure, both
in Guatemala.
Likewise, a technical cooperation was approved for
the analysis of possible projects to be executed under
the Public-Private Partnership modality in Honduras.

FONTEC Projects with non-reimbursable modality
2018
(US$)
Project

Country

Focus Area

Modality

Mid-term evaluation of the
implementation of ERAM and
harmonization of its framework of
action in accordance with the new
global commitments related to the
environmental agenda.

Regional

Rural Development
and the Environment

Non-Reimbursable

125,475.00

Human Development
and Social
Infrastructure

Initial Management
of Studies

19,745.04

Initial Management
of Studies

24,990.00

Initial Management
of Studies

23,100.00

Technical Closure Study of the
Current Municipal Landfill Zone
3 and Feasibility Study of a New
Solution for the Department of
Guatemala.

Guatemala

Management of Studies for
Road Infrastructure and Designs
Program.

Guatemala

Productive
Infrastructure

Cooperation for the hiring of
technical assistance for analysis of
possible projects to be executed
under the modality of PublicPrivate Partnership.

Honduras

Services for
Competitiveness
and Productive
Infrastructure

Total

Amount

193,310.04

FONTEC non-reimbursable projects by Focus Area
2018
(%)

6%
Services for
Competitiveness

19%
Productive
Infrastructure

10%
Human Development
and Social Infrastructure

65%
Rural Development
and the Environment

Financial solutions
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Contingent recovery modality
Under the contingent recovery modality, six technical
cooperations were approved for US$5.9 million.
The approvals included the “Feasibility studies and
structuring of the Puerto Cortés and San Pedro Sula
Beltway projects”, for US$990.0 thousand each, in
Honduras. Likewise, in Honduras US$588.7 thousand
was approved for the Final Design of the Collector
and Treatment Plant in the Choluteca River.

Technical cooperations
under contingent recovery
modality

$5.9

US

million

In Nicaragua, the “Pre-investment studies of the
Environmental Sanitation Program in the South shore
of Lake Managua” received financing amounting to
US$1,995.0 thousand.
Finally, in Costa Rica, two technical cooperations
were approved under the contingent modality for the
“Technical and feasibility studies of the Limonense
Electric Freight Train – TELCA” for US$750.0 thousand,
and for the “Supervision and Implementation of a
Feasibility Study for the Fast Passenger Train (TRP)
Project of the Greater Metropolitan Area (GAM)” for
US$570.0 thousand.

FONTEC Projects with contingent recovery modality
2018
(US$)
Country

Focus Area

Amount

Final Design of the Collector and Treatment
Plant in the Choluteca River.

Honduras

Human Development and
Social Infrastructure

588,754.1

Feasibility studies and structuring of the
Puerto Cortés Beltway project.

Honduras

Productive Infrastructure

990,000.0

Feasibility studies and structuring of the
San Pedro Sula Beltway Project.

Honduras

Productive Infrastructure

990,000.0

Pre-investment Studies of the
Environmental Sanitation Program of the
South Shore of Lake Managua.

Nicaragua

Productive Infrastructure

1,995,000.0

Technical and feasibility studies for the
Limonense Electric Freight Train – TELCA.

Costa Rica

Productive Infrastructure

750,000.0

Supervision and Implementation of the
Feasibility Study for the Rapid Passenger
Train Project (TRP) of the Greater
Metropolitan Area (GAM).

Costa Rica

Productive Infrastructure

570,000.0

Project

Total

5,883,754.1
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FONTEC Projects with contingent recovery modality by Focus Area
2018
(%)

10%
Human Development
and Social Infrastructure

90%
Productive
Infrastructure

Technical Cooperation with external funds
In 2018, three non-reimbursable technical cooperations were approved with resources from external sources and
aimed at strengthening the Productive Infrastructure of Guatemala and Honduras, as well as the promotion of the
Human Development and Social Infrastructure in Honduras.

Projects with external sources of non-reimbursable modality
2018
(US$)
Project

Country

Focus Area

Amount

Program of Road Infrastructure Studies and
Designs.

Guatemala

Productive
Infrastructure

Final Design of the Collector and Treatment
Plant in the Choluteca River.

Honduras

Human Development
and Social
Infrastructure

804,129.23

Feasibility Studies of a Public
Transportation Network by Air Cable for the
Municipality of the Central District.

Honduras

Productive
Infrastructure

811,206.00

Total

3,691,000.00

5,306,335.23

Financial solutions
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Financial aid
During 2018, three emergency aids were approved to support the countries of Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua
in response to emergencies arising from natural events, which are detailed below:

Emergency aid projects
2018
(US$)
Project

Country

Focus Area

Emergency aid for eruption of the Volcán
de Fuego.

Guatemala

Human Development and
Social Infrastructure

250,000.0

Emergency aid due to drought and water
shortages.

Honduras

Human Development and
Social Infrastructure

250,000.0

Emergency aid due to rain

Nicaragua

Human Development and
Social Infrastructure

250,000.0

Total

Amount

750,000.0

Non-reimbursable financial
cooperation for founding member
countries
Under the modality of non-reimbursable financial
cooperation for the founding member countries,
CABEI approved an operation for the Republic of Costa
Rica for US$1,000.00 thousand, for the preparation of
a “Feasibility Study for the construction, equipment
and startup of a Rapid Passenger Train (TRP) in the
Greater Metropolitan Area (GAM)”, which will enable
safe, clean, fast, and efficient mobility between the
different points of GAM, favoring a reduction in travel
times for users and the decongestion of roads, which
will also help to reduce hydrocarbon emissions, thus
contributing to the neutral carbon goal proposed by
the country.
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CABEI promotes social
development, sustainable
competitiveness and
regional integration; caring
for environmental and

social sustainability at
all times.

Financial solutions
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Contribution
to development
Honduras
US$84.3 million

Mexico

Nicaragua
US$365.1 million

Cuba

Belize

Dominican Republic
US$154.0 million

Colombia

Guatemala
US$193.2 million

El Salvador
US$283.5 million

Costa Rica
US$530.3 million

Panama
US$801.0 million

2018 total approvals

$2.44

US

billion

Argentina
US$32.0 million

Guatemala

Froilán Emilio Vásquez Carreto
Farmer, Guatemala.

Beneficiary of the Support Program to
MSMEs Affected by Natural Disasters
(available only in Guatemala).
2018 Approvals

$193.2

US

million

2018 Disbursements

$115.1

US

million

Main financed development
intervention
• Hospital Infrastructure and Equipment
Investment Program

“

I am 59 years old and live in San Isidro
Ixcolochil, San Antonio Sacatepéquez,
San Marcos. Currently I am married and
have six children, five of whom are of
legal age while the youngest is still in
school; they are very good children.
Honestly, I did not know I obtain a loan,
I used my own resources and, since
they were limited, my production was
also minimal. I used my first credit to
purchase agricultural inputs that helped
to boost my horticulture production; now
I have a greater variety of crops and the
possibility of delivering my production
directly to my community, I feel useful.
I can also provide my children with an
education and a better quality of life.

”
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Summary of operations of
the last five-year period

During the five-year period, CABEI disbursed a total
of US$782.6 million in Guatemala, representing 9.9%
of the Bank’s total disbursements; this percentage is
divided into 48.0% directed to the sovereign public
sector and 52.0% to the private sector.

CABEI approvals for Guatemala totaled US$1.32 billion
in the 2014 – 2018 period, which represents 13.3% of
the Bank’s total approvals in the same period. 92.1% of
the approvals were directed to the sovereign public
sector and the rest (7.9%) to the private sector.

Annual operations
2014 – 2018
(US$ Millions)
Year
Operations

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Approvals

306.6

380.0

300.0

137.0

193.2

Public sector

250.0

370.0

300.0

100.0

193.2

Private sector

56.6

10.0

Disbursements

198.1

242.5

157.5

69.4

115.1

Public sector

90.9

125.3

98.7

19.6

41.3

Private sector

107.2

117.2

58.8

49.8

73.8

1,278.60

1,264.30

1,206.38

1,101.38

1,066.03

1,050.3

1,078.5

1,082.58

1,012.60

956.03

228.3

185.8

123.8

88.78

110.00

Portfolio
Public sector
Private sector

37.0

CABEI continues to make progress in its 2015-2019 Institutional Strategy through which it promotes the development of the region by
means of Strategic Axes and Focus Areas.
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Approvals

2018 Approvals

During 2018, CABEI approved the Hospital
Infrastructure and Equipment Investment Program,
for the Republic of Guatemala to renovate three
hospitals and expand two hospitals in the public
services network, for an amount of US$193.2 million.
The Program promotes Social Development, and also
supports the economic activity of healthcare and
social assistance.

$193.2

US

million

Regarding the CABEI Focus Areas and pursuant to
its “2015 – 2019 Institutional Strategy: Integrating
Sustainable Development and Competitiveness,”
the initiative is framed in the Focus Area of Human
Development and Social Infrastructure.

Approved operations
2018
(US$ Millions)
Approved operation

Client

Hospital
Infrastructure
and Equipment
Investment
Program

Republic of
Guatemala
Executing Agency:
Ministry of Public
Health and Social
Assistance

Amount

Strategic Axis

Focus Area

Economic activity

193.2

Social
Development

Human Development
and Social
Infrastructure

Healthcare and social
assistance activities

Portfolio
Portfolio by institutional sector

2018 Portfolio

The CABEI portfolio balance in Guatemala through
December 31, 2018 was US$1.07 billion, divided into
89.7% for the public sector and 10.3% for the private
sector. CABEI’s Guatemala portfolio represents 14.2%
of the total for the Institution in that year.

$1.07

Portfolio by institutional sector

US

2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

%

Public sector

956.0

89.7

Private sector

110.0

10.3

1,066.0

100.0

Institutional sector

Total

billion

Contribution to development
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Portfolio by market sector
CABEI’s portfolio in Guatemala was concentrated
in the non-financial public sector with an amount of
US$956.0 million, which represents 89.7% of the total
portfolio for Guatemala. Likewise, 3.8% of the portfolio
was allocated to short-term operations in the financial
sector, 3.6% to long-term operations in the financial
sector and 2.6% to the business sector.

Portfolio by market sector
2018
(US$ Millions)
Market sector
Non-financial public sector
Financial sector – short term
Financial sector – long term
Business sector
Total

Amount

%

956.0

89.7

41.9

3.9

40.0

3.8

28.1

2.6

1,066.0

100.0

Current Intermediary Financial Institutions (IFIs)
2018
(US$ Millions)
Global Credit
Line (GCL)

Approved
amount

Portfolio
balance

Amount available at
the close of the year

Banco Industrial, S.A.*

1366

50.0

26.1

23.9

Banco Promerica S.A.*

2094

17.0

0.3

16.7

Banco de Desarrollo Rural, S.A.

1439

60.0

40.0

20.0

Foundation for the Integral Development of
Socioeconomic Programs (FUNDAP)

1543

15.0

5.0

10.0

Banco G &T Continental, S.A. - Guatemala

1565

43.8

4.8

39.0

185.8

76.1

109.7

IFI

Total
* Lines in renewal process at the close of 12/31/2018
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Disbursements

2018 Disbursements

CABEI allocated resources to Guatemala through the
disbursement of US$115.1 million.

Disbursements by Strategic Axis
The majority (67.3%) of the disbursements were
directed at the Strategic Axis of Competitiveness.
Additionally, CABEI supported the Strategic Axis of
Regional Integration with 21.6% of disbursements and
11.1% was allocated to that of Social Development.

Disbursements by Strategic Axis
2018
(US$ Millions)
Strategic Axis

$115.1

US

million

Disbursements by Focus Area
The above is reflected in the classification of
disbursements by Focus Area, showing that 63.6%,
US$73.2 million, was allocated to the Area of Services
for Competitiveness; while Productive Infrastructure
received 35.9% of resources; and Rural Development
and the Environment, 0.5%.

Amount

%

Competitiveness

77.4

67.3

Regional Integration

24.9

21.6

Disbursements by Focus Area

Social Development

12.8

11.1

2018
(US$ Millions)

Total

115.1

100.0

Focus Area

Amount

%

Services for Competitiveness

73.2

63.6

Productive Infrastructure

41.3

35.9

Social Development and the Environment

0.6

0.5

Total

115.1

100.0

Contribution to development
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Disbursements by economic
activity
42.6% of CABEI resources disbursed to Guatemala
was directed at the wholesale and retail trade; 34.2%
was disbursed for multi-sector loans; 18.4% for
professional, scientific, and technical activities; 2.7%
was directed at financial and insurance activities; 1.6%
at construction and 0.5% at agriculture.

Disbursements by economic activity
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

%

Wholesale and retail trade

49.0

42.6

Multi-sector loans

39.4

34.2

21.2

18.4

Financial and insurance activities

3.1

2.7

Construction

1.8

1.6

Agriculture

0.6

0.5

Total

115.1

100.0

Economic activity

Professional, scientific, and
technical activities

Approved Technical Cooperations
During 2018, Technical Cooperations were approved
for an amount of US$3.7 million; this includes progress
in the internal processing for the granting of Nonreimbursable Technical Cooperation (NRTC) within
the framework of the Pre-Investment and Technical
Cooperation Financing Program, which is attached
to the Subprogram of External Funds and Special
Cooperation Programs with resources from the
Program of Funds for Infrastructure in Mesoamerica
and the Caribbean and to the Subprogram of Technical
Cooperation, under the non-reimbursable modality to
the public sector that will be exclusively used to finance
the Program of Studies and Road Infrastructure Design
of the Ministry of Communications, Infrastructure and
Housing, through the General Directorate of Roads.
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Also, a NRTC for Initial Studies was approved for
an amount of up to US$19.74 thousand destined to
formulate the Terms of Reference for the Technical
Closure Study of Municipal Landfill Zone 3 and the
Feasibility Study of a New Solution for the Department
of Guatemala, which has been prepared by a consulting
firm, pursuant to the requirements established by the
GCF for the formulation of a Preparatory Facility for
the Integral Waste Management Project.
Additionally, within the framework of the financing
of the Guatemalan Hospital Infrastructure and
Equipment Investment Program, a pre-investment
component was incorporated to attend the
interventions and investments in said program for an
amount of US$5,423.6 thousand.
Furthermore, on June 6, 2018 a NRTC was approved
for an amount of up to US$250.0 thousand to face
the emergency arising from the eruption of Volcán de
Fuego that took place on June 3, 2018.

Approved technical cooperations
2018
(US$ Thousands)
Name

Beneficiary

Amount

Studies for the Program of
Studies and Road Infrastructure
Design*.

Republic of
Guatemala

3,716.0

Technical Closure Study of the
Current Municipal Landfill of
Zone 3 and Feasibility Study of a
New Solution for the Department
of Guatemala.

Municipality of
Guatemala

Hospital Infrastructure and
Equipment Investment Program.

Republic of
Guatemala

Emergency Aid Financial
Cooperation for eruption of
Volcán de Fuego.

Republic of
Guatemala

Focus Area
Productive Infrastructure

Modality

Non-Reimbursable

Rural Development and
the Environment

Non-Reimbursable

5,423.6

Human Development
and Social Infrastructure

Pre-investment

250.0

Human Development
and Social Infrastructure

Non-Reimbursable

19.7

*In the process of approval and ratification of the portion of resources coming from FIMCA for an amount of US$3.6 million.

Non-reimbursable cooperations
disbursed
In 2018, a US$170.0 thousand disbursement was
made related to the Non-Reimbursable Financial
Cooperation “Support for Strengthening the
Ministry of Public Finance,” whose purpose was to
institutionally support and strengthen the Ministry
of Public Finance (MINFIN) in the implementation
of key reforms for State modernization, especially
those related to the Government Procurement Law,
issued by the Congress of the Republic of Guatemala,
through Decree 9-2015; as well as the fulfillment of the
commitments assumed at an international level, such
as the Alliance for Open Government and compliance
with the New Fiscal Transparency Code and Manual of
the International Monetary Fund.
The total amount of the non-reimbursable cooperation
was US$1.0 million, but the total amount disbursed
was US$820.0 thousand. Through this disbursement,
conditioning and equipment will be carried out
for new offices of the General Directorate of State
Procurement and the Directorate of Training and
Professional Development in State Procurement.

In addition, during 2018, the last disbursement
for US$42.6 thousand was made from the NonReimbursable Financial Cooperation to finance the
Program to Support the Deep Integration Process
towards the Free Transit of Goods and Natural
Persons between the Republics of Guatemala and
Honduras, for US$1.5 million. With this Cooperation,
CABEI collaborated in the design and development
of the physical infrastructure for the operation of the
customs service; definition, acquisition of computer
equipment and IT development; design, elaboration,
and adequate signposting; training and dissemination
to the public and private sector.

Noteworthy benefits and
impacts
The implementation of the Hospital Infrastructure and
Equipment Investment Program recently approved
to the Republic of Guatemala is expected to benefit
approximately 6,640,650 inhabitants located in a
target area covering 13 departments of the country.
The program involves approximately 63,495 square
meters of new construction and 15,980 square meters
of improvements and/or rehabilitation in the national
hospital network, in addition to contributing to the
recovery of installed capacities.

Contribution to development
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El Salvador

2018 Approvals
US

$283.5

million

2018 Disbursements

$192.9

US

million

Main financed development
interventions
• Credit line increase for the Central
Reserve Bank of El Salvador (BCR)
• Support Program for Family Farming for
Well-being
• High-yield, Sustainable and Resilient
Coffee-Growing Renewal Program
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María José Orantes Mendoza
Student in the undergraduate Integrated
Marketing Communications program at
Universidad Mónica Herrera, El Salvador.

Beneficiary of the Educational
Credit Program.

“

Before the loan, I could not pay for
university and the major I had chosen for
my professional fulfillment; my parents
could not afford it either. As a result of
the credit, I am currently finishing my
studies; I enjoy it and am giving the
most of myself day after day to be better
student and, one day, God willing, an
excellent professional.

”

Summary of operations of
the last five-year period
CABEI’s approvals for El Salvador during the 2014 –
2018 period reached US$1.63 billion, which represents
an average of US$325.6 million per year, equivalent
to 16.4% of the total approved by the Bank in that
period.
During that same period, CABEI disbursements in
favor of the country amounted to US$1.51 billion,
equivalent to an annual average of US$301.3 million,
which was 19.0% of total disbursements channeled by
the Bank in the same period.
With respect to the country’s loan portfolio, in 2018 El
Salvador closed with US$1.17 billion, corresponding to
15.6% of the total CABEI portfolio.
The investment in renewable energy is a sign of CABEI’s
commitment to promote the transformation towards a more
sustainable energy sector.

Annual operations
2014 – 2018
(US$ Millions)
Year
Operations

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Approvals

311.1

340.5

385.8

307.3

283.5

296.9

250.5

383.6

246.0

283.5

14.3

90.0

2.1

61.3

0

Disbursements

312.0

326.6

363.4

311.4

192.9

Public sector

256.6

263.6

333.4

297.7

187.0

55.4

63.0

30.0

13.7

5.9

Portfolio

856.2

962.2

1,051.6

1,160.7

1,167.2

Public sector

752.6

836.1

949.3

1,080.6

1,091.4

Private sector

103.6

126.0

102.2

80.0

75.8

Public sector
Private sector

Private sector

Contribution to development
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Approvals

2018 Approvals

In order to boost the country’s economic performance,
during 2018 the Bank approved new loans totaling
US$283.5 million, representing 11.6% of CABEI’s total
approvals during the year.

$283.5

US

million

Approved operations
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

Economic activity

Central
Reserve Bank
of El Salvador

100.0

Financial and
insurance activities

Support Program for Family
Farming for Well-being in El
Salvador

Republic of
El Salvador

100.0

Agriculture, farming,
forestry, and fishery

High-yield, Sustainable and
Resilient Coffee-Growing
Renewal Program in El Salvador

Republic of
El Salvador

83.5

Agriculture, farming,
forestry, and fishery

Approved operation

Client

Expansion of the Credit
Program’s Credit Line to Support
the Liquidity Management of
the Central Banks of the CABEI
Founding Members

Total

283.5

Approvals by Strategic Axis
As part of CABEI’s priorities in the framework
of the Strategic Axes contemplated in the 2015
– 2019 Institutional Strategy, in 2018, the Bank’s
authorizations in favor of El Salvador were oriented
toward contributing to the country’s Competitiveness,
with a total of US$150.0 million and expanding Social
Development with US$133.5 million.
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Approvals by Strategic Axis
2018
(US$ Millions)
Strategic Axis

Amount

%

Competitiveness

150.0

53.0

Social Development

133.5

47.0

Total

283.5

100.0

Approvals by Focus Area

Portfolio

In relation to its Focus Areas, CABEI approved two
interventions in El Salvador for US$183.5 million,
equivalent to 64.7% in the Rural Development and the
Environment Area, specifically for the renovation of
the coffee sector and support for family agriculture.
In the Financial Intermediation and Development
Finance Focus Area, a development intervention was
approved for US$100.0 million, equivalent to 35.3%,
which will contribute to strengthening the productive
sector through support to the El Salvador Central
Reserve Bank.

Approvals by economic activity

Portfolio by institutional sector
At the close of 2018, 93.50% of El Salvador’s loan
portfolio was allocated to the public sector and 6.5%
to the private sector. The total portfolio amounted
to US$1.17 billion, representing a growth of 0.6% with
respect to the previous year.

Portfolio by institutional sector
2018
(US$ Millions)
Institutional sector

In terms of economic activities, 64.7% of new approvals
were allocated to agriculture, livestock, forestry, and
fishing and 35.3% to financial and insurance activities.

Public sector
Private sector
Total

Amount

%

1,091.4

93.5

75.8

6.5

1,167.2

100.0

Portfolio by market sector
Approvals by economic activity
2018
(US$ Millions)
Economic activity

Amount

%

Agriculture, livestock, forestry, and fishery

183.4

64.7

Financial and insurance activities

100.1

35.3

283.5

100.0

Total

The non-financial public sector stands out in the
composition of the portfolio in El Salvador for 2018,
with 72.3%, followed by the long-term financial sector
with 25.0%, the short-term financial sector with 1.4%,
and the business sector with 1.3%.

Portfolio by market sector
2018
(US$ Millions)
Market sector

2018 Portfolio

Amount

%

843.3

72.3

Financial sector - short term

16.6

1.4

Financial sector - long term

291.5

25.0

15.7

1.3

1,167.1

100.0

Contribution to development
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Non-financial public sector

Business sector
Total

$1.17

US

billion

Annual Report 2018

Current Intermediary Financial Institutions (IFIs)
2018
(US$ Millions)
IFI

GCL

Approved
amount

Portfolio
balance

Amount
available at the
close of the year

Central Reserve Bank

1797

200

102.5

97.5

Banco de Cooperación Financiera de los Trabajadores, S.C.
de R.L. de C.V.

1602

1

0.3

0.7

Banco G&T Continental El Salvador, S.A.

2136

20

0.1

19.9

Banco Hipotecario de El Salvador, S.A.

1647

54.5

29.5

25

Banco de Desarrollo de El Salvador

1248

130

75.4

54.6

Banco Promerica, S.A.

1680

15

5

10

Banco de los Trabajadores Salvadoreños, S.C. de R.L. de C.V.

1570

5.5

3.7

1.8

Caja de Crédito de Aguilares, S.C. de R.L. de C.V.

1534

0.8

0.3

0.5

Caja de Crédito Rural de Chalatenango, S.C. de R.L. de C.V.

1594

2.6

1.9

0.7

Caja de Crédito de Nueva Concepción, S.C. de R.L. de C.V.

1715

1

0.5

0.5

Caja de Crédito de San Martin, S.C. de R.L. de C.V.

1528

0.9

0.7

0.2

Caja de Crédito de Santa Ana, S.C. de R.L. de C.V.

1548

1.2

0.7

0.5

Caja de Crédito de Santiago Nonualco, S.C. de R.L. de C.V.

1535

6.1

3.8

2.3

Caja de Crédito de Tonacatepeque, S.C. de R.L. de C.V.

1552

0.9

0.6

0.3

COMÉDICA de R.L.

1790

3

1.1

1.9

Federación de las Cajas de Crédito y Bancos de los
Trabajadores, S.C. de R.L. de C.V.

1345

40

24

16

Fondo Social para la Vivienda

2178

40

38.3

1.7

522.5

288.4

234.1

Total

Disbursements
Disbursements by Strategic Axis
The disbursements made during 2018 were mostly
destined to the Strategic Axis of Competitiveness for
an amount of US$97.8 million, which represents 50.7%
of the total amount disbursed. In second place was the
Strategic Axis of Social Development with US$58.0
million, which represents 30.1% of the disbursements,
followed by the Strategic Axis of Regional Integration
with US$37.1 million, which represented 19.2% of
disbursements.
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Disbursements by Strategic Axis
2018
(US$ Millions)
Strategic Axis

Amount

%

Social Development

58.0

30.1

Competitiveness

97.8

50.7

37.1

19.2

192.9

100.0

Regional Integration

Disbursements by economic
activity

Disbursements by Focus Area
Regarding Focus Areas, disbursements in 2018
were destined to finance development interventions
corresponding to the Energy Area with 28.1% of the
total disbursed, followed by Human Development
and Social Infrastructure with 25.1%, Productive
Infrastructure with 22.9%, Financial Intermediation
and Development Finance with 13.0%, Services
for Competitiveness with 6.4%, and finally Rural
Development and the Environment with 4.4%.

Disbursements destined to El Salvador were mostly
(47%) oriented to construction; followed by electricity,
gas, steam, and air conditioning (28.1%); and financial
and insurance activities (13%). The remainder is
detailed as follows:

2016

Disbursements by economic activity
2018
(US$ Millions)

Disbursements by Focus Area

Amount

%

Construction

91.0

47.2

Electricity, gas, steam and, air
conditioning supply

54.2

28.1

Financial and insurance activities

25.0

13

Agriculture, cattle breeding, forestry
and fishery

8.5

4.4

Wholesale and retail trade

6.5

3.4

4.7

2.4

1.7

0.9

191.6

99.4

Contribution to development
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Economic activity

2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

%

48.5

25.1

25

13

Productive Infrastructure

44.2

22.9

Energy

54.2

28.1

Professional, scientific, and technical
activities

Services for Competitiveness

12.4

6.4

Multi-sector

8.5

4.4

Total

192.9

100

Focus Area
Human Development and Social
Infrastructure
Financial Intermediation and
Development Finance

Rural Development and the Environment
Total

2018 Disbursements

$192.9

US

million

Annual Report 2018

Noteworthy benefits and
impacts
The credit line limit for the Central Reserve Bank
of El Salvador (BCR) was increased to US$200.0
million, in the framework of the Credit Program for
the Liquidity Management of the Central Banks of
the CABEI Founding Members. This allows the Bank
to increase its support to strengthen the country’s
financial system, helping to maintain the credibility of
financial institutions to meet liquidity needs, mainly
to respond to their depositors and other creditors,
thereby contributing to competitiveness.
Among the uses of the Credit Line is strengthening
BCR’s management of its Lender of Last Resort
status and the management of the Deposit Guarantee
Institute.
A loan for US$100.0 million was also approved for the
Support Program for Family Farming for Well-being
in El Salvador. This will contribute to improving the
production systems of small and medium basic grain
producers, dairy farmers, coffee farmers, vegetables
and fruit producers, as well as the aquaculture and
fishing industries, including productive infrastructure
with national coverage that will reach more than
67,000 direct beneficiaries.

Another benefit of this intervention is the support
to the economic development of rural areas of El
Salvador to improve resilience to climate change and
food security in the country.
Finally, a US$83.5 million loan was approved for
the High-yield, Sustainable and Resilient CoffeeGrowing Renewal Program, which will contribute to
the reactivation of the national coffee industry with
crop renewal, as well as promoting its resilience by
sowing plants that are resistant to rust and tolerant to
climate change; this will be achieved by making credit
resources available. In addition, the Program will
strengthen the technical and productive capacities of
the beneficiaries in the comprehensive management
of the crop.
The financing will benefit approximately 4,155
producers from the six coffee growing regions in El
Salvador, renewing a total of 36,152 acres (20,777
manzanas) of coffee plantations in areas where 218
rural communities are located. During execution, 7,165
temporary rural jobs will be generated (14.0% held by
women).

This renewable energy infrastructure is a sign of CABEI’s commitment to promote the transformation towards a more sustainable energy
sector.
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Honduras

2018 Approvals

Santos Sagrario Hernández

$84.3

Vendor of groceries and other products
in the community of Locomapa in Yoro
Department, Honduras.

US

million

Beneficiary of the Green MSME
Program.
2018 Disbursements

$204.6

US

million

Main financed development
interventions
• Global Credit Line increase to Banco del
País, S.A.
• Global Credit Line increase to Financiera
Credi Q, S.A.
• Global Credit Line opening to Banco de
Desarrollo Rural Honduras, S.A.
• Peripheral Ring Bypass Project – CA-5
Southern Highway

“

Before, I had a diesel-based
generator, but I used it a little because of
the high cost of fuel and the noise it made,
which affected my neighbors. I took out a
loan to install a photovoltaic solar system
and a solar freezer in my business; thanks
to that, I was able to include refrigerated
products (dairy products, meats, soft
drinks, etc.) in my product line. Thanks
to them, my sales went up and that
improves my quality of life and that of my
family.

”
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Summary of operations of
the last five-year period

During this same period, CABEI disbursed to Honduras
an amount of US$1.07 million, which represents an
annual average of US$213.3 million and 13.5% of the
total disbursements made by the Bank in the same
period.

CABEI’s approvals for Honduras during the 2014 – 2018
period reached US$923.4 million, which represents an
average of US$184.7 million per year, equivalent to
9.2% of the total approved by the Bank in that period.

Annual operations
2014 – 2018
(US$ Millions)
Year
Operations

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Approvals

210.8

258.6

102.2

267.5

84.3

Public sector

122.0

212.3

62.2

236.8

44.3

Private sector

88.8

46.3

40.0

30.7

40.0

266.9

252.7

142.5

200.1

204.6

Public sector

53.6

89.9

87.9

134.8

77.9

Private sector

213.3

162.8

54.6

65.3

126.7

1,318.5

1,326.4

1,318.9

1,360.6

1,414.2

Public sector

963.5

985.5

1,014.2

1,074.7

1,093.6

Private sector

355.0

340.9

304.7

285.9

320.6

Disbursements

Portfolio

Approvals

2018 Approvals

During fiscal year 2018, the Bank approved US$84.3
million to Honduras in public and private sector
operations. Of the total development interventions
approved in the year, 52.5% (US$44.3 million) was
distributed to the public sector and the remaining
47.5% (US$40.0 million) was distributed to the private
sector.

$84.3

US

62

million

Approved operations
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

Approved operation

Client

GCL Increase

Banco del País, S.A.

GCL Increase

Financiera Credi Q, S.A.

Peripheral Ring Bypass Project –
CA-5 Southern Highway

Republic of Honduras

44.3

Construction

GCL Increase

Banco de Desarrollo Rural
Honduras, S.A.

15.0

Financial and insurance activities

Total

Economic activity

20.0

Financial and insurance activities

5.0

Financial and insurance activities

84.3

Approvals by Strategic Axis

Approvals by Focus Area

Development interventions approved during the
year were framed in the Strategic Axes of the
2015 – 2019 Institutional Strategy, with US$28.9
million for strengthening Social Development and
US$55.4 million for improvement of the country’s
Competitiveness.

With regard to Focus Areas, CABEI approved a
development intervention for US$44.3 million,
equivalent to 52.5%, in the Productive Infrastructure
Area by financing a project that will provide the
country with highways in optimal conditions for the
transit of national and international users.
In the Financial Intermediation and Development
Finance Focus Area, two development interventions
were approved for US$40.0 million, equivalent to
47.4%, to contribute to strengthening the productive
sector through Financial Intermediation.

Approvals by Strategic Axis
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

%

Social Development

28.9

34.20%

Competitiveness

55.4

65.80%

Approvals by Focus Area

Total

84.3

100.00%

2018
(US$ Millions)

Strategic Axis

Amount

%

Productive Infrastructure

44.3

52.6

Financial Intermediation and
Development Finance

40.0

47.4

Total

84.3

100.0

Contribution to development
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Approvals by economic activity

2018 Portfolio

In terms of economic activity, CABEI allocated 52.5%,
US$44.3 million to the construction sector and 47.4%,
equivalent to US$40.0 million, for financial and
insurance activities.

$1.41

US

billion

Approvals by economic activity
2018
(US$ Millions)
Economic activity

Portfolio by market sector
Amount

%

Construction

44.3

52.6

Financial and insurance
activities

40.0

47.4

Total

84.3

100.0

The non-financial public sector stands out in the
composition of the portfolio in Honduras for 2018 with
78.0%, followed by the long-term financial sector with
12.5%, the business sector with 9.2%, and the shortterm financial sector with 0.2%.

Portfolio

Portfolio by market sector
2018
(US$ Millions)

Portfolio by institutional sector
Market sector

At the close of 2018, the Honduran loan portfolio
stood at US$1.41 billion, representing an increase of
3.9% with respect to that of the previous year.

Portfolio by institutional sector

Public sector
Private sector
Total

64

%

1,103.5

78.0

3.0

0.2

Financial sector - long term

177.2

12.5

Business sector

130.5

9.2

1,414.2

100.0

Non-financial public sector
Financial sector - short term

Total

2018
(US$ Millions)
Institutional sector

Amount

Amount

%

1,093.6

77.3

320.6

22.7

1,414.2

100.0

Current Intermediary Financial Institutions (IFIs)
2018
(US$ Millions)
IFI

GCL

Approved
amount

Portfolio
balance

Amount available
at the close of
the year

Banco FICOHSA S.A.

1327

100.0

77.6

22.4

Banco BAC I Honduras

1323

58.2

21.2

37.0

Banco del País, S.A.

1754

60.0

33.8

26.2

BANHPROVI

2126

55.0

9.5

45.5

Banco Financiera Centroamericana S.A.

1330

26.8

24.4

2.4

Banco Promerica S.A.

1637

20.4

7.2

13.2

Banco Davivienda, S.A.

1322

15.0

3.0

12.0

BANRURAL 14

2225

15.0

0.0

15.0

Banco Hondureño del Café S.A.

1896

5.0

0.0

5.0

Financiera CrediQ

1778

10.0

4.7

5.3

ODEF Financiera

1526

5.00

3.3

1.7

370.4

184.7

185.7

Total

Disbursements
Disbursements by Strategic Axis
In 2018, it can be seen that the disbursements
granted for the different operations were mostly
directed at the Strategic Axis of Competitiveness
(US$123.4 million), which represents 60.3% of total
disbursements; followed by the Strategic Axis of Social
Development (US$48.9 million), which represents
23.9% of disbursements; as well as the Strategic
Axis of Regional Integration (US$32.3 million), which
received 15.8% of disbursements.

Disbursements by Strategic Axis
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

%

Competitiveness

123.4

60.3

Social Development

48.9

23.9

Regional Integration

32.3

15.8

204.6

100.0

Strategic Axis

Total

2018 Disbursements

14

The CABEI Board of Directors, through Resolution No. DI-109/2018, authorized a
Global Credit Line to BANRURAL for US$15,000,000.00 on October 30, 2018. It
is currently in the process of formalization with the beneficiary.

$204.6

US

million

Contribution to development
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Disbursements by Focus Area

Disbursements by economic
activity

With respect to disbursements by Focus Area,
disbursements were mainly oriented at Productive
Infrastructure, followed by the Area of Services
for Competitiveness, Rural Development and
the Environment, and Financial Intermediation
and Development Finance. On a lesser scale,
disbursements were made in the Areas of Energy and
Human Development and Social Infrastructure.

In 2018, disbursements were used to finance
construction activities; followed by commercial
activities; agriculture, livestock, forestry, and fishing;
as well as financial and insurance activities. On a lesser
scale, activities focused on the supply of electricity,
gas, steam, and air conditioning were financed; as
well as manufacturing industries, activities related to
education and multi-sector activities.

Disbursements by Focus Area

Disbursements by economic activity

2018
(US$ Millions)

2018
(US$ Millions)

Focus Area

Amount

%

Productive Infrastructure

75.9

37.1

Services for Competitiveness

51.9

25.4

Rural Development and the
Environment

24.7

12.1

Financial Intermediation and
Development Finance

22.0

10.7

Energy

19.0

9.3

11.1

5.4

204.6

100.0

Human Development and Social
Infrastructure
Total

Economic activity

Amount

%

85.8

41.9

Wholesale and retail trade

38.1

18.6

Agriculture, livestock, forestry, and
fishery

24.7

12.1

Financial and insurance activities

22.1

10.8

Electricity, gas, steam and air
conditioning supply

18.9

9.2

Manufacturing industries

13.8

6.7

Activities related to teaching

0.8

0.4

Multi-sector activities

0.4

0.2

Construction

Total

204.6 100.0

Approved technical cooperations
2018
(US$ Thousands)
Name

Beneficiary

Amount

Focus Area

Modality

Final Design of the Manifold and
Treatment Plant in the Choluteca River

Honduras

804.1

Human Development and
Social Infrastructure

Non-reimbursable

Cooperation for technical assistance
for the analysis of possible projects to
be executed under the Public-Private
Partnership modality

Honduras

23.1

Services for
Competitiveness and
Productive Infrastructure

Non-reimbursable

Feasibility Studies of a Public
Transport Network by Cable Car for
the Municipality of the Central District

Central District
Municipal
Mayor’s Office

811.2

Productive Infrastructure

Non-reimbursable

Emergency aid due to drought and
water shortages

250.0

Human Development and
Social Infrastructure

Non-reimbursable

Honduras
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Noteworthy benefits and
impacts
Of the four operations approved during 2018 for
Honduras, in the framework of the 2015 – 2019
Institutional Strategy, the expansion of the GCLs to
Banco del País, S.A. and Financiera Credi Q, S.A., and
the opening of a credit line to Banco de Desarrollo
Rural Honduras, S.A., provided a specific contribution
to the Focus Area of Financial Intermediation and
Development Finance.
Likewise, they contributed to the Strategic Axis of
Competitiveness, given the mobilization of resources
to benefit investment in the productive sectors.
Similarly, they have a significant impact on the
economy by generating employment, as well as an
impact on the environment by channeling resources
for projects in renewable energy, in addition to
strengthening the financial system.
Another notable approved intervention was the
project “Peripheral Ring Bypass Project – CA-5
Southern Highway,” which consists of the construction
of a 5.38-kilometer highway from Tegucigalpa to the
CA-5 Southern Highway, from the Colonia La Cañada
sector of the Peripheral Ring, building a vehicular
interconnector and distributor, connecting with the
CA-5 at Aldea El Tizatillo.

This project will contribute to improving southern
access to Tegucigalpa and vice versa, reducing
vehicular operation costs and travel times and
alleviating the congestion that occurs at the entrance
of the city. In addition, it will improve the comfort and
safety of transportation, both cargo and passengers.
The construction of this project represents a source
of temporary employment for 249 people, of which
4.8% are expected to be women.

Honduran Debt Conversion
Program with Spain
The Honduran Debt Conversion
Program with Spain initiative
was established in 2005 in
a joint effort between the
Kingdom of Spain and the Republic of Honduras. With
this agreement, the Government of Spain proceeded
to cancel the debt contracted by Honduras for a total
of US$138.3 million.
In 2006, these countries designated the Central
American Bank for Economic Integration as the
Administrator and, for its part, the Government of
Honduras created the so-called Honduras – Spain
Fund, to which it transferred US$55.3 million to finance
bi-nationally agreed-upon projects that promote
development and poverty reduction in Honduras.

Honduras, Spain and CABEI working for the Sustainable Development of the Honduran people.

Contribution to development
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Projects inaugurated by the
Honduran Debt Conversion Program with Spain
2018
(US$ Millions)
Sector

Education

Energy

Environment

Project

Beneficiary entity
Project location

Strengthening of Formal and NonFormal Education in the MANOFM
Commonwealth of Municipalities

Commonwealth of Municipalities
of the North and the West of the
Department of Francisco Morazán
(MANOFM)

21.0

Construction and equipment of four
Centers for Comprehensive Childcare

Municipality of the Central District,
Department of Francisco Morazán

39.0

Technological Strengthening of the
National University of Agriculture
(UNA/FOTESIM)

National University of Agriculture
(UNA), city of Catacamas,
Department of Olancho

153.0

Implementation of a Dendroenergy
Program with the Strengthening of
Analytical Laboratories for Research
and Technology Transfer

National University of Forestry
Sciences (UNACIFOR), city of
Siguatepeque, Department of
Comayagua

47.0

Strengthening the educational
management of the UNPNFM through
the use of photovoltaic energy

National Pedagogical University
Francisco Morazán, Department of
Francisco Morazán

70.0

Construction of the Potable Water
System in Catacamas

Municipality of Catacamas,
Department of Olancho

83.0

Construction and equipment of the
Sanitary Landfill at El Pinalito

COLOSUCA Commonwealth of
Municipalities, Department of
Lempira

69.0

Total

Honduras – Spain
Fund contribution

482.0

121,470 inhabitants in the area of influence of these 7 projects are directly benefitted
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Nicaragua

2018 Approvals

$365.1

US

million

Kareem
Pacheco

Emile

Stephenson

2017 Professional MBA INCAE Business
School, Nicaragua.

Beneficiary of the Educational Credit
Program
2018 Disbursements

$405.9

US

million

Main financed development
interventions
• VIII Program for Highway Improvement and
Expansion
• Improvement of Technical and Operational
Capacities of Puerto Corinto
• Project for Improvement of the Airports of the
South Caribbean Coast
• Strengthening of the Central Bank of
Nicaragua’s International Reserves

“

The educational credit program
is more than a bank obligation; it is an
investment. The moment I decided to
obtain an educational loan, it was a
challenge, due to family finances, which
I could only manage with the support of
my wife and relatives.
Today, this investment has multiplied to
the nth degree, giving my family a better
quality of life, because, as a result of the
education received, I was able to apply for
and get better jobs with better salaries
and benefits.

”
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Summary of operations of
the last five-year period
CABEI’s approvals for Honduras during the 2014 –
2018 period reached US$1.80 billion, which represents
an average of US$350.7 million per year, equivalent to
17.7% of the total approved by the Bank in that period.
During this same period, CABEI disbursed US$1.20
billion to Nicaragua, which represents an annual
average of US$240.7 million and represents 15.2% of
total disbursements made by the Bank in the same
period.

The Bank’s financial interventions are aimed at building a more
sustainable future.

Annual operations
2014 – 2018
(US$ Millions)
Year
Operations

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Approvals

333.9

196

379.8

478.8

365.1

Public sector

333.9

156.0

379.8

468.8

365.1

0.0

40.0

0.0

10.0

0.0

177.9

197.5

208.9

213.1

405.9

Public sector

96.1

113.6

131.0

139.3

318.5

Private sector

81.8

83.9

77.9

73.8

87.4

700.3

793.4

880.2

965.3

1,253.4

Public sector

402.1

498.8

603.1

703.9

1,001.4

Private sector

298.2

294.6

277.1

261.4

252.0

Private sector
Disbursements

Portfolio

In 2018, it includes a US$200.0 million contingent credit line disbursement for the Central Bank of Nicaragua.
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Approvals

2018 Approvals

During fiscal year 2018, the Bank approved US$365.1
million to Nicaragua in public sector operations. All
development interventions approved in the year were
only for the public sector.

$365.1

US

million

Approved operations
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

Approved operation

Client

Improvement of Technical and Operational
Capabilities of Puerto Corinto

Republic of Nicaragua

163.2

Construction

VIII Program for Road Improvement and
Expansion

Republic of Nicaragua

176.6

Construction

Improvement Project in the Airports of the
Southern Caribbean Coast

Republic of Nicaragua

25.3

Construction

Total

Approvals by Strategic Axis
The development interventions approved during the
year remained framed in the Strategic Axes of the 2015
– 2019 Institutional Strategy, with US$35.3 million for
strengthening Social Development, US$235.6 million
for improvement of the country’s Competitiveness
and US$94.2 million for Regional Integration.

Economic activity

365.1

Approvals by Strategic Axis
2018
(US$ Millions)
Strategic Axis

Amount

%

235.6

64.0

Regional Integration

94.2

26.0

Social Development

35.3

10.0

365.1

100.0

Contribution to development
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Approvals by Focus Area

Portfolio

In regard to Focus Areas, CABEI approved three
development interventions totaling US$365.1 million,
all for the Productive Infrastructure Focus Area.
Through the financing of the VIII Program for Road
Improvement and Expansion, the country will be
able to provide roads with optimal conditions for the
transit of national and international users.

Portfolio by institutional sector
At the close of 2018, Nicaragua’s loan portfolio stood
at US$1.25 billion, reflecting an increase of 29.8% with
respect to the previous year’s portfolio and equivalent
to 16.7% of the Bank’s total portfolio.

By financing projects for the Improvement of the
Technical and Operational Capabilities of Puerto
Corinto and the Improvement of Airports of the
Southern Caribbean Coast, the country will be able to
have better competitive conditions at an international
level.

Portfolio by institutional sector
2018
(US$ Millions)
Institutional sector

Approvals by Focus Area
2018
(US$ Millions)
Focus Area
Productive Infrastructure

Amount

%

Public sector

1,001.4

80.0

Private sector

252.0

20.0

1,253.4

100.0

Total

Amount

%

365.1

100

2018 Portfolio

Approvals by economic activity
In terms of economic activity, CABEI allocated
US$365.1 million, 100.0%, in approvals to the
construction sector.

Approvals by economic activity
2018
(US$ Millions)
Economic activity
Construction

72

Amount

%

365.1

100

$1.25

US

billion

Portfolio by market sector

Portfolio by market sector
The non-financial public sector stands out in the
composition of the Nicaraguan portfolio for 2018,
accounting for 62.6% of the portfolio (US$785.0
million).

2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

%

785

62.6

0

0

Financial sector – long term

372.1

29.7

Business sector

96.3

7.7

1,253.40

100

Market sector
Non-financial public sector
Financial sector – short term

Total

Current Intermediary Financial Institutions (IFIs)
2018
(US$ Millions)
IFI

GLC

Approved
amount

Portfolio
balance

Amount
available at the
close of the year

Banco Lafise Bancentro, S.A.

1397

84.2

64.4

19.8

Banco de Finanzas, S.A.

1398

40.0

19.8

20.2

Banco de América Central, S.A.

1399

50.0

26.6

23.3

Banco Ficohsa, S.A.

1400

20.0

11.9

8.0

Banco de la Producción, S.A.

1470

57.7

21.7

35.9

Fondo de Desarrollo Local, S.A.

1537

9.0

-

9.0

Financiera FAMA, S.A.

1559

5.0

-

5.0

Fundación para la Promoción y Desarrollo (PRODESA)

1551

6.0

3.9

2.1

Financia Capital, S.A.

1683

2.7

1.0

1.0

Cooperativa de Ahorro y Crédito Caja Rural Regional
(COOCARUR)

1705

0.1

0.0

0.0

Fundación para la Promoción del Desarrollo Local PRODEL

1739

9.0

3.1

5.9

283.7

152.4

130.2

Total

Contribution to development
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Disbursements by Focus Area

Disbursements
The financial resources disbursed in favor of Nicaragua
during 2018 amounted to US$405.9 million, an
amount that represented 21.8% of the CABEI total
disbursements during that period. This amount
includes disbursements to the Central Bank of
Nicaragua for US$200.0 million under the contingent
line for central banks approved by the Board of
Directors.

With respect to disbursements by Focus Area,
disbursements were mainly oriented at Financial
Intermediation and Development Finance, followed by
Productive Infrastructure, Human Development and
Social Infrastructure, Services for Competitiveness,
Energy, and Rural Development and the Environment.

Disbursements by Focus Area

Disbursements by Strategic Axis
The disbursements granted for the different
operations were mostly destined to the Strategic
Axis of Competitiveness (US$338.6 million),
which represents 83.0% of total disbursements to
Nicaragua; followed by the Strategic Axis of Social
Development (US$59.7 million), which represents
15.0% of total disbursements; as well as the Strategic
Axis of Regional Integration (US$7.6 million), which
represents 2.0% of the total disbursed.

2018 Disbursements

2018
(Focus Area)
Focus Area

Amount

%

257.3

63.4

Productive Infrastructure

72.2

17.8

Human Development and Social
Infrastructure

37.2

9.2

Services for Competitiveness

29.0

7.2

Energy

7.9

1.8

Rural Development and the
Environment

2.3

0.6

405.9

100.0

Financial Intermediation and
Development Finance

Total

$405.9

US

million

Disbursements by economic
activity
Disbursements by Strategic Axis
2018
(US$ Millions)
Strategic Axis

Amount

%

338.6

83.0

Social Development

59.7

15.0

Regional Integration

7.6

2.0

405.9

100.0

Competitiveness*

Total
* Includes disbursements to CBN
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The funds disbursed in 2018 were used to finance
such areas as financial and insurance activities;
construction; wholesale and retail trade; water
supply, wastewater evacuation, waste management,
and decontamination; human healthcare and social
assistance; manufacturing industry; supply of
electricity, gas, steam, and air conditioning; public
administration and defense; and social security plans,
among others.

Disbursements by economic activity
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

%

257.4

63.4

Construction

83.2

20.5

Wholesale and retail trade

15.8

3.9

12.1

3

10.5

2.6

10

2.5

Electricity, gas, steam, and air conditioning supply

7.9

1.9

Public administration and defense; obligatory social security plans

3.5

0.9

Professional, scientific, and technical activities

2.7

0.7

Agriculture, livestock, forestry, and fishery

2.3

0.6

Lodging and food service activities

0.4

0.1

0.1

0

405.9

100

Economic activity
Financial and insurance activities*

Water supply; disposal of residual waste water, waste management,
and decontamination
Healthcare and social assistance activities
Manufacturing industries

Education
Total
* Includes disbursements to CBN

Approved technical cooperations
2018
(US$ Thousands)
Name

Beneficiary

Amount

Emergency aid for rain

Republic of
Nicaragua

250.0

Pre-investment studies of the
Environmental Sanitation Program
of Lake Managua on the Southern
Bank

Republic of
Nicaragua

1,995.0

Focus Area

Modality

Human Development
and Social Infrastructure

Non-reimbursable

Productive
Infrastructure

Pre-investment

Contribution to development
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Noteworthy benefits and
impacts
Among the main development interventions
approved in favor of Nicaragua during 2018, the VIII
Program for Highway Improvement and Expansion
stands out for an amount of US$176.6 million, which
includes 106.99 kilometers in three sections: Sahsa –
Puerto Cabezas, Empalme Cosigüina – Potosí, Sapoá
– Peñas Blancas. The main objective is to contribute
to the socioeconomic development of the country
and influence area, improve accessibility to the
Autonomous Region of the North Caribbean Coast,
the West and South Pacific of the country, as well as
strengthen integration and commercial exchange in
Central America.
Likewise, the approved funding of US$163.2 million for
the Project “Improvement of Technical and Operational
Capacities of Puerto Corinto,” which will improve and
expand the operational and technical capacity of the
Corinto Port regarding international cargo and ship
services. The project involves the development of 7
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infrastructure works and the necessary equipment
to guarantee the efficient operation of the port and
logistics center. With these improvements, the Port will
contribute to the improvement and strengthening of
the country’s competitiveness, fostering development
and increasing foreign trade.
On the other hand, the Project for Improvement
of the Airports of the South Caribbean Coast was
approved in the amount of US$25.3 million; it involves
the rehabilitation and construction of a series of
infrastructure works at the Bluefields and Corn Island
airports, which will improve security and comfort
levels; to that end, the project also includes the
provision of safety, meteorological, maintenance, and
other minor equipment.
Likewise, it should be noted that the disbursements
to the Central Bank of Nicaragua contributed to
the strengthening of the Institution’s International
Reserves that supported the national financial system,
through which CABEI contributed to sustain the
macroeconomic stability of Nicaragua at a difficult
juncture faced by the country.

Costa Rica

Priscilla Aguirre
Calienno
2018 Approvals

$530.3

US

million

2018 Disbursements

$300.6

US

million

Main financed development
interventions
• Investment in infrastructure of five rural
campuses of the Universidad Técnica Nacional
• Wholesale Regional Market in the Brunca Region
• Water Supply System for the Tempisque River
Basin and Coastal Communities (PAACUME)
• Project “Development of an Energy-efficient
Lighting, Air Conditioning, and Refrigerator
Market in Costa Rica” (ARECA Project)

y

Walter

MSME HolaLola, Costa Rica

Beneficiaries of non-reimbursable
technical cooperation from the
DINAMICA Initiative.

“

Accessing
this
Technical
Cooperation has helped us put our
business in order! It helped us to make
better decisions based on statistical
data and analysis.
At the family level we have learned a lot,
especially about generating processes
and planning each employee’s work to
obtain better results from each innovative
step that we have taken and, of course,
about seeing ourselves as entrepreneurs
and committing ourselves to improving
each day. We are also happy, because
we have had a positive impact on our
environment by generating employment
in our community.

”
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Summary of operations of
the last five-year period
During the 2014 – 2018 five-year period, approvals
for Costa Rica reached US$1.69 billion, distributed
as follows: US$1.55 billion for the public sector and
US$145.4 million for the private sector, for an annual
average of US$338.5 million.
With respect to disbursements during the same
period, a total of US$1.98 billion were executed for an
annual average of US$197.5 million.

With its financial solutions, CABEI promotes talent and research
in youth.

Annual operations
2014 – 2018
(US$ Millions)
Year
Operations

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Approvals

329.0

275.6

341.8

215.8

530.3

Public sector

308.0

202.6

291.8

214.4

530.3

21.0

73.0

50.0

1.4

-

Disbursements

555.7

461.0

373.2

281.1

300.6

Public sector

401.0

333.7

286.2

223.1

270.0

Private sector

154.7

127.3

87.0

58.0

30.6

1,239.4

1,420.2

1,438.6

1,370.2

1,338.9

Public sector

866.5

1,060.8

1,157.1

1,165.1

1,166.4

Private sector

372.9

359.4

281.5

205.1

172.3

Private sector

Portfolio

Approvals

2018 Approvals

In 2018, Costa Rica made three approvals for a total
amount of US$530.3 million aimed at priority sectors
of the National Development Plan, which reflects the
alignment of the Bank’s actions with the country’s
priorities.

$530.3

US

78

million

Operations approved
2018
(US$ Millions)
Loan No.

Approved operation

Executing
organization

Client

Amount

Economic activity

2217

Republic of
Costa Rica

Universidad Técnica
Nacional

50.0

Education

Regional Wholesale Market Project of
the Brunca Region

2218

Republic of
Costa Rica

Integral Farming
Marketing Program
(PIMA)

55.3

Farming

Water Supply System for the
Tempisque River Basin and Coastal
Communities (PAACUME)

2220

Republic of
Costa Rica

National Service
of Groundwater,
Irrigation and
Drainage (SENARA)

Strengthening of Universidad Técnica
Nacional

Total

425.0

Irrigation and
Drainage

530.3

Approvals by Focus Area

Approvals by economic activity

Regarding the institutional Focus Areas, the
distribution of approvals was mostly focused on
Rural Development and the Environment, the rest is
detailed in the following table:

The benefits for the Costa Rican population will
become effective by means of investments in irrigation
and drainage, rural productive infrastructure for
agriculture and social infrastructure for the education
field.
CABEI’s participation in these sectors demonstrates
the diversity of fields of action where it is possible to
generate positive impacts.

Approvals by Focus Area
2018
(US$ Millions)
Focus Area
Rural Development and the
Environment
Services for Competitiveness

Amount

%

452.6

85.3

50.1

9.4

Approvals by economic activity
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

%

480.3

90.6

50

9.4

530.3

100

Contribution to development
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Economic activity
Human Development and Social
Infrastructure
Total

27.6

5.2

530.3

100.0

Agriculture, cattle farming,
forestry, and fishing
Education
Total
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Portfolio

2018 Portfolio

Portfolio by institutional sector
The portfolio was distributed as follows: 87.1% for the
public sector and 12.9% for the private sector.

$1.34

US
Portfolio by institutional sector

billion

2018
(US$ Millions)
Institutional sector
Public sector
Private sector
Total

Amount

%

1,166.4

87.1

172.3

12.9

1,338.70

100.0

Portfolio by market sector
Most of the portfolio is located in the public financial
sector; the portfolio distribution is presented below:
Regional Wholesale Market Project of the Brunca Region, Costa
Rica.

Portfolio by market sector
2018
(US$ Millions)
Market sector

Amount

Public non-financial sector

920.7

Financial sector – Short term

17.9

Financial sector – Long term

327.3

Business sector

72.8

Total

1,338.70
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Current Intermediary Financial Institutions (IFIs)
2018
(US$ Millions)
IFI

GCL

Portfolio
balance

Amount
available at the
close of the year

Banco BCT

1377

20.0

14.8

Coopeservidores

1740

11.0

10.3

Grupo Mutual Alajuela La Vivienda

1885

24.0

4.1

Banco Popular y de Desarrollo Comunal

1595

200.0

35.1

Banco de San José

1380

61.5

61.3

Banca Promérica

1372

51.5

39.0

Financiera CAFSA

1566

3.0

0.5

Coopenae

1837

33.0

24.7

Prival Bank

1630

6.0

0.4

Banco Cathay

1600

14.5

7.6

Banco Nacional

1384

120.0

112.0

Banco Lafise

1419

18.0

16.0

Banco de Costa Rica

1379

160.3

110.3

Banco Davivienda (Costa Rica) S.A.

2160

25.0

22.6

Coopealianza

1789

15.0

11.4

Coocique

1621

6.0

0.8

Financiera Desyfin

1585

10.0

3.6

1811

12.8

3.8

Banco Improsa

1375

43.0

36.0

Coopeande N°1

1616

1.0

1.0

835.6

515.3

Mutual Cartago de Ahorro y Préstamo

Total

Disbursements

2018 Disbursements

In 2018, disbursements for Costa Rica totaled
US$300.6 million and were distributed as follows:

$300.6

US

million

Contribution to development
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Disbursements by economic activity
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

%

Financial and insurance activities

126.80

42.2

Manufacturing industry

50.00

16.6

Agriculture, cattle farming, forestry, and fishing

45.70

15.2

Professional, scientific and technical activities

31.00

10.3

Construction

15.00

5.0

Supply of electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning

13.30

4.4

Human healthcare and social assistance activities

12.80

4.3

Wholesale and retail trade

6.00

2.0

300.6

100.0

Economic activity

Total

Approved technical cooperations
2018
(US$ Thousands)
Name

Beneficiary

Amount

Technical and feasibility studies
for the Limonense Electric Freight
Train – TELCA

Republic of
Costa Rica

Supervision and Implementation
of the Feasibility Study of the
Rapid Passenger Train Project
(TRP) of the Greater Metropolitan
Area (GAM)
Feasibility Study for the
Construction, Equipment and
Start-up of the Rapid Passenger
Train (TRP) of the Great
Metropolitan Area (GAM)
Component of Pre-investment of
the Strengthening of Universidad
Técnica Nacional (UTN) through
Investment in Infrastructure,
Equipment and Human Capital
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Focus Area

Modality

750.0

Human Development
and Social
Infrastructure

Contingent

Republic of
Costa Rica

570.0

Productive
Infrastructure

Contingent

Republic of
Costa Rica

1,000.0

Productive
Infrastructure

Non-reimbursable

Republic of
Costa Rica

1,942.5

Human Development
and Social
Infrastructure

Pre-investment

Noteworthy benefits and
impacts

•
•
•

With the approval of the loan for Universidad Técnica
Nacional (UTN), the investment in infrastructure of
five rural campuses in the country is expected. The
project will promote the improvement of the county’s
university education level, promoting innovation and
scientific-technological development.
The project seeks to benefit more than 14,1670
students, of whom 58.0% are women and who
represent approximately 52,688 people, already
considering their families.
A loan was also approved for the construction,
equipment and commissioning of the Wholesale
Regional Market in the Brunca Region, which seeks to
benefit one of the areas cataloged in the Costa Rican
poverty map with high poverty rates. It will generate
close to 500 temporary jobs during the construction
phase and contribute to agricultural production,
benefiting 7,700 farmers and 1,933 commercial
establishments.
On the other hand, the approved loan for the Water
Supply System for the Tempisque River Basin and
Coastal Communities (PAACUME), which is an
infrastructure project that will promote regional and
national development, seeking not only to increase
the availability of water in the area, but also to propose
new viable productive proposals to mitigate the
conditions of poverty in the province of Guanacaste.
The Costa Rican government expects the project to
generate the following positive effects:
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Multiple uses of water for households.
Lower food prices for consumers, thanks to
increases in productivity and product offerings.
Recreational and aesthetic benefits of the
reservoir.
Possible higher tax revenues.
Economic benefits due to aquifer and surface
water recharge.

ARECA Project
The
Project
Accelerating
Renewable Energy Investments
in Central America (ARECA)
was a tripartite initiative of the
United Nations Development
Program (UNDP), the Global
Environment Facility (GEF) and
CABEI with contributions from the Finnish Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. The project promoted financing for
small and medium-sized renewable energy projects
(less than 10MW).
ARECA worked to reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
promote the green energy matrix, strengthen social
development for communities, and facilitate the
reduction of financial barriers through the creation of
financial mechanisms (the Partial Credit Guarantees
Program, Non-reimbursable Technical Assistance,
Capacity Building and Information Creation), in
order to promote the development of the energy
sector in Central America. The project formalized its
closure with the UNDP at the end of 2017. However,
it is important to mention that during 2018, ARECA
approved 2 Technical Assistances for Costa Rica,
which explains reporting in this section.

Increase in employment in agriculture, due to an
increase in the intensity of planting, planting area
and products thanks to irrigation.
Increase in employment outside agriculture, due to
the impact of increased agricultural production in
related industries, such as inputs (backward linkages)
and processing industry (forward linkages).
Poverty reduction, thanks to increases in
productivity and employment opportunities.
Increase in food security at the local, regional and
national levels.
Reduction in frictions of the rural economy and in
transaction costs, thanks to the improvement in
services related and unrelated to the farms of the
region.

Contribution to development
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Approved technical assistances by the ARECA Project
2018
(US$)
Country

Project name

Technology

Costa Rica

Technical-Financial Feasibility
Study for Investments in
Electromobility Technologies,
Using Renewable Energy in
Costa Rica

Any type of
renewable energy
determined by
the study

Costa Rica

Technical Assistance Benefitting
the National Technical University
of Costa Rica (UTN)

Solar
Hydraulic
Wind

Total

With these Technical Assistance approvals, the
commitments defined with the UNDP at the close of
2017 were finalized.

Project “Development of an
Energy-efficient Lighting, Air
Conditioning, and Refrigerator
Market in Costa Rica”
During 2018, the Bank’s Board of Directors approved a
Cooperation Agreement with UN Environment, which
authorized the participation of CABEI as executing
agency in the Administration and Execution of the
project “Development an Energy-efficient Lighting,
Air Conditioning, and Refrigerator Market in Costa
Rica,” in order to accelerate improvements in energy
efficiency under the Costa Rican public procurement
programs and thus reduce energy consumption and
carbon dioxide emissions.
This Program will be monitored by UN Environment
and CABEI will administer its resources, which amount
to a maximum US$1.5 million.
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Amount

Beneficiaries

45,000.0

-

36,866.4

400

81,866.4

400

Panama

Wearing a blue sweater, Kathleen Fernández

Kathleen Fernández
Owner of the “Dulces de Kathleen” MSME,
member of the Mentor Network of the
Businesswomen Channel Program of the
Innovation Center at the Ciudad del Saber
Foundation; she participated in the network’s
mentor training and is one of the mentors
included in the app.

2018 Approvals

$801.0

US

million

2018 Disbursements

$341.5

US

million

Main financed development
intervention
• Partial financing for the project
“Expansion to Six Lanes of the Las
Playas Corridor, Section I: La Chorrera –
Santa Cruz”

Beneficiary of the DINAMICA Initiative

“

I joined to provide support as a mentor
because I wanted to share my experience.
Thanks to this, I have learned more about
business administration, and it has helped
me to improve by focusing on generating
improvements that add value to my company
and that I can share with the Network, of which
I am president.
Through this experience, I have gained contacts
and feel more confident, which inspires me to
instill confidence in others. I am grateful to the
DINAMICA Initiative for having supported this
Network that reaches more than 2000 micro,
small and medium enterprises; we needed the
mentors to receive specific training in finance,
marketing, coaching, and administration, as
well as a digital tool that establishes a “match”
between mentor and mentee and provides
follow-up on the mentoring sessions.

”
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Summary of operations of
the last five-year period
It is noteworthy that the 2015 – 2018 period has been
one of the greatest fund approval periods for this
country, highlighting 2018 as the most relevant year,
approving a total amount of up to US$801.0 million,
with a higher percentage in the sector public.

Investment in infrastructure in Panama will help streamline
productive capacity.

Annual operations
2014 – 2018
(US$ Millions)
Year
Operations

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Approvals

30.0

220.0

256.0

190.0

801.0

0.0

200.0

100.0

170.0

660.0

Private sector

30.0

20.0

156.0

20.0

141.0

Disbursements

49.7

14.7

100.3

190.6

341.5

Public sector

0.0

0.0

0.0

100.0

196.0

Private sector

49.7

14.7

100.3

90.6

145.5

Portfolio

59.6

66.9

163.1

308.9

476.7

Public sector

0.0

0.0

0.0

100.0

184.5

Private sector

59.6

66.9

163.1

208.9

292.2

Public sector

Approvals

2018 Approvals

Between 2014 and 2018, total approvals for Panama
amounted to US$1.50 billion, representing 15.0% of
total Bank interventions for this period.

$801.0

US

86

million

Operations approved
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

Operation

Client

Opening of Global Credit Line

Banco Nacional de Panamá

Opening of Global Credit Line

Economic activity

100.0

Financial and insurance activities

George Bank & Company Inc.

25.0

Financial and insurance activities

Expansion of Global Credit Line

Banco La Hipotecaria, S.A.

16.0

Financial and insurance activities

Expansion Project to Six Lanes of
the Las Playas Corridor, Section I: La
Chorrera – Santa Cruz

Republic of Panama

Revolving Credit Line ETESA

Empresa de Transmisión
Eléctrica, Sociedad Anónima

50.0

Supply of electricity, gas, steam and,
air conditioning

Expansion of Global Credit Line

Banco Latinoamericano de
Comercio Exterior, Sociedad
Anónima

60.0

Financial and insurance activities

Opening of Global Credit Line

Global Bank Corporation

100.0

Financial and insurance activities

450.0

Total

Construction

801.0

Approvals by Focus Area

Approvals by economic activity

By Focus Area, a greater percentage of approvals for
the year were directed to Productive Infrastructure
with 56.2% and to Financial Intermediation and
Development Finance with 37.6%.

Regarding economic activities, 56.2% of new approvals
were destined to construction; 37.6% to financial and
insurance activities; and 6.2% to electricity, gas, steam,
and air conditioning supply.

Approvals by Focus Area

Approvals by economic activity

2018
(US$ Millions)

2018
(US$ Millions)

Focus Area

Amount

%

50

6.2

450

56.2

Financial Intermediation and
Development Finance

301

Total

801

Energy
Productive Infrastructure

Economic activity

Amount

%

450

56.2

Financial and insurance activities

301

37.6

37.6

Supply of electricity, gas, steam,
and air conditioning

50

6.2

100

Total

801

100

Contribution to development
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Portfolio

2018 Portfolio

Portfolio by institutional sector
As for the portfolio of active operations, Panama
reached an amount of US$476.7 million in 2018,
working hand in hand with the public sector which
represents 39.0% and the private sector with 61.0%,
positively impacting on the Strategic Axes of the
CABEI 2015 – 2019 Institutional Strategy.

$476.7

US

million

Portfolio by institutional sector

Portfolio by market sector

2018
(US$ Millions)

2018
(US$ Millions)

Institutional sector

Market sector

Amount

%

Public sector

185.9

39

Public non-financial sector

Private sector

290.8

61

Financial sector – Short term

150.0

Total

476.7

100

Financial sector – Long term

154.3

Business sector

172.4

Total

476.7

Portfolio by market sector

Amount
0.0

In terms of the market sector, the portfolio in Panama
was distributed by 36.1% in the business sector, 31.5%
in the long-term financial sector and 31.5% in the
short-term financial sector.

Current Intermediary Financial Institutions (IFIs)
2018
(US$ Millions)
IFI

GCL

Portfolio
balance

Amount available
at the close of
the year

Banco Aliado, S.A.

2153

32.3

7.7

Banco La Hipotecaria, S. A.

2180

29.7

2.3

Global Bank Corporation

2226

39.5

60.5

St. Georges Bank

2212

18.3

6.7

Banco Internacional de Costa Rica, S.A., (BICSA)

1747

34.5

23.5

2208

150

10

304.3

110.7

Banco Latinoamericano de Comercio Exterior,
S.A. (BLADEX)
Total
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2018 Disbursements

At the close of 2018, Panama made disbursements for
a total amount of up to US$341.5 million, which was
the highest total amount with respect to the last 5
years, managing to channel resources to the public
sector for US$196.0 million and to the private sector
for US$145.5 million, mainly benefiting wholesale
and retail trade for an amount of US$171.1 million
and financial and insurance activities with US$109.8
million.

$341.5

US

million

Disbursements by Strategic Axis

Disbursements by economic activity

2018
(US$ Millions)

2018
(US$ Millions)

Strategic Axis
Social Development
Competitiveness
Regional Integration
Total

Amount

%

17.0

5.0

256.2

75.0

68.2

20.0

341.5

100.0

Economic activity

Amount

%

171.1

50.1

Financial and insurance activities

109.8

32.2

Supply of electricity, gas, steam,
and air conditioning

26.5

7.8

Construction

26

7.6

Manufacturing industries

8.1

2.3

341.5

100

Wholesale and retail trade

Total

Disbursements by Focus Area

Noteworthy benefits and
impacts

2018
(US$ Millions)
Focus Area

Amount

%

16.0

4.7

109.8

32.1

26.5

7.8

Services for Competitiveness

189.2

55.4

Total

341.5

100.0

Human Development and Social
Infrastructure
Financial Intermediation and
Development Finance
Energy

On June 5, 2018, CABEI approved an amount of
US$450.0 million, with funds from the facility,
which will be used exclusively to partially finance,
through CPP discounts, the execution of the project
“Expansion to Six Lanes of the Las Playas Corridor,
Section I: La Chorrera – Santa Cruz,” located in the
Republic of Panama.
The project falls under the framework of the priorities
of the Republic of Panama as a road infrastructure
that will impact on territorial development.

Contribution to development
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Dominican
Republic

2018 Approvals

$154.0

US

million

2018 Disbursements
US

$341.8

million

Main financed development
intervention
• Pipeline Expansion Plan

90

Summary of operations of
the last five-year period

in approvals for the Dominican Republic, representing
50.0% of the approvals of the last five-year period.
69.0% of the approvals in the last 5 years were
directed to the public sector.

During the period between 2014 – 2018, interventions
were approved for a total of US$503.6 million,
equivalent to 5.0% of the total approved by CABEI
during this period. 2017 was the most important year

Of the period’s approvals, 69.4% correspond to
the Strategic Axis of Social Development; 25.2% to
Competitiveness and 5.4% to Regional Integration.

Annual operations
2014 – 2018
(US$ Millions)
Year
Operations

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Approvals

100.0

249.6

154.0

Public sector

100.0

249.6

Private sector

154.0

Disbursements

40.0

341.8

Public sector

40.0

234.8

Private sector

107.0

Portfolio

252.8

236.2

219.5

236.2

452.0

Public sector

252.8

236.2

219.5

236.2

345.6

Private sector

106.4

By Focus Area, 49.6% of the five-year approvals focus
on Rural Development and the Environment, 10.7% on
Energy, and 39.7% on Financial Intermediation and
Development Finance.

In 2018, 89.5% of the resources transferred during
the five-year period were disbursed. 72% of the fiveyear disbursements have been focused on the public
sector.

In terms of economic activity, 49.6% aimed at water
supply, wastewater evacuation, waste management,
and decontamination; 39.7% at financial and insurance
activities; and 10.7% at the supply of electricity, gas
steam and air conditioning.

56.4% of the disbursed resources impacted on the
Strategic Axis of Competitiveness, 23.1% on Social
Development, and 20.4% on Regional Integration.

The accumulated disbursements during 2014 – 2018
amount to US$381.8 million, representing 4.85% of the
Bank’s total disbursements in that period.

Regarding Focus Areas, 65.2% went to Services for
Competitiveness, 19.9% to Rural Development and the
Environment, 13.1% to Financial Intermediation and
Development Finance, and 1.8% to Energy.

Contribution to development
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With respect to economic activities, disbursements
had a 65.2% impact on wholesale and retail trade; 13.1%
on financial and insurance activities; 13.1% on water
supply, wastewater evacuation, waste management,
and decontamination; 6.8% on agriculture, livestock,
forestry, and fishing; and 1.8% on of electricity, gas,
steam and, air conditioning supply.
With regard to the total portfolio, 2018 was the most
relevant year during the 2014 – 2018 period, in which
76.0% corresponds to the public sector, increasing
44.0% with respect to the portfolio in this sector of
year 2014.

Approvals
The total approvals for the Dominican Republic in
2018 amounted to US$154 million, representing 6.0%
of the Bank’s total approvals for the year.
Financing was approved for the Pipeline Expansion
Plan for an amount of US$54 million, which will improve
the efficiency in the generation of energy, reduce the
emission of carbon dioxide (CO2), and decrease the
costs of power generation in the Dominican Republic.
Likewise, a Global Credit Line was approved for Banco
Popular Dominicano for an amount of US$100.0
million. This financing is aimed at fostering support
programs for MSMEs, the promotion of productive
sectors and the expansion of the Dominican Republic’s
financial system.

2018 Approvals

$154.0

US

million

Multiple Project of the Montegrande Dam, Phase II.

Operations approved
2018
(US$ Millions)
Operation

Client

Gas Pipeline Expansion Plan

AES Andrés DR, S.A

Support to MSMEs, to the promotion
of productive sectors and to the
expansion of the financial system

Banco Popular Dominicano

Total

Amount
54.0
100.0

154.0
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Economic activity
Energy
Competitiveness

Approvals by Strategic Axis

Approvals by Focus Areas

The aforementioned development interventions
impact the Strategic Axes of Competitiveness,
Regional Integration, and Social Development, as
detailed below:

Regarding the Focus Areas, approvals for 2018 mainly
impacted the Energy and Financial Intermediation
and Development Finance Areas, as detailed in the
following table:

Approvals by Strategic Axis

Approvals by Focus Area

2018
(US$ Millions)

2018
(US$ Millions)

Strategic Axis

Amount

%

Competitiveness

77.0

50.0

Social Development

50.0

32.5

Regional Integration

27.0

17.5

154.0

100.0

Focus Area
Financial Intermediation and
Development Finance
Energy
Total

Total

Amount

%

100.0

64.9

54.0

35.1

154.0

100.0
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Approvals by economic activity
Approvals by economic activity for 2018 were targeted
at financial and insurance activities and at the supply
of electricity, gas, steam, and air conditioning, as
shown below:

Approvals by economic activity
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

Operation

Client

GCL Opening – Banco Popular

Banco Popular Dominicano,
S.A. - Banco Múltiple

East Gas Pipeline Expansion Plan

AES Andrés DR, S.A.

100.0
54.0

Total

Economic activity
Financial and insurance
activities
Supply of electricity,
gas, steam, and air
conditioning

154.0

Current Intermediary Financial
Institutions (IFIs)

Portfolio

2018
(US$ Millions)

Portfolio by institutional sector
100.0% of the 2018 approvals went to the private
sector.

Portfolio by market sector

IFI
Banco Popular
Dominicano, S.A.
- Banco Múltiple

Amount
approved

Portfolio
balance

Amount
available

100.0

100.0

0.0

Regarding the market sector, 35.0% of approvals
were aimed at the business sector and 65.0% at the
financial sector, as shown in the following table:

2018 Portfolio

Portfolio by market sector
2018
(US$ Millions)
Market sector

Amount

%

Financial sector

100.0

65.0

Business sector

54.0

35.0

154.0

100.0

Total
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$154.0

US

million

Disbursements

Disbursements by Strategic Axis

In 2018, resources were disbursed in the amount of
US$341.8 million, the highest amount historically, of
which 69.0% went to the public sector and 31.0% to
the private sector.

The resources disbursed have been allocated
to the following Strategic Axes, highlighting the
Competitiveness Axis.

It is important to note that the first disbursement was
made for the Multiple Project of the Montegrande
Dam, Phase II for the sum of US$75.7 million, which
will increase the country’s massive water storage
capacity in a volume of 380 million cubic meters. This
project will develop new irrigation areas with efficient
water use through the expansion of approximately
18,936 hectares and will improve the living conditions
of the people living in the project area, benefitting
approximately 421 families.

Disbursements by Strategic Axis
2018
(US$ Millions)
Strategic Axis

Amount

%

195.5

57.2

Social Development

88.3

25.8

Regional Integration

58.0

17.0

341.8

100.0

Competitiveness

Total

2018 Disbursements

Disbursements by Focus Area

$341.8

US

million

Regarding the classification by Focus Areas in
2018, disbursements were directed to Services
for Competitiveness, Financial Intermediation and
Development Finance, Rural Development and the
Environment, and Energy, as shown below:

Disbursements by Focus Area
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

%

209.0

61.2

Rural Development and the
Environment

75.8

22.2

Financial Intermediation and
Development Finance

50.0

14.6

7.0

2.00

341.8

100.0

Focus Area
Services for Competitiveness

Energy
Total

Contribution to development
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With this work the Dominican Republic will improve the living conditions of people inhabiting the project area.

Noteworthy benefits and
impacts

Disbursements by economic
activity
By economic activity, disbursements executed had
a greater impact on wholesale and retail trade. The
detail of said activities is presented below:

Disbursements by economic activity
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

%

209.0

61.2

Financial and insurance
activities

50.0

14.6

Water supply; wastewater
evacuation, waste
management, and
decontamination

49.9

14.6

Agriculture, cattle farming,
forestry and fishing

25.8

7.6

Supply of electricity, gas,
steam and air conditioning

7.0

2.0

341.8

100.0

Economic activity
Wholesale and retail trade

Total

The approval of the operation to AES Andrés DR, S.A.
for the Pipeline Expansion Plan will allow attracting
foreign investment and reducing the price of energy by
means of reduction of costs in the energy matrix.
The benefit of a total of five generating plants is foreseen
through the reconversion of the current generation
based on bunker to natural gas, enabling greater
stability and a possible reduction of up to 40.0% in CO2
emissions. It is expected that the 122 current permanent
jobs that the company currently has will be maintained;
21.0% of jobs are occupied by women.
The operation contributes to the fulfillment of the SDG
7: “Guarantee access to affordable, safe, sustainable
and modern energy for all,” by contributing to goal 7.1,
which establishes that by 2030, universal access will be
guaranteed to affordable, reliable and modern energy
services.
The pipeline has the potential to add – at least –
US$70,000.0 in additional revenue to those considered
in the base projection, with low susceptibility to
international natural gas prices.
This expansion in infrastructure for GNL enables the
Bank to continue supporting this energy alternative in
the region.
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Belize

2018 Disbursements

$3.5

US

million

Main financed development
intervention
• Integral Security Program of
Belize, Phase I
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Summary of operations of
the last five-year period

Regarding the Focus Areas, 100.0% of approvals
corresponds to Human Development and Social
Infrastructure; and the economic activity of public
administration and defense and mandatory affiliation
social security plans.

Total approvals for Belize during the 2014 – 2018
period reached US$30 million, which represent 0.3%
of the total approved by the Bank in that period.

In terms of disbursements for the five-year period,
US$11.8 million was channeled, which is equivalent to
0.15% of the total disbursed by the Bank.

The distribution by Strategic Axes is the following:
40.0% Competitiveness, 30.0% Social Development,
and 30.0% Regional Integration.

Its active portfolio in 2018 totals US$13.2 million,
representing 0.2% of the Bank’s total portfolio. Its
portfolio is characterized by being entirely of the
public sector.

Annual operations
2014 – 2018
(US$ Millions)
Year
Operations

2014

Approvals

30.0

Public sector

30.0

2015

2016

2017

2018

Private sector
Disbursements

3.9

4.4

3.5

Public sector

3.9

4.4

3.5

Portfolio

7.8

12.1

11.6

10.7

13.2

Public sector

7.8

12.1

11.6

10.7

13.2

Private sector

Private sector

Portfolio
Portfolio by institutional sector
100.0% of the 2018 operations in Belize correspond to
the non-financial public sector.

Disbursements
In September 2018, US$3.5 million was channeled
to Belize to finance the Integral Security Program
of Belize, Phase I. The Program consists of the
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development of actions aimed at the rehabilitation of
existing civil works, construction of new works and
provision of equipment to the institutions responsible
for Belize’s national security; the main objective being
to strengthen citizen security.
The operation falls under the framework of the
Strategic Axes of Social Development, Integration
and Competitiveness. Regarding Focus Areas, these
disbursements are aimed at Human Development
and Social Infrastructure. The economic activity
that characterizes the operation involves public
administration and defense and mandatory affiliation
social security plans.

Extra-Regional Countries

Mexico

Summary of operations of the last fiveyear period
Throughout the 2014 – 2018 five-year period, approvals
for Mexico totaled US$150.0 million, representing 1.5% of
the Bank’s total approvals during the last five years. Such
approvals were aimed at the public sector.
Its operations fall under the framework of the following
Strategic Axes: 50.0% for Social Development and 50.0%
for Competitiveness. 100.0% of its portfolio corresponds
to the Energy Focus Area. In this framework, it supports
the economic activity of electricity, gas, steam, and air
conditioning supply.
During this period, US$142.5 million were disbursed,
representing 1.8% of the Bank’s total disbursements.

2018 Portfolio

$119.8

US

As for the portfolio of active operations, Mexico reached an
amount of US$119.9 million during 2018, representing 1.6% of
the Bank’s total portfolio.

million

Annual operations
2014-2018
(US$ Millions)
Year
Operations

2014

2015

2016

Approvals

150.0

Public sector

150.0

2017

2018

Private sector
Disbursements

142.5

Public sector

142.5

Private sector
Portfolio

134.8

119.8

Public sector

134.8

119.8

Private sector
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Colombia
Summary of operations of the last five-year
period
Approvals for Colombia during the 2014 – 2018 period reached US$236.0
million, representing approximately 2.5% of the Bank’s total approvals
in that period. Such approvals correspond entirely to the public sector.
The operations fall under the framework of two Strategic Axes: 11.5%
for Social Development and 88.5% for Competitiveness. With regard to
the Focus Areas, 57.6% corresponds to Productive Infrastructure and
42.4% to Financial Intermediation and Development Finance. In terms
of distribution by economic activity, 57.6% corresponds to construction
and 42.4% to financial and insurance activities.
During the 2014 – 2018 period, CABEI disbursements in favor of
Colombia amounted to US$186 million, representing 2.43% of the
Bank’s total disbursements.
Regarding the country’s loan portfolio, Colombia closed 2018 with
US$183.7 million, corresponding to 2.5% of CABEI’s total portfolio.

2018 Portfolio

$183.7

US

million

Annual operations
2014 – 2018
(US$ Millions)
Year
Operations

2014

2015

2016

2017

Approvals

50.0

136.0

50.0

Public sector

50.0

136.0

50.0

2018

Private sector
Disbursements

186.0

Public sector

186.0

Private sector
Portfolio

183.3

183.5

183.7

Public sector

183.3

183.5

183.7

Private sector
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Argentina

2018 Approvals
US

$32.0

million

Main financed development
intervention:
• Support Program for the Strategy of
Expansion of Coverage and Access to
Health
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Summary of operations of
the last five-year period

2018 Approvals

Total approvals for Argentina in the 2014 – 2018
period totaled US$202.0 million for the public sector,
representing 2.13% of the Bank’s total approvals in said
five-year period.

$32.0

The five operations approved during the five-year
period fall under the framework of three Strategic
Axes, representing 75.2% in Social Development, 7.4%
in Competitiveness and 17.3% in Regional Integration.
By Focus Area, operations are distributed as follows:
75.2% in Human Development and Social Infrastructure
and 24.8% in Services for Competitiveness.
In terms of distribution by economic activity, 30.7%
corresponds to activities of human health care and
social assistance; 29.7% to construction; 24.8% to
professional, scientific, and technical activities; and
14.9% to education.
As for the portfolio of active operations, Argentina
closed with an amount of US$2.5 million for fiscal year
2018.

Annual operations
2014 – 2018
(US$ Millions)
Year
Operations

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Approvals

50.0

90.0

30.0

32.0

Public sector

50.0

90.0

30.0

32.0

US

million

Approvals
In 2018, the US$32.0 million was approved for the
Support Program for the Strategy of Expansion of
Coverage and Access to Health was approved for the
Republic of Argentina.
The initiative falls under the framework of the Strategic
Social Development Axis and, as it is an activity that
supports human healthcare and social assistance, it
is classified in the Human Development and Social
Infrastructure Focus Area.
The Program consists of partially financing the
improvement of the storage, distribution and vaccine
management network to improve the health of more
than 14.3 million people through the improvement
of the National Vaccination Nominal Registry;
the construction and equipment of six provincial
warehouses; the improvement and equipment of
ten regional warehouses in the province of Buenos
Aires, and the construction and equipment of twelve
sustainable vaccine centers in remote rural areas.

Private Sector

Total approvals

Disbursements

2.6

Public sector

2.6

2018
(US$ Millions)

Private Sector
Portfolio

2.5

2.5

Public sector

2.5

2.5

Private Sector
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Operation

Client

Support
Program for
the Strategy
of Expansion
of Coverage
and Access to
Health

Ministry of
Health of the
Nation

Amount
32.0

Economic
activity
Human
healthcare
and social
assistance
activities

Portfolio

2018 Portfolio

Portfolio by institutional sector
100.0% of the approvals for 2018 were allocated to the
public sector.

Noteworthy benefits and
impacts

$2.5

US

million

Regarding the interventions that will be carried out with
the Support Program for the Strategy of Expansion
of Coverage and Access to Health, it is expected to
have a total of 7,724,553 people vaccinated per year,
of which 58.0% are women. The Program’s target
area will include the provinces of Buenos Aires, La
Rioja, Chubut, Corrientes, Jujuy, Neuquén, and San
Juan, and involve the construction or improvement
of vaccine storage facilities, foreseeing a nationwide
scope.
Likewise, the generation of at least 600 jobs is
estimated during the construction phase, of which
20.0% are expected to be filled by women; while
during the operational stage, it is estimated that it
will maintain the current 173 jobs and generate an
additional 19, of which 53.8% would be provided to
women.
It is worth highlighting that as an effect of the Program,
the generation of approximately US$1.5 million in tax
revenues and US$1.4 million in savings from the State
is expected, mainly due to a reduction in costs for
consultations, medicines, studies, and hospitalization
of people affected by vaccine-preventable diseases.

Contribution to development
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Cuba

Cuba
On July 11, 2018, CABEI officially incorporated
the Republic of Cuba as a new extra-regional
member. Work is currently underway to
meet the first request for financing from
the Government of Cuba. The project to be
financed would have a high environmental
impact, due to a reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions in the city of Havana.
In November 2018 and subsequent its
incorporation as a CABEI member country, the
first official visit to Cuba was made. The visit
was dedicated to establishing professional
meetings between CABEI authorities, the
Central Bank of Cuba and other Cuban
institutions, providing CABEI with important
information regarding operations with Cuba.
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Development Impact
Evaluation
2018 corresponds to the ninth consecutive year
of implementation of the Development Impact
Evaluation System (SEID). For this year, 14 projects
were approved for a total amount of US$1.90 billion
and 10 financial intermediations for a total amount
of US$541.00 million, totaling US$2.44 billion in
approvals.

Based on the ex-ante evaluations, it is expected that
the approved interventions in 2018 will generate an
income of US$62.76 million for the States of the
region, mainly for taxes and US$374.24 million in
savings for the reduction of road maintenance costs,
among others.

According to CABEI Impact on Development Index
(I-CABEI), which defines the expected impact scale as
low level (<40), satisfactory level (≥40) and high level
(≥70), the results of the ex-ante evaluations indicate
that 100.0% of the 2018 approvals have a development
impact rating equal to or above the satisfactory level,
while 56.5% of the approvals had a high-level score.

It is expected that the projects will favor the generation
and preservation of more than 69 thousand jobs, both
temporary and permanent, with a composition by
gender of 63.0% male and 37.0% female. In addition, it
is estimated that financial intermediation interventions
will generate and preserve approximately 17 thousand
jobs with a composition by gender of 46.0% women
and 54.0% men.

Expected revenue for the State by country

Total employment expected by country

2018
%

2018
%

Country
El Salvador

%
73.5

Country

%

El Salvador

31

Panama

11.1

Panama

11.3

Guatemala

6.2

Guatemala

3.6

Costa Rica

4.1

Costa Rica

33

Argentina

2.4

Argentina

1.1

Nicaragua

2.0

Nicaragua

4

Honduras

0.7

Honduras

6

Dominican Republic

0.0

Dominican Republic

Total

100

Total

10
100

Contribution to development
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The approved projects contribute, either directly or
indirectly, to the achievement of the SDGs, focusing
their current contribution on the following:

•

SDG1 – Put an end to poverty in all its
forms throughout the world.

•

SDG3 – Ensure a healthy life and
promote well-being for all at all ages.

•

SDG4 – Ensure inclusive, equitable, and
quality education and promote lifelong
learning opportunities for all.

•

SDG6 – Guarantee the availability of
water and its sustainable management
and sanitation for all.

•

SDG7 – Guarantee access to affordable,
safe, sustainable and modern energy
for all.

Regarding the expected effects on development,
direct benefits will be provided to more than 92
thousand families and 1 million subscribers to energy
systems, among others. Indirectly, it is expected that
more than 13 million inhabitants in the target area will
benefit from these projects.
By means of CABEI financing, it is expected that more
than 51 thousand hectares of crops be established,
favoring the production of coffee, small livestock,
aquaculture, and poultry; the establishment of
irrigation systems in more than 19 thousand hectares;
and the improvement over 130 kilometers of road
network, among other benefits for the development
of the region.

Main expected effects of the 2018
approvals on regional development
Beneficiaries
Type of beneficiary
MSMEs

5,253

Individuals

11,846

Families

•

•

SDG8 – Promote sustained, inclusive,
and sustainable economic growth,
full and productive employment and
decent work for all.
SDG9 – Build resilient infrastructures,
promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialization
and
encourage
innovation.

•

SDG11 – Make cities and human
settlements inclusive, safe, resilient, and
sustainable.

•

SDG17 – Strengthen means of
implementation and revitalize the
global partnership for sustainable
development.
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Amount

Population of the target area
Beneficiaries of health services
Higher level students
Teachers
Passengers
Beneficiaries of water
Electric energy subscribers

92,375
13,735,848
2,606,104
14,167
1,265
216,927
500,746
1,042,700

Expected effects
Units

Impact
Cultivated area (ha)

51,160.14

Coffee production (qq/ha)

42.86

Agricultural production (qq/ha)

44.54

Production of small livestock (kg)

1,853,946.00

Aquaculture production (kg)

49,096.00

Poultry production (kg)

20,391,241.00

Coffee marketing (qq/ha)

42.86

Agricultural marketing (qq/ha)

21,564.00

Marketing in major livestock (kg)

959,000.00

Marketing in small livestock (kg)

945,087.20

Aquaculture marketing (kg)

880,034.56

Poultry commercialization (kg)

2,014,902,673.43

Credits granted

4,155

Associations of established producers

46

Area under irrigation (ha)

19,223.80

Distribution and driving channels (km)

365.00

Roads or transportation routes (km)

300.00

Built healthcare area (m2)

66,167.00

Rehabilitated healthcare area (m2)

22,188.00

Health centers built (vaccination)

12.00

Surgeries per year as a result of the intervention
Area for education built (m2)

1,957.00
23,551.04

Classrooms built

40.00

Reservoirs (quantity)

1,244

Improvement or rehabilitation of highways (km)

133.00

Highway construction (km)

13.86

Port construction area (m2)

9,044.50

Port rehabilitation area (m2)

17,685.00

Storage area (m2)
Administrative areas (m2)
Tourism area (m 2)

135,353.44
2,666.43
7,863.14

Taxiway (km)

7.22

Dock built (m)

405.00

Cruise shipyard (m)

525.30

Contribution to development
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System for the Identification,
Evaluation and Mitigation of
Environmental and Social Risks
(SIEMAS 3.0)

2. Category B: Projects with potential risks and / or
limited adverse environmental and social impacts,
are scarce in number, usually located in specific
sites, mostly reversible and can be managed
through mitigation measures.
3. Category C: Projects that involve minimal
environmental or social risks, and / or non-adverse
impacts.

Since 2010, CABEI has been implementing the System
for the Identification, Evaluation and Mitigation of
Environmental and Social Risks (SIEMAS), which is a
tool that complements the SEID.

Regarding the category of environmental and social
risks, 6 operations were approved with Category A,
4 with Category B, 3 with Category C, and 11 with
Category IF. The disaggregated information by Focus
Area is shown in the graph below:

The category of environmental and social risks for
CABEI programs and projects takes into account the
nature of the risks and their probability and impact,
with the aim of preventing their occurrence. These
categories are:
1. Category A: Projects with potential risks and
/ or significant adverse environmental and
social impacts that are diverse, irreversible or
unprecedented. Such impacts may affect an area
outside the site where the project takes place or
that are, by their nature, difficult to manage. There
are generally no effective mitigation measures.

Interventions by Risk Category and Focus Area
2018
Category A

Category B

Category C

Category IF

15
10

10
4

5
1

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

0
Human
Development
and Social
Infrastructure
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Energy

Productive
Infrastructure

Rural
Development
and the
Environment

Financial
Intermediation
and Development
Finance

Financial
management
During 2018, CABEI’s financial results were positive and
consistent with its prudent financial policies, allowing
it to consolidate its leadership position in channeling
resources to the region, as well as strengthening its
equity, both through capital contributions made by its
member countries and stable profit generation.
As a result of its solid financial profile, in July 2018,
CABEI obtained an improvement in its long-term
international risk rating granted by the rating agency
Standard & Poor’s (S&P); the Bank went from an “A” to
“A+” rating and maintained its high investment grade
risk ratings granted by the main rating agencies. It is
also important to highlight that the Bank maintained
a positive outlook in the aforementioned credit rating
granted by S&P.
Likewise, the Bank’s outlook on its credit rating
granted by rating agencies Moody’s Investors Service
and Fitch Ratings were revised and went from “stable”
to “positive” in June and August 2018, respectively.
It is noteworthy that the improvements obtained
in the Bank’s credit rating are largely based on the
results obtained in light of the amendments to its
Constitutive Agreement, which became effective as of
June 9, 2016. Such modifications seek to consolidate
its position as a preferential creditor and the support
of the members towards the Institution, as well as
continuing with the strengthening of its capital base
and promoting a greater diversification of its loan
portfolio.
At the close of 2018, the Bank did not present cases
of loans in default and non-accrual status, which
denotes the high quality of its assets and its status as
preferred creditor.

Credit ratings
CABEI’s Financial Strategy, through its Transversal
Risk Rating Axis, gives priority to the continuous
improvement of the institutional credit profile, in order
to place the Bank in an optimal position to carry out
its financial intermediation role.
In this context, CABEI obtained an improvement in
its risk rating from S&P, going from an “A” to “A+”
rating, maintaining its position as one of the best
credits in Latin America during 2018 by means of its
high investment risk ratings of “AA-”, “A1”, and “A+”,
granted by the rating agencies Japan Credit Rating
(JCR), Moody’s Investors Service and Fitch Ratings,
respectively.
In relation to the improvement in its long-term
international risk rating, S&P stated that it incorporates
key developments materialized as a result of the
reforms to the Institution’s Constitutive Agreement,
which are in force since June 2016 and seek to
improve the Bank’s Governance structure, increase
its membership base and enable additional financing
through diversification and capital injections.
S&P stressed that the incorporation of the Republic
of Korea will diversify and further strengthen CABEI’s
shareholder base, highlighting that said country will
become the second extra-regional member with
the largest shareholding through its subscription of
US$450.0 million.
Regarding the positive outlook, S&P indicated that it
reflects its expectation that in the course of the next
24 months there will be significant improvements
in CABEI’s capital levels, which would translate
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into an improvement in its evaluation of the Bank’s
financial profile. Along these lines, S&P indicated
that its expectation of an improvement in the Bank’s
capitalization level will lead to the approval of a
general capital increase in the short term, as well as
the positive effect of the incorporation of the required
capital of the Republic of Korea.

A+

A reflection of its positive financial
results and prudential policies,
CABEI improved its long-term
international risk rating, going
from “A” to “A+”, as rated by
Standard & Poor’s

CABEI risk ratings
2018
Rating
Long term

Short term

Outlook

Last review

S&P

A+

A-1

Positive

July 2018

Moody’s

A1

P-1

Positive

June 2018

Fitch

A+

F1

Positive

August 2018

JCR

AA-

N/A

Stable

April 2018

Rating agency

Issues
In line with its leadership role as the most important
source of multilateral financing for its member
countries, CABEI continued to expand its presence
in international markets in order to attract stable and
competitive resources for the development of the
Central American region.
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During 2018, the international recognition of the Bank’s
relevance and institutional soundness facilitated
the capture of competitive resources through bond
issues for an aggregate amount of US$1.14 billion in
the capital markets of Latin America, Asia and Europe.
It is noteworthy that the initiative to diversify markets
and financing sources contemplated in its Financial
Strategy has enabled it to place bonds in 23 currencies
and 23 different markets.

Issues in international financial
markets
Tenth issue in Switzerland
On January 26, 2018, the Bank made its tenth bond
placement in the Swiss market under the MediumTerm Notes Program (MTN), for a term of 6.5 years
and for an amount in Swiss francs (CHF) of 200.0
million (equivalent to US$214.1 million).

Seventh issue in Japan
On February 2, 2018, the Bank made its seventh bond
placement in the Japanese market under the MTN, for
a term of five years and for an amount in yen (JPY) of
5.60 billion (equivalent to US$51.2 million).

Eighteenth issue in the Formosa Market
On April 27, 2018, the Bank made its eighteenth issue
in the capital market of the Republic of China (Taiwan)
under the MTN, for a term of five years and for an
amount in yuan (CNH) of 2.00 billion (equivalent to
US$315.8 million).

Eighteenth and nineteenth issue in the
Mexican Market

Fourth issue denominated in Colombian
pesos
On September 14, 2018, the Bank made its fourth
issue of bonds denominated in Colombian pesos
(COP) under the MTN, for a term of seven years and
for an amount of 150.0 billion (equivalent to US$49.9
million).

Fifth issue denominated in Colombian
pesos
On October 12, 2018, the Bank made its fifth issue of
bonds denominated in Colombian pesos, under the
MTN, for a term of ten years and for an amount of
COP185.6 billion (equivalent to US$60.7 million).

Fifth issue in Costa Rica
On October 23, 2018, the Bank made its fifth bond issue
denominated in Costa Rican colones (CRC), under the
MTN, for a term of five years and for an amount of
65.0 billion (equivalent to US$109.4 million).

Ninth issue in Japan
On November 16, 2018, the Bank made its ninth bond
issue in the capital market of Japan in US dollars
under the MTN, for a term of five years and for an
amount of US$100.0 million.

On May 30, 2018, the Bank made its eighteenth and
nineteenth issue in the capital market of Mexico under
the MTN, for terms of three and ten years, respectively,
for an amount in Mexican pesos (MXN) of 2.00 billion
each (equivalent to an aggregate amount of US$201.9
million).

Eighth issue in the Capital Market of
Japan and fourth under the Uridashi
Format
On September 10, 2018, the Bank made its eighth
bond issue in the capital market of Japan, which
represented its fourth placement under the Uridashi
format. The issue was made over four years and in
two tranches, one denominated in New Zealand
dollars (NZD) for an amount of 30.3 million and
the other in US dollars (US$) for an amount of 12.3
million, resulting in an aggregate deposited amount
equivalent to US$32.1 million.

The Institution further
consolidates its relevance as
the financial arm of the Central
American region, building and
strengthening its alliances with
strategic partners to benefit all
Central Americans.
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Issues made by CABEI
2018
(US$ Millions)
Currency

Amount

Switzerland

CHF

214.1

February

Japan

JPY

51.2

April

Formosa – Republic
of China (Taiwan)

CNH

315.8

May

Mexico

MXN

201.9

September

Japan – Uridashi

US$ / NZD

32.1

September

Colombia

COP

49.9

October

Colombia

COP

60.7

October

Costa Rica

CRC

109.4

November

Japan

US$

100.0

Month

Market

January

1,135.1

Total

For 2018, the total long-term funding from bilateral
financial institutions amounted to US$168.8 million.

European Investment Bank (EIB)

Medium and long-term bilateral funding
2018
(US$ Millions)
Amount

Source
Official Credit Institute (ICO)

53.1

Nordic Investment Bank (NIB)

8.0

Austria’s OeEB

30.0

French Development Agency (AFD)

57.0

Germany’s KfW Development Bank

20.7

Total

168.8

Strategic alliances
During 2018, new alliances were established and
relations with CABEI strategic partners were
consolidated in order to strengthen the Bank’s
installed capacity and join efforts to combat poverty
and promote sustainable growth in the region. The
main events are highlighted below:
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Date: March 24
Country: Argentina
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was
signed with EIB in Mendoza, with the purpose of
deepening the institutional cooperation between
the parties to support initiatives or projects of
common interest that promote the sustainable
economic growth of the CABEI member countries.

OPEC Fund for International Development
Date: May 11
Country: Republic of Austria
A Cooperation Agreement was signed with
the OPEC Fund for International Development
(OFID) in Vienna, with the purpose of deepening
the institutional cooperation between the
parties to promote joint co-financing actions for
development interventions, both in the private
sector and public sector, in CABEI member
countries.

United Nations Environment Program (UN
Environment)

Incheon Port Authority of the Republic of
Korea

Date: August 2
UN Environment and CABEI signed a MOU
that provides a framework for cooperation and
facilitates collaboration among institutions in the
fight against climate change, as well as in other
areas of interest regarding environmental issues.

Date: December 27
A MOU was signed with the Port of Incheon
Authority of the Republic of Korea (IPA), with
the purpose of promoting a framework of
cooperation between the parties that facilitates
the development of initiatives of common interest
related mainly to the exchange of information on
port projects and maritime transport.

Within the framework of this alliance, and under
the guidance and leadership of the Council of
Ministers of Environment of Central America,
CABEI granted to UN Environment a nonreimbursable technical cooperation in the
amount of US$1.0 million to develop a proposal
for adaptation to climate change based on
ecosystems for the Central American Dry Corridor
and arid zones of the Dominican Republic,
focusing on efficient water use.

International Investment Bank (IIB)
Date: November 26
A MOU was signed with the IIB, in order to
establish a framework of cooperation between the
parties to facilitate the development of programs
and initiatives of common interest that promote
sustainable economic growth of CABEI’s member
countries.

Ministry of Science and Information and
Communications Technologies of the
Republic of Korea
Date: December 27
A Memorandum of Understanding was signed with
the Ministry of Science and ICT of the Republic
of Korea (MSIT), with the purpose of facilitating
collaboration between the parties to promote
joint programs, projects and initiatives that foster
mutual cooperation with the underlying objective
of promoting sustainable economic development.

Green Climate Fund
Date: October 17 to 20
Within the framework of the twenty-first meeting
of the Board of Directors of the GCF, the first
financing to CABEI was approved.
This decision includes the co-financing of the
GCF for an amount of US$15.5 million for the
Productive Investment Initiative for Adaptation to
Climate Change. The Initiative will have additional
resources from CABEI for US$12.5 million. In
total, with the contribution of both entities, the
total resources available for the Central American
region amount to US$28.0 million.
The main objective of this program is to increase
the resilience to climate change in at least 5,000
MSMEs in the countries of the Central American
region through access to financial and nonfinancial services that facilitate the adoption of
measures for climate change adaptation. The
implementation of this program is expected to
contribute to increase the resilience of 67,000
inhabitants of the region.
To achieve this, CABEI will provide access to
financing, technical assistance and incentives to
MSMEs that implement climate change adaptation
measures. The financing will be facilitated through
CABEI’s network of intermediary financial
institutions throughout the region.
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Other consolidated alliances
Fund for Studies and Assistance to the
Private Sector (FASEP)
Republic of Korea
Date: November 29
The Ministry of Economy and Finance of the
Republic of Korea notified CABEI of its approval
to participate in the Hospital Infrastructure and
Equipment Investment Program in Guatemala, for
an amount of US$79.0 million under the framework
of the Korea Development Co-financing Facility
for Central America, which was signed between
said Ministry and the Bank on January 17, 2017.
Therefore, the total amount available for this Cofinancing Facility has already been allocated and
negotiations for its expansion have been initiated
for up to US$400.0 million.

Date: September 6
The approval of non-reimbursable resources was
approved for the Feasibility Study of an Air Cable
Transportation Network for the Municipality of
the Central District in Honduras, for an amount of
EUR0.7 million.
This approval falls under the framework of the
Contribution Agreement signed in January 2015
between CABEI and the Ministry of Economy and
Finance of France, where a regulatory framework
for institutional cooperation denominated “FASEP
CABEI - French Treasury Facility” was established,
in which the French entity contributes up to
EUR2.0 million to the Facility.

German Cooperation
Official Credit Institute (ICO)
Date: May 7
Country: Spain
The signing of a new financing agreement with
the ICO was carried out for an amount of EUR30.0
million; the agreement is destined to finance
investment and/or liquidity and export/import
operations of Spanish companies in the CABEI
member countries.

Japan Bank for International Cooperation
Date: November 6
A Loan Agreement was signed with Japan Bank
for International Cooperation (JBIC) and other
participating financial institutions for an amount
of up to US$100.0 million. The objective of this
agreement is to finance CABEI projects in the
sectors of renewable energy and energy efficiency.

CABEI has a long history of financial cooperation
with Germany, having subscribed with the German
Development Bank (KfW) an aggregate over
EUR550.1 million in financial cooperation through
loans and non-reimbursable cooperation aimed at
the sustainable development of the region, mainly
the promotion of renewable energies and energy
efficiency, water and sanitation, as well as support
for MSMEs.
Within the framework of this extensive
relationship, a Financial Cooperation agreement
was signed between the Government of Germany
and CABEI for an aggregate amount of up to
EUR140.0 million for the partial financing of the
“Program to Promote Business Development and
Central American MSMEs II” for an amount of up
to EUR50.0 million, and the “Central American
Region Sanitation Program” for an amount of up
to EUR90.0 million.
The signing of this Agreement will provide CABEI
with the possibility of obtaining two loans on
concessional terms from KfW, within the framework
of public cooperation for development, for an
amount of up to EUR140.0 million with the aim
of contributing to the Business Development and
MSME Promotion in Central America (DINAMICA
II) and improving sanitation in the South Bank of
Lake Managua in Nicaragua.
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom
of the Netherlands
Date: January 2018
Within the framework of the relationship
established with the Kingdom of the Netherlands,
a Contribution and Administration Agreement
was signed with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
for an amount of EUR18.4 million for the partial
financing of the project, “Replacement of the
Nuevo Amanecer Regional Hospital of the
North Atlantic Autonomous Region (RAAN),” in
Nicaragua.

Signing of MOU between CABEI and the
General Secretariat of the OAS
Date: September 4
Country: USA
CABEI, together with the other multilateral
organizations that make up the Joint Summit
Working Group of the Organization of American
States (OAS), signed a MOU with the General
Secretariat of the OAS to ratify their support and
contribution to the fulfillment of the commitments
of the Summits of the Americas. The event was
organized by the OAS.

Main results and
financial indicators
During 2018, CABEI’s results were
satisfactory in terms of financial
performance. The Bank generated
profits on a stable basis and its
equity was further strengthened
by the capital payments made by its member
countries, mainly due to increases in the
shareholding of Panama and the Dominican
Republic, as well as the payment of the first
capital installment by Cuba, which was paid and
is maintained in Euros.
Other noteworthy achievements in November
2018 include the integration of the Special
Fund for the Social Transformation of Central
America (FETS), CABEI’s concessional window,
to the Bank’s ordinary capital, which generated
a strengthening of CABEI’s equity for US$70.6
million.
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Assets
Over the past five years, CABEI’s assets have shown sustained growth. In 2018, the Bank’s total assets reached an
amount of US$10.85 billion, compared to the US$9.72 billion observed at the close of 2017, which represents an
annual increase of 11.6% and an average growth of 7.6% during the 2014 – 2018 five-year period.

Evolution of total assets
2014 – 2018

2016

2015

8.0

2014

US$ Billions

2018

10.0

2017

12.0

6.0
4.0
2.0
Assets

8.04

8.43

9.19

9.72

10.85

Loan portfolio
At the close of 2018, the receivable loan portfolio was US$7.49 billion, compared to the total US$6.83 billion
registered at the close of 2017, which represents an annual growth of 9.5% and an average increase of 6.8% during
the five-year period.

Evolution of loans receivable
2014 – 2018

5.0

2016

2015

US$ Billions

6.0

2014

2018

7.0

2017

8.0

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
Portfolio
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5.71

6.08

6.47

6.83

7.49

Liquid assets
Liquid assets reached a total of US$3.40 billion, showing a growth of 13.8% compared to the balance recorded at
the close of 2017 (US$2.99 billion). Such level represents 31.3% of the CABEI’s total assets.

Evolution of liquid assets
2014 – 2018

2.0

2016

2015

2.5
2014

US$ Billions

3.0

2017

3.5

2018

4.0

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Liquid assets

2.11

2.37

2.73

2.99

3.40

Net income
In 2018, net income reached a level of US$223.5 million, which reflects that the Bank continues to present selfsustaining results through consistent profit generation.

Evolution of net income
2014 – 2018

2018

250.0

2017

100.0

2016

2015

150.0

2014

US$ Millions

200.0

50.0
0.0
Net income

102.9

159.5

133.0

83.8

223.5
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Profitability
Furthermore, Return On Equity (ROE) had a value of 7.4%, while the Return On Assets (ROA) stood at 2.2%.

Evolution of profitability indicators
2014 – 2018
8.0
7.0

Percentage (%)

6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

ROE
ROA

2014

2015

2016

2017

4.4

6.4

4.9

3.0

2018
7.4

1.3

1.9

1.4

0.9

2.2

Liabilities and financing
During 2018, the Bank’s total liabilities were US$7.66 billion, compared to US$6.89 billion recorded in 2017. The
composition of CABEI’s liabilities gives priority to stable funding sources, which is reflected in the distribution of
its instruments for attracting resources.

Evolution of total liabilities

5.0

2016

2014

US$ Billions

6.0

2015

7.0

2017

8.0

2018

2014 – 2018

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
Liabilities
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5.65

5.86

6.47

6.89

7.66

Distribution of liabilities
At the close of 2018, bonds payable represented 63.9% of the Bank’s total liabilities, followed by loans payable with
17.2%, deposit and investment certificates with 17.0%, commercial paper with 0.3% and other liabilities with 1.6%.

Composition of liabilities
2018

0.3%

1.6%

Commercial
paper

Others

17.0%
Deposit and
Investment
certificates

17.2%

63.9%

Loans
payable

Bonds payable

Equity
The evolution of CABEI’s equity showed continuous strengthening during the 2014 – 2018 period. In 2018, equity
stood at US$3.18 billion, which represented an increase of 12.5% with respect to the US$2.83 billion reached in 2017.
The increase in equity was mainly due to profits generated in the 2018 period, which amounted to US$223.5
million, in addition to the integration of the FETS equity of US$70.6 million and cash capital payments made by
the Bank’s member countries, which amounted to US$27.7 million.

Evolution of equity

US$ Billions

2.0

2017

2016
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2.5

2015

3.0
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2014 – 2018
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Equity
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2.57
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3.18
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Financial indicators
The evolution of the Bank’s main financial indicators shows a positive performance, revealing its continued financial
soundness and solvency as a result of the application of its financial policies.

Evolution of selected financial indicators
2014 – 2018

Indicator

Measure

Policy

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

%

>35.0

38.9

38.3

40.1

40.6

40.6

Months

>6.0

6.7

7.6

6.8

8.8

7.6

Times

<3.0

2.1

2.1

2.2

2.2

2.2

Capital Adequacy Index
Liquidity Index
Indebtedness Index

Operational efficiency
In terms of operational performance, the Administrative Expenditure Index (AEI) shows a favorable trend over the
last 5 years, going from 0.59% in 2014, to 0.49% at the close of 2018. For its part, the operational efficiency index
shows a level of 20.2% at the close of 2018, compared to 18.6% presented in 2017.

Evolution of selected financial indicators
2014 – 2018
Measure

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Administrative Expenditure Index (AEI)

%

0.59

0.58

0.53

0.49

0.49

Operational efficiency

%

21.8

19.4

19.5

18.6

20.2

Indicator

Portfolio quality
The evolution regarding the quality of CABEI’s loan portfolio is measured by the non-accrual portfolio indicator,
which at the close of 2018 stood at 0.00%.
In addition, the Bank has a significantly robust reserve coverage. At the close of 2018, provisions for probable
losses totaled US$248.9 million, representing 3.32% of the total receivable loan portfolio.

Evolution of portfolio quality
2014 – 2018
Measure

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Non-accrual portfolio / Loan portfolio

%

0.56

0.06

0.05

0.00

0.00

Loan reserves / Loan portfolio

%

2.93

2.90

3.00

4.28

3.32

Indicator
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Av. Ejército Nacional 843-B
Antara Polanco
11520 Mexico, D.F.

Tel: +55 5283 1300
Fax: +55 5283 1392
ey.com/mx

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
To Mrs. Executive President, Directors and Board of Governors of
Banco Centroamericano de Integración Económica
Scope
We have examined management’s assertion (the Assertion) that Banco Centroamericano
de Integración Económica (BCIE or the Bank) identified, designed, implemented, operated,
and monitored (together, maintained), in all material respects, effective controls over its
reporting of financial information as of 31 December 2018 based on the criteria
established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework (2013) issued by the Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (“COSO criteria”). Our
examination does not address other criteria beyond the COSO criteria.
Management’s Responsibilities
BCIE’s management is responsible for the Assertion and is also responsible for identifying,
designing, implementing, operating, and monitoring effective controls, identifying its
control objectives and the risks that would threaten the achievement of the BCIE´s control
objectives.
Our responsibilities
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the internal controls over its reporting of
financial information, based on our examination. Our examination was conducted in
accordance with attestation standards established by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants. Those standards require that we plan and perform the examination
to obtain reasonable assurance about whether BCIE, maintained, in all material respects,
effective controls over its reporting of financial information as of 31 December 2018,
based on the COSO criteria. An examination involves performing procedures to obtain
evidence about management’s assertion. The nature, timing, and extent of the procedures
selected depend on our judgment, including an assessment of the risks of material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
We believe that the evidence we obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
Limitations
Our report solely addresses that the Bank maintained, in all material respects, effective
controls over its reporting of financial information as of 31 December 2018
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2.
Because of their nature and inherent limitations, controls may not prevent, or detect and
correct, all misstatements that may be considered relevant. Furthermore, the projection
of any evaluations of effectiveness to future periods, or conclusions about the suitability
of the design of the controls to achieve the related control objectives, is subject to the risk
that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, that the degree
of compliance with such controls may deteriorate, or that changes made to the system or
controls, or the failure to make needed changes to the system or controls, may alter the
validity of such evaluations.
Opinion
In our opinion, Banco Centroamericano de Integración Económica maintained effective
control over its reporting of financial information as of 31 December 2018, based on the
criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework (2013) issued by the
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission, in all material
respects.
Report on Financial Statements
We also have audited, in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the
United States of America, the financial statements of Banco Centroamericano de
Integración Económica, which comprise the balance sheet as of December 31, 2018, and
the related statements of income, comprehensive income, changes in stockholders’ equity
and cash flows for the year then ended, and our report dated March 13, 2019 expressed
an unqualified opinion thereon.

Mexico City,
March 13, 2019
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Av. Ejército Nacional 843-B Tel: +55 5283 1300
Fax: +55 5283 1392
Antara Polanco
11520 Mexico, D.F.
ey.com/mx

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT AUDITORS

To Mrs. Executive President, Directors and Board of Governors of
Banco Centroamericano de Integración Económica
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Banco Centroamericano de
Integración Económica (the Bank), which comprise the balance sheet as of December 31,
2018, and the related statements of income, comprehensive income, changes in
stockholders’ equity and cash flows for the year then ended, and the related notes to the
financial statements.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial
statements in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles; this includes
the design, implementation and maintenance of internal control relevant to the
preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free of material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our
audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted
in the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s
judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor
considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the
financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
the entity’s internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the
reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

Integrante de Ernst & Young Global Limited
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We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of Banco Centroamericano de Integración Económica at
December 31, 2018, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year then
ended in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.
Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
We also have audited, in accordance with auditing standards general accepted in the
United States of America, Banco Centroamericano de Integración Económica’s internal
control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2018, based on criteria established in
Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission (2013 framework), and our report dated
March 13, 2019 expressed an unqualified opinion thereon.

Mexico City,
March 13, 2019
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CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
Balance Sheets
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)

Assets
Cash and demand deposits (note 4)
Interest-bearing deposits with banks (note 5)
Securities available for sale (307,773 in 2018 and 127,417 in 2017,
under securities lending agreements) (note 6)
Loans, net of deferred origination fees
Less: Allowance for loan losses
Net loans (note 7)
Accrued interest receivable (note 8)
Property and equipment, net (note 9)
Derivative financial instruments (note 19)
Equity investments (note |0)
Other assets (note 11)
Total assets

2018

2017

38,078
1,693,961

3,692
1,824,056

1,667,147

1,159,546

7,487,365
(248,863)
7,238,502

6,834,829
(292,261)
6,542,568

96,619
33,804
25,451
31,056
25,738
10,850,356

82,811
32,128
24,066
30,510
21,382
9,720,759

Liabilities
Loans payable (237,269 in 2018 and 236,209 in 2017,
measured at fair value) (note 12)
Bonds payable (4,223,197 in 2018 and 3,852,882 in 2017,
measured at fair value) (note 13.a)
Commercial paper programs (note 13.b)
Certificates of deposit (note 14)
Certificates of investment
Accrued interest payable (note 15)
Derivative financial instruments (note 19)
Other liabilities (note 16)
Total liabilities

1,321,411

1,255,209

4,893,452
24,961
1,298,428
471
59,763
268
53,340
7,652,094

4,472,414
40,833
1,047,698
560
41,035
5,796
26,606
6,890,151

Equity
Paid-in capital (note 17)
General reserve
Retained earnings
Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss) (note 22)
Total equity
Total liabilities and equity

1,074,263
1,819,667
294,127
10,205
3,198,262
10,850,356

1,046,463
1,718,400
101,380
(35,635)
2,830,608
9,720,759

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
Statements of Income
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)
December 31
2018
2017

Financial income
Public sector loans
Private sector loans
Marketable securities
Due from banks
Realized gain on investment funds
Total financial income

327,598
77,003
28,119
36,453
2,796
471,969

283,608
69,534
17,554
25,335
5,457
401,488

37,206
165,246
619
27,159
230,230

29,301
118,392
1,258
13,960
162,911

241,739

238,577

(44,903)
750
(44,153)

98,747
(1,374)
97,373

285,892

141,204

Other operating income (expenses)
Financial services and other fees
Monitoring and administration fees
Dividends from equity investments
Gain on equity investments, net
Foreign exchange (loss) gain, net
Other operating income
Total other operating income, net

1,518
1,091
485
658
(1,475)
1,220
3,497

7,760
975
0
316
170
1,209
10,430

Administrative expenses
Salaries and employee benefits
Other administrative expenses
Depreciation and amortization
Other
Total administrative expenses

30,724
14,352
3,665
557
49,298

28,222
13,930
3,353
491
45,996

240,091

105,638

(9,231)

(10,119)

Income, before valuation of derivative financial instruments and debt

230,860

95,519

Valuation of derivative financial instruments and debt
Net income

(7,343)
223,517

(11,729)
83,790

Financial expenses
Loans payable
Bonds payable
Commercial paper programs
Certificates of deposit and investment
Total financial expenses
Net financial income
(Reversal of) provision for loan losses (note 7)
Provision for (reversal of) losses on contingencies
Total (reversal of) provisions for credit losses
Net financial income, after (reversal of) provisions for credit losses

Income, before special and other contributions and valuation of
derivative financial instruments and debt
Special and other contributions (note 23)

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
Statements of Comprehensive Income
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)

2018
Net income

December 31

2017

223,517

83,790

(2,151)

6,129

(2,796)
(4,947)

(5,457)
672

43,254

(14,461)

Other comprehensive income (loss):
Unrealized (loss) gain on securities available for sale, net
Reclassification adjustments for net realized gains
included in earnings (note 22)
Subtotal - securities available for sale
Change in credit risk of debt instruments at fair
value (note 2.t)
Reclassification of net loss realized by maturity of debt
in operations at fair value (note 22)
Subtotal - change in credit risk of debt instruments
at fair value (note 2.t)

337

0

43,591

(14,461)

Retirement plans, pensions and other social benefits:
Change in actuarial loss (note 22)

7,196

(181)

45,840
269,357

(13,970)
69,820

Other comprehensive income (loss)
Comprehensive income

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
Statements of Changes in Equity
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)

General
Reserve

Paid-in
Capital
Balance as of December 31, 2016

133,044

(21,665)

2,722,935

0
0

0
0

83,790
0

0
(13,970)

83,790
(13,970)

0

0

83,790

(13,970)

69,820

37,853
6,972
0

0
(6,972)
115,454

0
0
(115,454)

0
0
0

37,853
0
0

1,046,463

1,718,400

101,380

(35,635)

2,830,608

0
0

0
0

223,517
0

0
45,840

223,517
45,840

0

0

223,517

45,840

269,357

27,687
113

0
(113)

0
0

0
0

27,687
0

0
0

0
101,380

70,610
(101,380)

0
0

70,610
0

1,074,263

1,819,667

294,127

10,205

3,198,262

Capital contributions, in cash (note 17.b)
Capital payments through series "E" certificates (note 17.b)
Transfer to general reserve

Net income
Other comprehensive income
Comprehensive income
Capital contributions, in cash (note 17.b)
Capital payments through series "E" certificates (note 17.b)
Effect generated by integration of the FETS into the Ordinary Capital
of the Bank (note 2.u)
Transfer to general reserve

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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Total
Equity

1,609,918

Comprehensive income (loss)

Balance as of December 31, 2018

Retained
Earnings

1,001,638

Net income
Other comprehensive loss

Balance as of December 31, 2017

Accumulated
Other
Comprehensive
Income (Loss)

4

CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
Statements of Cash Flows
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)

December 31
2018
2017
Cash flows from operating activities
Net income
Items to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operating activities:
(Reversal of) provision for loan losses
Gain on equity investments, net
Foreign exchange losses (gains), net
Depreciation and amortization
Valuation of derivative financial instruments and debt
Net increase in accrued interest receivable
Net increase in accrued interest payable
Net increase in other assets
Net increase in other liabilities
Net cash provided by operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Net decrease (increase) in interest-bearing deposits with banks
Purchases of securities available for sale
Proceeds from sales and redemptions of securities available for sale
Purchases of property and equipment
Net (increase) decrease in margin calls and other on derivative financial instruments
Disbursements of loans receivable
Collections of loans receivable
Capital returns to equity investments, net of contributions
Net cash used in investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Capital contributions (note 17.b)
Proceeds from loans payable
Repayments of loans payable
Net decrease in commercial paper programs
Proceeds from issuance of bonds payable
Repayments of bonds payable
Net increase in certificates of deposit
Net decrease in certificates of investment
Net cash provided by financing activities
Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash held
Cash generated by the FETS integration process (note 2.u)
Cash and demand deposits at beginning of year
Cash and demand deposits at end of year
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Supplemental information of cash flows
Cash paid for interest
Net unrealized changes in securities available for sale
Changes in actuarial loss under the Social Benefits Plan (note 22)

223,517

83,790

(44,153)
(658)
1,475
3,665
7,343
(13,198)
18,713
(1,139)
4,666
200,231

97,373
(316)
(170)
3,353
11,729
(8,693)
5,799
(4,859)
429
188,435

191,798
(1,437,367)
921,467
(5,341)
(140,534)
(1,862,911)
1,244,275
112
(1,088,501)

(319,044)
(835,104)
899,973
(2,780)
234,082
(1,448,676)
1,086,225
1,285
(384,039)

27,687
379,677
(311,952)
(15,872)
1,134,887
(544,187)
250,730
(89)
920,881
(366)
2,141

37,853
297,091
(404,494)
(89,127)
659,891
(367,333)
64,106
(48)
197,939
(16)
0

3,692
38,078
34,386

1,373
3,393
2,319

211,502
(4,947)
7,196

157,111
672
(181)

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
Notes to Financial Statements
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)
(1)

Origin and Nature of the Bank
The Central American Bank for Economic Integration (“CABEI” or the “Bank”) is a financial
institution under public international law, founded by the governments of Guatemala, El
Salvador, Honduras and Nicaragua pursuant to the Constitutive Agreement dated
December 13, 1960. In addition, on September 23, 1963, the Republic of Costa Rica was
included as a founding member. Pursuant to protocol subscribed on September 2, 1989
and effective since 1992, the participation of non-regional members was allowed. The
Bank commenced operations on May 31, 1961 and has its headquarters in Tegucigalpa,
Honduras.
The Bank’s objective is to promote the economic integration and the balanced economic
and social development of the Central American region, which includes the founding
member countries and the non-founding regional member countries.
The activities of the Bank are complemented by the activities carried out by the Technical
Cooperation Fund (Fondo de Cooperación Técnica – FONTEC) and by the Social Benefit
Fund (SBF). These funds are regulated by their own by-laws and their equities are
independent and separate from the Bank, although they are managed by the Bank. These
financial statements include, solely, the assets, liabilities and operations of the Bank. The
net assets relating to the other funds have been disclosed in notes 20 and 21.
Furthermore, as detailed in note 20, the Bank manages third-party cooperation funds,
destined to finance programs agreed with each organization, which are in line with the
Bank’s policies and strategies.

(2)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
The Bank’s accounting policies and financial information are in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (US GAAP).
A summary of significant accounting policies is as follows:
(a)

Functional and foreign currencies
The Bank’s functional currency is the United States dollar (U.S. dollar). Transactions
in currencies other than the U.S. dollar are recorded at the effective exchange rates
prevailing on the transaction date. Assets and liabilities denominated in currencies
other than the U.S. dollar are expressed in such currency using the prevailing
exchange rates at balance sheet date. Net foreign currency gains and losses
resulting from transactions denominated in currencies other than the U.S. dollar are
presented as other operating income (expenses) in the statements of income.

(b)

Cash and equivalents
For purposes of the statements of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents represent
the amounts included in cash and demand deposits, which are due at the Bank’s
request.

6
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CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
Notes to Financial Statements
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)
(2)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
(c) Fair value measurements
For fair value measurements, the Bank uses valuation techniques that maximize
the use of observable inputs and minimize the use of unobservable inputs to the
extent possible.
When determining the fair value measurements for assets and liabilities required
or permitted to be recorded at fair value, and for other required disclosures, the
Bank considers the principal or most advantageous market in which it would
transact and considers assumptions that market participants would use when
pricing the asset or liability. When possible, the Bank looks to active and observable
markets to price identical assets and liabilities. When identical assets and liabilities
are not traded in active markets, the Bank looks to market observable data for
similar assets and liabilities. Nevertheless, certain assets and liabilities are not
actively traded in observable markets and the Bank must use alternative valuation
techniques to derive a fair value measurement. A financial instrument’s level within
the fair value hierarchy is based on the lowest level of any input that is significant
to the fair value measurement.
When considering the assumptions from market participants in fair value
measurements, the hierarchy distinguishes between observable and unobservable
assumptions, which are categorized in one of the following levels:
 Level 1 - Assets and liabilities for which the identical item is traded on an active
exchange.
 Level 2 - Assets and liabilities valued based on observable market assumptions
for similar instruments, price quotations from markets that are not active or other
assumptions that are observable and can be corroborated by information
available on the market for substantially the full term of the assets or liabilities.
 Level 3 - Assets and liabilities for which significant valuation assumptions are
not readily observable in the market; instruments valued based on the best
available data, some of which is internally-developed, and consider risk
premiums that a market participant would require.
As stated in note 3, the Bank has elected the fair value measurement for certain
assets and liabilities which do not require such measurement.
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CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
Notes to Financial Statements
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)
(2)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
(d) Securities available for sale
Marketable securities are classified as available for sale and recorded at fair value,
with unrealized gains and losses being excluded from net income and reported as
a separate component of equity under accumulated other comprehensive income
(loss) until they are realized and reclassified to the statement of income.
CABEI shall maintain at least 80% of its total investment securities portfolio in
deposits with banks and bonds placed by issuers holding an international rating of
“A” or better, and a maximum of 20% in unrated or below “A” (including A-, A, A+)
rated securities.
Full impairment (that is, the difference between the security’s amortized cost basis
and fair value) on debt securities that the Bank intends to sell or would
more-likely-than-not be required to sell, absent of any unforeseen significant
changes in circumstances, before the expected recovery of the amortized cost
basis is recognized in earnings as a realized loss.
For debt securities that management has no intent to sell and believes that it more
likely-than-not will not be required to sell prior to recovery, only the credit loss
component of the impairment is recognized in earnings, while the rest of the fair
value loss is recognized in accumulated other comprehensive income (loss). The
credit loss component recognized in earnings is identified as the amount of principal
cash flows not expected to be received over the remaining term of the security as
projected using the Bank’s cash flow projections.
A decline in the market value of any security below cost that is deemed to be
other-than-temporary results in an impairment to reduce the carrying amount to fair
value. To determine whether an impairment is other-than-temporary, the Bank
considers all available information relevant to the collectability of the security,
including past events, current conditions, and reasonable and supportable
forecasts when developing estimate of cash flows expected to be collected.
Evidence considered in this assessment includes the reasons for the impairment,
the severity and duration of the impairment, changes in value subsequent to
year-end, forecasted performance of the investee, and the general market condition
in the geographic area or industry the investee operates in.
The Bank has not experienced other-than-temporary impairment during the years
ended December 31, 2018 and 2017.
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CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
Notes to Financial Statements
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)
(2)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
Interest income on securities available for sale is recorded using the accrual
method. Gains and losses on the sale of securities are recorded on the trade date
basis, are determined using the specific identification method and are presented as
other operating income (expenses). Realized gains on investment funds are
presented as part of financial income.
Premiums and discounts are recognized as an adjustment to yield over the
contractual term of the security using a method that approximates to the effective
interest method. If prepayment occurs on a security, any premium or discount on
the value is recognized as an adjustment to yield in the period in which the
prepayment occurs.
The Bank engages in securities lending agreements of up to 20% of its securities
portfolio. Counterparties provide the same lent titles or other titles with equivalent
characteristics, as collateral. The entirety of the securities portfolio in custody by
the counterparty is eligible for the program. For this program, CABEI earns a fee
which is recorded in other operating income. The Bank’s securities custodian
guarantees and manages the transactions made under the program and performs
daily valuations of the securities lent under the program to ensure there is sufficient
collateral to guarantee the securities lent by CABEI.
Securities under lending agreements are reported at fair value. The securities
transferred under security lending agreements have not met the accounting criteria
for treatment as a sale. The Bank maintains, at all times, the right to sell the
securities under lending agreements and to terminate the loans. Therefore,
securities transferred under security lending agreements are retained as assets on
the balance sheet.
(e)

Concentration of credit risk
In compliance with its objective and financial policies, the Bank grants loans and
guarantees to entities, both public and private, established in the beneficiary
member countries, that meet the financial needs of projects and programs that
contribute to the development of the Central American region, which includes the
founding countries and regional non-founding countries.
The Bank annually reviews its credit risk concentration policies. The significant
parameters applicable to the concentration of credit risk are described as follows:


The total of its loan portfolio cannot exceed 3.5 times the Bank’s equity.



The Bank’s equity adequacy should be maintained at a level not lower than 35%.
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CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
Notes to Financial Statements
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)
(2)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
 The risk weighted exposure in any of the founding countries must not exceed
100% of the Bank’s equity or 30% of the Bank’s total accumulated exposure.
Exposure is defined as the aggregate risk weighted assets which the Bank
concentrates in a single borrower, whether such borrower is a country, a public
or mixed institution, an individual or a legal entity of the private sector.

(f)



Exposure to a single enterprise or private bank shall not exceed 5% of the
Bank’s equity.



Exposure to a single public sector company or mixed institution with government
majority ownership, without a sovereign guarantee, shall not exceed 20% of the
Bank’s equity.

Loans and allowance for loan losses
Loans are stated at the outstanding principal balance less the allowance for loan
losses and deferred origination fees on loans. Interest income is recognized on the
accrual basis according to the contractual terms of the loans.
The accounting guidance defines a portfolio segment as the level at which an entity
develops and documents a systematic methodology to determine the allowance for
loan losses. In addition, it defines a class as the level of disaggregation of portfolio
segments based on the initial measurement attribute, risk characteristics and
methods for risk evaluation.
The Bank’s loan portfolio segments are public sector and private sector. The classes
for public and private sector loans represent each country in which the loans are
granted to these sectors.
Public Sector
Loans to the public sector are granted to the governments of member countries, to
local and municipal governments of member countries, to public institutions, to
entities, institutions and / or companies whose capital structure has a majority share
participation of the State or other public entities, either directly or indirectly, as well
as to entities that develop a public interest project, whose economic ownership or
control is by the State or in which there are direct and enforceable financial
commitments by the State in order to ensure the financial balance of such project.
In accordance with the internal policy for the Allowance or Provision for Loans to
the Public Sector, the allowance must be estimated based on each of the credit
operations net exposure, probability of default and severity of loss.
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Notes to Financial Statements
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)
(2)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
For the public sector with solidarity sovereign guarantee, the Bank determines the
nature and level of exposure to credit risk, according to the risk rating assigned to
each country by international credit rating agencies (Standard & Poor’s, Fitch
Ratings and Moody’s), the available market information on the probability of default
provided by international credit rating agencies, the effective maturity of each
operation (average term) and whether or not the operation has a sovereign
guarantee.
Given that the Bank holds preferred creditor status for the loans with solidarity
sovereign guarantee, this factor is considered to adjust the probabilities of default
with respect to market information. To determine the parameters applied for severity
of loss, the Bank considers the loss given default under Basel recommendations;
these parameters are reviewed annually to determine their reasonability.
In addition, a methodology is established to determine the adjustment to the
probabilities of default of the public sector considering that the preferred creditor
status is better determined with the multilateral debt ratio, which measures
multilateral debt as a percentage of a country’s total external debt, and with the
external debt stock as a percentage of gross national income.
For public sector loans without solidarity sovereign guarantee of the State, the
allowance is determined based on the Allowance for Losses of Private Sector Loans
Policy. This way, the assignment of provisions is consistent with the internal credit
risk rating system (Sistema de Calificación de Riesgo – SRC), with probabilities of
default from the private sector and the Basel severity of loss in case of default.
Management believes that this methodology reasonably reflects the estimated risk
embedded in the Bank’s public sector lending activities and, consequently,
considers the resulting amount of the allowance for public sector loans to be
adequate.
Private Sector
Loans to the private sector are granted mainly to borrowers in the member
countries, as well as to entities, institutions and / or companies whose capital
structure has a majority share participation of the private sector, either directly or
indirectly. In these loans, CABEI obtains the guarantees which deems appropriate,
such as mortgages, pledges, cession of cash flows, assets in trust, bank guarantees
and credit default swaps.
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Notes to Financial Statements
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)
(2)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
In accordance with the internal policy for the Allowance for Losses of Private Sector
Loans, the Bank's management has developed policies and procedures that reflect
the credit risk assessment considering all available information to determine
whether the reserve for loan losses is adequate.
When appropriate, this assessment includes monitoring qualitative and quantitative
trends including changes in levels of arrears, criticized loans, and non-accrual
loans.
In developing this assessment, the Bank uses estimates and judgment in order to
assess the credit risk based on an internal credit risk rating system (SCR), which
has eight levels:
Rating
From SCR-1 to SCR-4
SCR-5
SCR-6
SCR-7
SCR-8








Special mention: Loans that have a potential weakness to meet the debt
service that deserves management’s close attention. If left uncorrected, this
potential weakness may result in impairment of the loan or of the Bank’s
credit position at some future date.
Substandard: Loans that have a well-defined weakness that jeopardizes
collectability of the debt. They are characterized by the distinct possibility
that the Bank will incur in loss if such deficiency is not corrected. When it is
determined that a loan is impaired, it is measured for impairment under
Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 310-10-35, including the
collateral’s fair value, if applicable.
Doubtful: Loans whose weaknesses are so severe that the total loan
recovery, based on current conditions, is unlikely and questionable. This
level includes loans measured individually for impairment under ASC 31010-35, including the collateral’s fair value, if applicable.
Loss: Loans that are individually measured for impairment under ASC 31010-35, including the collateral’s fair value, if applicable. This level comprises
loans deemed uncollectible or with a value too low to warrant being in the
Bank’s books.
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CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
Notes to Financial Statements
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)
(2)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
For the determination of the allowance for loan losses, credit risk ratings based on
the SCR and the risk definitions by the credit rating agencies are taken into
consideration, so that each of the levels on the SCR correspond to one or more risk
levels established by the credit rating agencies. The probability of default for each
of the levels on the SCR is calculated considering the corporate default probabilities
from each credit rating agency. Finally, the severity of loss appropriate to the type
of debt, whether senior or subordinate, is introduced.
Changes in the allowance for loan losses are estimated based on several factors
including, but not limited to, an analytical review of loan loss experience in relation
to the outstanding balance of loans, an ongoing review of problematic or nonaccrual loans, the overall quality of the loan portfolio and the adequacy of collateral,
the evaluation of independent experts, and management's view on the impact of
current economic conditions of the country of origin of each loan in the outstanding
loan portfolio.
Loan installments are considered in arrears the moment there is a default in their
effective date of payment. A loan is considered impaired when, based on current
information and events, it is probable that the Bank will be unable to collect the
scheduled payments of principal or interest when due in accordance with the
contractual terms of the loan.
Factors considered by management in determining impairment include payment
record, collateral value and the probability of collecting scheduled principal and
interest payments when due. A loan is also considered impaired if its terms are
modified in a troubled-debt restructuring.
The Bank continuously monitors the credit quality of the loan portfolio by making
revisions at least twice a year, based on market information such as country risk
rating and probabilities of default provided by international credit rating agencies.
In addition, the Bank assesses the quality of its loan portfolio and the adequacy of
the allowance for loan losses through independent third parties.
When the ultimate collectability of the outstanding principal balance of an impaired
loan is in doubt, all cash collections are applied to principal. Once the recorded
principal balance has been reduced to zero, future cash receipts are recorded as
recoveries of any amounts charged off, and then to interest income, to the extent
any interest has not been recorded.
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Notes to Financial Statements
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)
(2)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
Troubled Debt Restructurings (TDRs)
Restructured loans are impaired loans for which the original contractual terms have
been modified to provide terms that are less than those the Bank would be willing
to accept for new loans with similar risks given the deteriorating financial condition
of the borrower. The modifications to the contractual terms of the loans could consist
of concessions such as interest rate reductions, principal discounts, forbearance of
loan installments, extension of loan term, and other modifications in order to
minimize possible economic losses.
A restructured loan has generally been in non-accrual status at the time of the
modification.
Once the borrower complies with the new terms of the restructured loan for a
reasonable period and if the remaining balance of the restructured loan is
considered collectible, the restructured loan could return to accrual status.
Use of Allowance
Loan losses are written off against the allowance when management confirms
partial or full inability to collect the loan balances. Subsequent loan recoveries, if
any, increase the allowance for loan losses in the balance sheet.
(g)

Non-accrual loans
In accordance with the Bank’s policies, interest recognition on all loan installments
is discontinued when they are 90 days or more in arrears on principal and/or interest
based on contractual terms, for private sector loans, and when they are 180 days
or more in arrears for public sector loans.
Loans for which the recognition of interest income has been discontinued are
designated as non-accruing. All interest accrued but not collected on loans
classified as non-accrual is reversed against financial income. Subsequent
collections are accounted for on a cash basis, until qualifying to return to accrual
status.
Interest on non-accrual loans for which the original conditions have been modified,
are recorded on a cash basis until the debtor demonstrates for a reasonable period
of time, its ability to repay the loan according to the contractual terms of the loan; at
which time, the loan is returned to accrual status. The Bank charges off loans when
they are deemed as uncollectible.
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(2)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
(h) Property and equipment
Property and equipment are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation.
Renewals and major improvements are capitalized, while minor replacements,
repairs and maintenance which do not improve the asset nor extend its remaining
useful life are charged as expenses when incurred.
The Bank depreciates property and equipment, except land, under the straight-line
method, estimating the number of years of useful life as follows:
Buildings
Facilities and improvements
Furniture and equipment
Vehicles
Hardware and software

(i)

Years
40
10
5 and 10
4
3, 5 and 10

Derivative financial instruments and hedging activities
All derivative financial instruments are recognized as assets and liabilities at fair
value and are classified as assets or liabilities depending on fair value of each
derivative (debit or credit).
The Bank considers derivative financial instruments with hedging purposes only.
The derivative financial instruments have inherent market and credit risks. The
inherent market risk on a financial instrument is the potential fluctuation in the
interest rate, currency exchange rate or other factors, and it is a function of the type
of product, the volume of the transactions, the tenor and other terms of each
contract and the underlying volatility.
The inherent credit risk is the counterparty’s possible non-compliance in the
delivery of collateral to recover the balance due.
The Bank minimizes the credit risk in derivative financial instruments through
transactions with highly qualified counterparties with a credit rating of “A” (or
equivalent) or better, and the master netting agreements with its derivatives
counterparties.
Some derivative instruments acquired by the Bank are designated as: (a) hedge of
the exposure to changes in the fair value of a recognized asset or liability, or an
unrecognized firm commitment (fair value hedge); (b) hedge of the exposure to
variability of cash flows of a recognized asset or liability, or forecasted transaction
(cash flow hedge), or (c) hedge of foreign currency fair value or cash flows (foreign
currency hedge).
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(2)

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
For all hedging transactions, the Bank formally documents the hedging relationship
and its risk-management objective and strategy for undertaking the hedge, the
hedging instrument, the hedged item, the nature of the risk being hedged, how the
hedging instrument’s effectiveness in offsetting the hedged risk will be assessed
prospectively and retrospectively, and a description of the method of measuring
ineffectiveness.
This process includes linking all derivatives that are designated as fair-value, cash
flow, or foreign-currency hedges to specific assets and liabilities on the balance
sheet or to specific firm commitments or forecasted transactions.
The Bank also monitors, both at the hedge’s inception and on an ongoing basis,
whether the derivatives that are used in hedging transactions are highly effective in
offsetting changes in fair values or cash flows of hedged items, or to specific firm
commitments or forecasted transactions, as applicable.
Changes in fair value of a derivative instrument that has been designated and
qualifies as a fair value hedge, along with the loss or gain on the hedged asset or
liability or unrecognized firm commitment of the hedged item that is attributable to
the hedged risk, are recorded as valuation of derivative financial instruments and
debt in the statement of income.
Changes in fair value of a derivative instrument that is highly effective and which
has been designated and qualifies as a cash flow hedge are recorded in other
comprehensive income (loss) to the extent that the derivative is effective as a
hedge, until earnings are affected by the variability in cash flows of the designated
hedged item.
Changes in fair value of a derivative instrument that is highly effective and has been
designated and qualifies as a foreign-currency hedge are recorded in either income
or other comprehensive income (loss), depending on whether the hedge transaction
is a fair value hedge or a cash flow hedge, respectively.
The ineffective portion of the change in the fair value of a derivative instrument that
qualifies as either a fair value hedge or a cash flow hedge is reported in the
statement of income.
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Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
The Bank discontinues hedge accounting when it is determined that the derivative
instrument is no longer effective in offsetting changes in the fair value or cash flows
of the hedged item; the derivative expires, is sold, terminated, or exercised; the
hedged asset or liability expires, is sold, terminated, or exercised; the derivative is
not designated as a hedging instrument because it is unlikely that a forecasted
transaction will occur; or management determines that designation of the derivative
as a hedging instrument is no longer appropriate.
When hedge accounting is discontinued because it is determined that the derivative
no longer qualifies as an effective fair value hedge, the Bank continues to carry the
derivative on the balance sheet at its fair value and ceases to adjust the hedged
asset or liability for changes in fair value of the hedged risk. The adjustment of the
carrying amount of the hedged asset or liability is accounted for in the same manner
as other components of the carrying amount of that asset or liability.
When hedge accounting is discontinued for cash flow hedges, any changes in fair
value of the derivative remain in accumulated other comprehensive income (loss)
and are included in earnings of future periods when the hedged cash flows impact
earnings.
When hedge accounting is discontinued because the hedged item no longer meets
the definition of a firm commitment, the Bank continues to carry the derivative on
the balance sheet at its fair value, removes any asset or liability that was recorded
pursuant to recognition of the firm commitment from the balance sheet, and
recognizes any gain or loss in the statement of income.
When hedge accounting is discontinued because it is probable that a forecasted
transaction will not occur, the Bank continues to carry the derivative on the balance
sheet at its fair value with subsequent changes in fair value included in the
statement of income, and gains and losses that were accumulated in other
comprehensive income (loss) are immediately recognized in the statement of
income.
In all other situations in which hedge accounting is discontinued, the Bank continues
to carry the derivative at its fair value on the balance sheet and recognizes any
subsequent changes in its fair value in the statement of income.
In addition, the Bank also enters into derivatives that although being used as
economic hedges of risk they do not qualify for hedge accounting in accordance
with the guidelines of ASC 815 “Derivatives and Hedging”.
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Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
Changes to the fair values of these derivatives are recorded as valuation of
derivative financial instruments and debt in the statement of income.
The Bank may also enter into derivatives to manage its credit exposure, which
includes selling hedges in circumstances in which the Bank may decide to incur
additional exposure in a given country.
It is the Bank’s policy to recognize in its balance sheet, the offset amounts of its
financial instruments, including derivatives.
(j)

Equity investments
Non-marketable investments in equity of other entities have been mainly recorded
at cost. When the Bank has significant influence but not a controlling financial
interest in another entity, the investment is accounted for under the equity method
and the pro rata share in the entity’s income (loss) is included in other operating
income (expenses). When an investment is considered impaired, the investment
balance is reduced, and the amount of the impairment is recognized as other
operating expenses.

(k)

Foreclosed assets in satisfaction of loans
Foreclosed real estate acquired in satisfaction of loans is held for sale and is initially
recorded at fair value less cost to sell of the real estate at the date of foreclosure.
Any excess of the recorded investment in the loan over the fair value of the asset is
recognized as a loss in the statements of income.
After foreclosure, management carries on periodic assessments and these
properties are carried at fair value less estimated costs to sell based on recent
appraised values. Income and expenses associated to holding these properties in
portfolio and the changes to the related valuation allowance are recorded as other
operating income (expenses).
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Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
(l)
Social Benefit Plan
The funded status of the Bank’s Social Benefit Plan (the Plan) is recognized on the
balance sheet. The funded status is measured as the difference between the fair
value of Plan assets and the projected benefit obligation. Overfunded benefit plans,
where the fair value of Plan assets exceeds the projected benefit obligation, are
aggregated and recorded as assets under the Social Benefit Plan while underfunded benefit plans, where the projected benefit obligation exceeds the fair value
of Plan assets, are aggregated and recorded as liabilities under the Social Benefit
Plan. The Bank recognizes the projected benefit obligation considering future
service cost based on an actuarial study performed annually by an independent
actuary. Actuarial gains and losses are recognized as a component of accumulated
other comprehensive income (loss), as a separate component of equity.
(m) Taxes
According to the Bank’s Constitutive Agreement, the Bank’s income and related
transactions within its member countries are exempt from any payment, withholding
or collection of any income or duty tax.
(n)

General reserve and annual net income
According to the Constitutive Agreement, the general reserve is increased by the
total annual net income, when authorized by the Bank’s Board of Governors.
The general reserve is reduced through the use of “E” series certificates by the
members who are holders of “A” and “B” shares in order to pay, the subscription of
new shares of the unsubscribed authorized share capital made available by the
Bank.

(o)

Revenue and expense recognition
Revenue is recognized when the earnings process is complete and collectability is
assured.
Loan origination fees are deferred and recognized in earnings over the term of the
related loans as an adjustment to yield. Fees related to loan syndication are
recognized when the Bank has concluded all the required services. Asset
management fees, measured by the amount of assets managed at a particular date,
are accrued as earned. Fees on endorsements and guarantees granted and other
commitments are amortized using the straight-line method over the term of these
instruments.
Interest expense is recognized under the effective interest method. Fees expense
is recognized when the related service is received. Transaction costs are
recognized when incurred.
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Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
Incremental direct costs associated with originating loans are expensed as incurred
as such amounts are immaterial to net earnings.
Issue costs for debt measured at fair value are expensed at the moment of issuance
while those related to debt carried at amortized cost are deferred and amortized
using a method that approximates to the effective interest method, over the term of
the respective debt instrument.
(p)

Donations received and contributions granted
Donations are recorded as other income when they are received, unless the
donations are received with donor-imposed conditions, whereby they are recorded
as a liability until the conditions have been satisfied in all material respects or the
donor has explicitly waived the conditions.
Contributions granted to public and private sector institutions and funds or programs
managed by CABEI are recorded as expenses for the period in which the Bank’s
Board of Directors authorizes the contributions and the related contracts are signed.
These contributions are presented as part of special and other contributions in the
statement of income.

(q)

Endorsements, guarantees granted, commitments and contingencies
The main objective of the endorsements and guarantees granted by the Bank is to
support the regional banking systems. In addition, such off-balance sheet
arrangements support the development and integration projects of the Central
American region to expand and diversify the banking services offered by CABEI so
that its customers may have access to a broad range of services and low financial
costs in developing their projects.
To achieve its objective, the Bank grants two main types of endorsements and
guarantees:


Those that replace financing: generally long-term arrangements, such as bank
endorsements or payment guarantees that support a financial document or
credit contract which in itself secures compliance with obligations related to
execution of a project. These endorsements and guarantees are granted taking
into account the policies on credit risk concentration limits to CABEI’s borrowers.



Those that do not replace financing: which are granted to support projects for
the development of the Central American region and are generally short-term
arrangements that are fully collateralized by liquid assets and are generally
related to letters of credit and acquisitions of goods and services.
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Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
Bank endorsements and guarantees issued are contingencies to the Bank to
guarantee the performance of borrowers to third parties. A guarantee is considered
a contingency when the borrower incurs the underlying financial obligation and are
called when the borrower defaults and the beneficiary executes the guarantee.
The Bank issues guarantees and can require counterguarantees from debtor. The
Bank would be required to perform under its guarantees if the payments guaranteed
were not made by the debtor and the guaranteed party called the guarantee by
demanding payment from the Bank. In the event that a guarantee of a debtor is
called, the Bank has the contractual right to require payment from the debtor that
has provided the counterguarantee to the Bank.
Loan commitments represent agreements to disburse loans to borrowers at a future
date. Such commitments are recognized on the date a loan is disbursed. These
commitments have fixed expiration dates and in some cases the commitments
expire without disbursing the loans; as such, the total amount committed does not
necessarily represent required future cash flows.
The Bank also estimates probable losses related to off-balance sheet commitments
such as endorsements and guarantees granted and contractual commitments to
disburse loans.
Off-balance sheet commitments are subject to individual credit reviews and are
analyzed and segregated by risk according to the internal risk rating system of the
Bank. These risk classifications, together with an analysis of current economic
conditions, trends in performance and any other relevant information, result in the
estimation of the allowance for off-balance sheet commitments (over contingent
commitments), which is presented as other liabilities in the balance sheet.
The credit risk to the Bank in these agreements is essentially the same as the credit
risk in loans to borrowers.
Standby and commercial letters of credit represent conditional obligations of the
Bank which guarantee the performance of a borrower to a third party or exporters.
(r)

Use of estimates
To prepare its financial statements in conformity with US GAAP, the Bank’s
management relies on certain estimates and assumptions that have an impact on
the amounts of reported assets and liabilities and the disclosure of contingent
assets and liabilities as of the dates of the financial statements, and the amounts
reported in income and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could
differ from such estimates.
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Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
Material estimates that are particularly susceptible to significant change in the near
term relate mainly to the determination of the allowance for loan losses, valuation
of securities available for sale and derivative financial instruments, valuation of
foreclosed assets, valuation of liabilities measured at fair value, valuation of
projected benefit obligations, and the status of contingencies.
(s)

Segment reporting
Management has determined that the Bank has only one reportable segment since
it does not manage or report internally its operations to evaluate performance or
allocate resources based on a determination of the contributions to net income of
individual operations.

(t)

Accounting policy changes
As of December 31, 2017, CABEI adopted the accounting policy related to
Accounting Standards Update (ASU) No. 2016-01, "Financial Instruments General: Recognition and Measurement of Financial Assets and Financial
Liabilities ", which establishes that changes in fair value attributable to the credit
risk of a specific financial instrument, when the Fair Value Option has been chosen
for financial liabilities, must be recognized separately in other comprehensive
income (loss) in the balance sheet, instead of in the statement of income.
The accounting regulations establish that the entity must present separately in
other comprehensive income (loss), the portion of the total change in the fair value
of a liability that results from a change in the credit risk of a specific instrument. The
entity may consider the portion of the total change in fair value that excludes the
amount resulting from a change in a market risk basis, such as a risk-free rate or a
benchmark interest rate, that results in a change in the credit risk of a specific
instrument. The entity must apply the method consistently for financial liabilities.
If the liability is settled before its maturity, the accumulated gains and losses due to
these changes will be reclassified from other comprehensive income (loss) to the
statement of income.
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Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
The following items in the balance sheets as of December 31, 2017 and income
statement for the year ended December 31, 2017, were affected by the change:

Balance Sheets
As of December 31, 2017

Presentation of Change in Credit Risk
of Debt Instruments at Fair Value
Without change
With change in
in Accounting
Accounting
Policy
Policy

Effect of Change
in Accounting
Policy

Equity
Retained earnings
Accumulated other
comprehensive income (loss)

86,919

101,380

14,461

(21,174)

(35,635)

(14,461)

Statements of Income
For the year ended
December 31, 2017
Income
Valuation of derivative financial
instruments and debt
Net income

(26,190)
69,329

(11,729)
83,790

(14,461)
14,461

(u)

Integration of the Special Fund for the Social Transformation of Central America
(FETS) into the Ordinary Capital of the Bank
Due to the economic-financial situation of the eligible countries under the Heavily
Indebted Poor Countries Initiative (HIPC) has improved and, as a result, the
applicable external financing policies have been modified, the purpose for which
FETS was created has been fulfilled. Consequently, through Resolution No. AG10/2018 of April 26, 2018, the Bank's Governors Board approved the proposal to
integrate FETS into the Bank's ordinary capital.
The Resolution came into effect on August 22, 2018, once the amendment to Article
6 of the CABEI Constitutive Agreement, which established that the FETS existed
within the Bank as an independent patrimony and separated from the general
bank's patrimony and used to create a special window to finance, in concessional
terms, programs and projects that are framed within the efforts of social
transformation of the Central American region, destined to the founding countries
that developed programs declared eligible by the Bank for this purpose.
In this way, the effective integration date of FETS into the Bank's ordinary capital
is November 30, 2018, with which, as of that date, the FETS's financial figures
became part of the Bank's balance sheet.
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Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
As of November 30, 2018, a summary of the financial figures of the FETS
transferred to the Bank's financial statements is presented below:
Balance Sheets
As of November 30, 2018
Assets
Cash and demand deposits
Interest-bearing deposits with banks
Net loans
Accrued interest receivable
Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Loans payable
Accrued interest payable
Other liabilities
Total liabilities

2,141
61,703
42,103
687
4
106,638
10,835
14
25,179
36,028

Equity
Retained earnings
Total equity
Total liabilities and equity

70,610
70,610
106,638

(v)

Uniformity
The accounting policies as of December 31, 2018, are consistent with those applied
as of December 31, 2017 and for the year ended on that date.

(w)

Relevant accounting standards recently issued
In May 2014, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued ASU 201409, "Revenue from contracts with customer" (Topic 606). The new standards define
Contracts with Customers as transferring goods, services or non-financial assets
unless the contracts are already covered by other standards such as leases or
insurance contracts. ASU 2014-09 become effective on January 1, 2019, however,
due to the Bank’s operations, the accounting standard will not have impact on the
financial statements.
In February 2016, the FASB issued ASU 2016-02, "Leases" (ASU 2016-02), which
requires us as the lessee to recognize most leases on the balance sheet, resulting
in the recognition of right of use assets and lease obligations for those leases
currently classified as operating leases. ASU 2016-02 become effective for us on
January 1, 2020, however, we consider that will not have a significant impact on
Banks’s financial statements.
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Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, continued
In June 2016, the FASB issued ASU 2016-13, "Financial Instruments – Credit
Losses (Topic 326): Measurement of Credit Losses on Financial Instruments" (ASU
2016-13), which requires entities to use a new impairment model based on Current
Expected Credit Losses (CECL), rather than incurred losses. ASU 2016-13 will
consider relevant information about past events, current conditions, and
reasonable and supportable forecasts. ASU 2016-13 become effective for us on
January 1, 2020, and the Bank currently is evaluating the implications resulting from
the adoption of the new standard, once completed the process, the Bank will
determine the impact on our financial statements at the date of adoption.

(3)

Fair Values and Fair Value Option
Bank’s management has established a process for determining fair value. The fair value
is primarily based on quoted market prices when available. If market prices or quotations
are not available, fair value is determined based on internally developed models that
primarily use as input, information independently obtained of market or market
parameters, including but not limited to yield curves, interest rates, debt prices, foreign
currency exchange rates and credit curves.
However, in situations where there is little or no activity in the market for an asset or
liability at the measurement date, the fair value measurement reflects the Bank's own
judgments about assumptions that market participants would use in pricing the asset or
liability.
The assumptions are developed by the Bank based on the best information available in
the circumstances, including expected cash flows, discount rates appropriately adjusted
for risk and the availability of observable and unobservable inputs.
Management establishes the policies and methodologies for the valuation of financial
instruments. These policies and methodologies are applied to determine, at least
quarterly, the valuation of financial instruments. Such valuation and its changes are
reviewed with the same frequency.
The methods described above can generate fair value estimates that are not indicative
of net realizable value or that do not reflect future values.
Furthermore, while the Bank believes that its valuation methods are appropriate and
consistent with those used by other market participants, the use of different
methodologies or assumptions to determine the fair value of certain financial instruments
could result in different estimates of fair value at the reporting date.
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Fair Values and Fair Value Option, continued
(i) Valuation techniques applied
A significant portion of the Bank’s assets and liabilities are short-term financial
instruments, with maturity of less than one year, and/or with floating interest rates.
These short-term instruments and/or with floating interest rates are considered to
have a fair value equivalent to their recorded value as of the date of the financial
statements. The foregoing applies to cash and demand deposits, interest-bearing
deposits with banks, loans receivable issued at floating interest rates and accrued
interest receivable and payable.
For assets and liabilities recognized, on a recurring or non-recurring basis (including
those for which the fair value option has been elected), or disclosed at fair value, the
Bank uses the following valuation techniques:


Investments in securities: Fair value has been calculated on the basis of the
prices as quoted in the market and, in their absence, they have been calculated
based on discounted future cash flows using the current yields of similar
securities.



Loans, net: The fair values for fixed-rates performing loans are estimated on the
basis of an analysis of discounted future cash flows, using the Commercial
Interest Reference Rate (CIRR) as a reference. CIRR is the official rate applied
by Export Credit Agencies, as published by the Export-Import Bank of the United
States of America and is based on the rates accrued on U.S. Treasury bonds.



Equity investments: The Bank’s equity investments in other entities are nonmarketable; hence, they do not have available market price quotations. Most of
these entities are special purpose entities or entities in which the Bank has no
control or significant influence. Currently, it is impracticable to determine the fair
value of these investments without incurring in excessive cost.



Derivative financial instruments: Fair values have been determined on the basis
of valuation models that use parameters constructed from market data.
Furthermore, the Bank determines CABEI’s and its counterparties’ credit risk in
the valuation of derivative financial instruments (note 19).
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Fair Values and Fair Value Option, continued

Loans and bonds payable: Fair values are determined through the use of
valuation models based on interest rate yield curves constructed from market
data. Those yield curves are adjusted to incorporate the Bank’s credit risk
spread. This fair value does not represent a current indicator of an exit price.
The Bank includes its own credit risk and exchange rate, among other inputs, in
the valuation of its debt instruments.
The fair values for loans payable at fixed-rates and no hedge, are estimated on
the basis of an analysis of discounted cash flows, using the CIRR as a reference.
The fair values for bonds payable issued in U.S. dollars, at fixed-rates and no
hedge, are estimated on the basis of an analysis of discounted future cash flows,
based on the 10 year swap rate reported by Bloomberg.
The financial liabilities, which are not valued at fair value, are recorded at
amortized cost.


Commercial paper programs and certificates of deposit: The fair values are
estimated on the basis of an analysis of discounted future cash flows, using as
a reference the interest rates of the most recent transactions agreed upon with
the Bank prior to each year-end.



Contingent commitments: The fair value of these financial instruments is based
on the counterparty credit risk.

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Bank does not maintain assets and liabilities
classified within Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy.
(ii) Recurring Fair Value Measurements
The following table presents the assets and liabilities valued at their fair value on a
recurring basis as of December 31, 2018 and 2017, classified according to the fair
value hierarchy:

Assets
Securities available for sale
Derivative financial instruments

Level 1

Level 2

Total 2018

234,195
0

1,432,952
25,451

1,667,147
25,451

0
0
0

237,269
4,223,197
268

237,269
4,223,197
268

Liabilities
Loans payable
Bonds payable
Derivative financial instruments
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Fair Values and Fair Value Option, continued
Assets
Securities available for sale
Derivative financial instruments

Level 1

Level 2

Total 2017

144,075
0

1,015,471
24,066

1,159,546
24,066

0
0
0

236,209
3,852,882
5,796

236,209
3,852,882
5,796

Liabilities
Loans payable
Bonds payable
Derivative financial instruments

(iii) Changes in Fair Value Level 3 Category
When an instrument is classified in Level 3, the decision is based on the importance
of unobservable assumptions in determining the overall fair value.
Level 3 instruments usually include, in addition to unobservable or Level 3
components, observable components (i.e., components that are actively traded and
can be validated in external sources); therefore, gains and losses in the tables below
include changes in fair value caused in part by observable factors that are part of the
valuation methodology.
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Bank does not present
movements of financial assets and liabilities categorized within Level 3.
The effect in net income is presented as realized gain on securities available for sale.
(iv) Transfers between Fair Value Level 1 and Level 2 Categories
The Bank's accounting policies include the recognition of transfers between levels of
the fair value hierarchy at the date of any event or change in circumstances that
caused the transfer. During the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, there
were no transfers between Levels 1 and 2.
(v) Non-Recurring Fair Value Measurements
The Bank holds non-financial assets that are measured at fair value. Some nonfinancial assets that are not measured at fair value on a recurring basis are subject
to fair value adjustments in certain circumstances. These assets include those
assets that are available for sale (at time of initial recognition or further impairment),
some loans that are reduced to fair value of collateral, when considering their present
impairment; and other non-financial long-lived assets when determined to be
impaired.
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Fair Values and Fair Value Option, continued
Fair value for loans is estimated using the discounted future cash flows method, the
value of collateral, or the observed market value of the loan, when applicable. This
fair value does not represent a current indicator of an exit price. The fair values of
foreclosed assets are estimated using the fair value of the foreclosed asset less costs
to sell, which does not differ significantly from its maximum and best use.
The following table presents the fair value measurements of assets that are measured
at fair value on a nonrecurring basis and the increase in fair value, which has been
included in the statement of income for the years ended December 31, 2018 and
2017:
Level 3
Loans, net
Foreclosed assets, net

2018
Fair Value
41,242
12,152
53,394

Increase
1,868
0
1,868

2017
Fair Value
23,772
12,152
35,924

Increase
860
0
860

(vi) Fair Value Option
Guideline of ASC 825-10-25 refers to “Fair Value Option” which allows the option to
elect measuring at fair value certain financial assets and liabilities that do not require
such measurement. Once the option has been elected it becomes irrevocable. The
standard also requires that changes to the fair value of these financial assets and
liabilities be recorded in the statement of income.
The Bank has elected to measure at fair value the financial liabilities in a currency
other than the U.S. dollar for which it has contracted a derivative for fair value
hedging of foreign currency or interest rate fluctuations. For such liabilities, up to
December 31, 2007 the Bank had used hedge accounting.
The principal purpose for applying ASC 825-10-25 is to reduce the volatility of the
Bank’s earnings generated by the use of hedge accounting, considering that both
the financial liabilities and the related hedging instruments are generally maintained
until maturity. Consequently, the Bank has discontinued hedge accounting for these
transactions. The Bank has elected not to apply the option to measure at fair value
other financial liabilities, as they do not produce volatility in the statement of income.
Changes in the fair value of financial liabilities result from changes in interest rates,
foreign exchange rates and the Bank’s credit risk spread. The Bank periodically
reviews its credit margin in every market in which it operates.
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Fair Values and Fair Value Option, continued
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, for loans payable at fair value,
the Bank recorded gains and losses of 160,061 and 26,367, respectively, in the
statement of income. For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, for bonds
payable at fair value, the Bank recorded losses of 454 and 230,984, respectively, in
the statement of income.
These gains and losses are a result of changes in fair values of financial liabilities,
for which the fair value option was elected based on the methods stated in section
(i) of this note; they are presented as valuation of derivative financial instruments and
debt, in the statement of income.
Interest and fees generated by these loans and bonds payable were calculated on
an accrual basis in accordance with the contractual terms of each transaction and
have been recorded as financial expenses in the statement of income.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the difference between the fair value of the
instruments elected for application of ASC 825-10-25 and the unpaid principal
balances of such instruments is as follows:

Loans payable
Bonds payable

Fair value
237,269
4,223,197

2018
Amortized
cost
245,580
4,536,223

Decrease
(8,311)
(313,026)

Fair value
236,209
3,852,882

2017
Amortized
cost
238,934
3,968,633

Decrease
(2,725)
(115,751)

(vii) Fair Value of Financial Instruments
The Bank’s management applies its best judgment to estimate the fair values of its
financial instruments. Minor changes in the assumptions used might have a
significant impact on the estimates of current values.
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Fair Values and Fair Value Option, continued
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the estimated fair values of the Bank’s financial
instruments are as follows:

Assets
Cash and demand deposits
Interest-bearing deposits with banks
Securities available for sale
Loans, net
Accrued interest receivable
Derivative financial instruments
Liabilities
Loans payable
Bonds payable
Commercial paper programs
Certificates of deposit
Certificates of investment
Accrued interest payable
Derivative financial instruments

Carrying
amount

2018

Carrying
amount

Fair value

2017
Fair value

38,078
1,693,961
1,667,147
7,238,502
96,619
25,451

38,078
1,693,961
1,667,147
7,225,081
96,619
25,451

3,692
1,824,056
1,159,546
6,542,568
82,811
24,066

3,692
1,824,056
1,159,546
6,564,017
82,811
24,066

1,321,411
4,893,452
24,961
1,298,428
471
59,763
268

1,294,210
4,898,592
24,937
1,300,103
471
59,763
268

1,255,209
4,472,414
40,833
1,047,698
560
41,035
5,796

1,236,737
4,473,685
41,082
1,048,089
560
41,035
5,796

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, loans payable include 1,084,142 and 1,019,000,
respectively, which are recognized at amortized cost, whose fair value has been
estimated at 1,056,941 and 1,000,528, respectively. Likewise, as of the
aforementioned dates, bonds payable include 670,255 and 619,532, respectively,
which are recognized at amortized cost, whose fair value has been estimated at
675,395 and 620,803, respectively.
(4)

Cash and Demand Deposits
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, cash and demand deposits are composed by
currency, as follows:
2018

U.S. dollar
Currencies of the founding countries
Other currencies

(5)

33,631
834
3,613
38,078

2017

3,345
260
87
3,692

Interest-bearing Deposits with Banks
Interest bearing deposits usually are time deposits with terms of up to three months,
renewable with respect to the term and interest rate; accordingly, face value approximates
market value.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, their carrying amounts are 1,693,961 and 1,824,056,
respectively. These carrying amounts are set in currencies other than those of the
founding countries.
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Securities Available for Sale
The amortized cost of securities available for sale, unrealized gross losses and gains
recognized in accumulated other comprehensive income (loss), the effect of hedging
transactions and fair value of securities available for sale, as of December 31, 2018 and
2017 are as follows:

Securities available
for sale1:
Sovereign
Supranational
Corporate
Investment funds

Securities available
for sale1:
Sovereign
Supranational
Corporate
Investment funds

Amortized
cost
1,019,909
347,084
153,878
143,769
1,664,640

Unrealized
gross
losses
(3,228)
(2,380)
0
(1,110)
(6,718)

2018
Unrealized
gross
gains
1,675
350
0
0
2,025

Effect of
hedging
transactions
7,200
0
0
0
7,200

Fair
value
1,025,556
345,054
153,878
142,659
1,667,147

Amortized
cost
563,911
369,550
73,982
141,297
1,148,740

Unrealized
gross
losses
(3,215)
(1,993)
(274)
0
(5,482)

2017
Unrealized
gross
gains
39
87
0
5,610
5,736

Effect of
hedging
transactions
10,552
0
0
0
10,552

Fair
Value
571,287
367,644
73,708
146,907
1,159,546

The effect of hedging transactions represents the portion of the unrealized gain or loss
attributable to the risk covered in those securities by derivatives designated as fair value
hedges. This effect is recognized in earnings.
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the realized gross gain was 2,796
and 5,457, respectively. There was no realized gross loss during the years ended
December 31, 2018 and 2017.
The gains were realized by considering the unamortized cost of each fund or marketable
security sold.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the fair values and unrealized losses on securities
available for sale that have been in continuous unrealized loss position are as follows:

Securities available for
sale:
Sovereign
Supranational
Investment funds

1

Less than 12 months
Unrealized
Fair
gross
value
losses
38,219
(146)
29,654
(315)
142,659
(1,110)
210,532
(1,571)

2018
12 months or longer
Unrealized
Fair
gross
value
losses
398,577
(3,082)
207,652
(2,065)
0
0
(5,147)
606,229

Total
(3,228)
(2,380)
(1,110)
(6,718)

The entirety of securities available for sale as of December 31, 2018 and 2017 is denominated in U.S. dollars.
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Securities available for
sale:
Sovereign
Supranational
Corporate

Less than 12 months
Unrealized
Fair
gross
value
losses
176,793
(964)
161,054
(1,083)
0
0
337,847
(2,047)

2017
12 months or longer
Unrealized
Fair
gross
value
losses
305,925
(2,251)
83,812
(910)
(274)
23,765
413,502
(3,435)

Total
(3,215)
(1,993)
(274)
(5,482)

Bank’s management believes that the unrealized losses of such securities are
substantially related to market interest rate fluctuations and not to deterioration in the
creditworthiness of the issuer or guarantor. As of December 31, 2018, the Bank’s
management has no intention of selling the securities classified as available for sale,
described in the previous table, and considers it is more likely than not, that the Bank will
not have to sell the aforementioned securities before it recovers their cost. Therefore,
Bank’s management believes the impairments presented in the table above are
temporary and no other than temporary impairment has been recorded in the statements
of income.
The criteria considered in determining if a loss is other than temporary include: the length
of time during which the fair value has been below the amortized cost, the severity of the
impairment, the cause of the impairment and the financial condition of the issuer, and
CABEI´s ability and intent to hold the security for a period of time sufficient to allow for
any anticipated recovery.
CABEI’s review for impairment generally consists of: identification and assessment of the
securities with possible impairment indicators, and individual assessment of securities
whose fair value is less than the amortized cost for a security.
A summary of the securities available for sale as of December 31, 2018, in accordance
with the contractual maturities, is presented in the following table:

Amortized cost

Within 1
997,101

After 1 but
within 5
595,984

Years
After 5 but
within 10

0

After 10
70,566

Total
1,663,651

The expected maturities may differ from contractual maturities because issuers might
have the right to redeem or prepay obligations without penalty in certain cases.
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Loans
Considering the financial policy described in note 2 (e), CABEI complies with its
concentration limits of credit risk. A detail of loans, as of December 31, 2018 and 2017,
is as follows:

Guatemala
El Salvador
Honduras
Nicaragua
Costa Rica
Dominican Republic
Panama
Belize
Colombia
Mexico
Argentina
Subtotal
Allowance for loan
losses
Loans, net

Public
sector

2018
Private
sector

109,930
75,779
320,631
251,987
172,334
106,360
292,202
0
0
0
0
1,329,223

1,065,958
1,167,185
1,414,260
1,253,430
1,338,687
451,965
476,702
13,204
183,655
119,810
2,509
7,487,365

(191,071)
5,967,071

(57,792)
1,271,431

(248,863)
7,238,502

956,028
1,091,406
1,093,629
1,001,443
1,166,353
345,605
184,500
13,204
183,655
119,810
2,509
6,158,142

Total

Public
sector

2017
Private
sector

88,783
80,041
285,923
261,396
205,139
0
208,851
0
0
0
0
1,130,133

1,101,382
1,160,683
1,360,654
965,341
1,370,266
236,183
308,851
10,687
183,494
134,787
2,501
6,834,829

(236,081)
5,468,615

(56,180)
1,073,953

(292,261)
6,542,568

1,012,599
1,080,642
1,074,731
703,945
1,165,127
236,183
100,000
10,687
183,494
134,787
2,501
5,704,696

Total

As of December 31, 2018, a detail of loans, by maturity, is as follows:

Past due
9

Up to 1

1,363,965

After 1 but
within 2
744,671

After 2 but
within 3
720,598

Years

After 3 but
within 4
686,301

After 4 but
within 5
662,993

After 5

3,308,828

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, a detail of loans, by economic activity segment is as
follows:
Construction
Supply of electricity, gas, steam, and air conditioning
Multi-sector
Financial and insurance activities
Wholesale and retail
Agriculture, ranching, forestry, and fishing
Human health care and social assistance
Water supply; sewage disposal, waste management, and
decontamination
Manufacturing industry
Professional, scientific and technical activities
Information and communication
Transportation and storage
Lodging activities and food services
Education
Real estate
Public administration and social security plans
Arts, entertainment and recreational activities
Administrative services and support activities
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2018
2,605,266
1,859,895
808,402
639,145
504,032
252,284
229,078

2017
2,463,427
1,938,671
870,695
353,685
297,694
134,381
212,657

172,053
117,532
80,540
71,212
35,965
33,644
24,834
23,289
12,352
11,214
6,628
7,487,365

173,621
75,455
76,322
84,731
41,082
38,393
25,667
24,436
2,571
13,634
7,707
6,834,829

Total

7,487,365
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Loans, continued
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, a detail of loans, by currency, is as follows:
2018
7,357,269
128,173
1,923
7,487,365

U.S. dollar
Currencies from Central American countries
Euro

2017
6,802,098
30,056
2,675
6,834,829

For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the weighted average yield on loans,
after considering swap contracts when applicable, was 5.71% and 5.46% per annum,
respectively.
As of December 31, 2018, the balance and the number of days in arrears of nonperforming loan installments of the private sector amount to 9, between 1 and 30 days,
corresponding to a client domiciled in the Republic of El Salvador.
As of December 31, 2018, there are no installments from loans the public sector in
arrears.
As of December 31, 2017, there are no installments from loans the public or private sector
in arrears.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the following tables present impaired loans to the
private sector:

Impaired loans
With an
allowance for
loan losses
Honduras
Nicaragua
Costa Rica
Panama

Impaired loans
with accrual
status

Recorded
investment

2018

Overdue
principal
balance

Related
allowance

Average recorded
investment on
impaired loans

Accumulated
interest on
impaired loans

Interest income
recognized on
impaired loans

24,778
1,013
766
23,490

0
0
0
0

5,685
506
254
2,358

26,007
1,269
975
24,387

534
7
1
76

1,100
13
58
1,856

50,047

0

8,803

52,638

618

3,027

50,047

0

8,803

52,638

618

3,027
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Loans, continued
Recorded
investment

Impaired loans

2017

Overdue
principal
balance

Related
allowance

Average recorded
investment on
impaired loans

Accumulated
interest on
impaired loans

Interest income
recognized on
impaired loans

With an
allowance for
loan losses
Guatemala
Costa Rica
Panama

Impaired loans
with accrual
status

2,451
1,184
25,041

0
0
0

37
399
4,468

5,662
1,473
25,437

1
1
77

444
105
669

28,676

0

4,904

32,572

79

1,218

28,676

0

4,904

32,572

79

1,218

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, there were no impaired loans with non-accrual
status.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, under ASC 310, there were no individually impaired
loans to public sector.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the credit quality of public sector loans, sovereign
and non-sovereign, based on risk ratings assigned by credit rating agencies is as follows:
2018

BBB+ / BBB / BBBBB+ / BB / BBB+ / B / BCCC+ / CCC / CCC-

487,965
1,301,633
4,368,544
0
6,158,142

2017
418,281
2,413,909
1,791,864
1,080,642
5,704,696

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the credit quality of private sector loans based on
risk ratings described in note 2 (f), is the following:
Private Sector
Guatemala
El Salvador
Honduras
Nicaragua
Costa Rica
Dominican Republic
Panama

Normal
107,921
74,445
260,703
209,360
148,047
106,360
243,255
1,150,091

2018
Special Mention
Substandard
2,009
0
1,334
0
35,150
24,778
41,614
1,013
232
24,055
0
0
25,457
23,490
105,796
73,336
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Total
109,930
75,779
320,631
251,987
172,334
106,360
292,202
1,329,223
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Loans, continued
Private Sector
Guatemala
El Salvador
Honduras
Nicaragua
Costa Rica
Panama

2017
Special Mention
Substandard
7,189
2,451
1,614
0
67,098
0
24,119
0
352
25,620
26,878
25,041
127,250
53,112

Normal
79,143
78,427
218,825
237,277
179,167
156,932
949,771

Total
88,783
80,041
285,923
261,396
205,139
208,851
1,130,133

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, there are no loans from the private sector in doubtful
category or loss.
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the movement in the provision for
loan losses are as follows:
Sector

At beginning of year
(Reversal of) provision
for losses
Recoveries
Loan write-offs
FETS Integration effect
At end of year

2018

Sector

2017

Public
236,081

Private
56,180

Total
292,261

Public
134,567

Private
59,583

Total
194,150

(46,370)
0
0
1,360
191,071

1,467
147
(2)
0
57,792

(44,903)
147
(2)
1,360
248,863

101,514
0
0
0
236,081

(2,767)
829
(1,465)
0
56,180

98,747
829
(1,465)
0
292,261

As December 31, 2018 and 2017, the balances of provision and recorded investment are
presented below:

Loans Measured
Individually
Specific allowance
Recorded investment

2018
Private
Sector

Public
Sector

Total

2017
Private
Sector

Public
Sector

Total

0
0

8,803
50,047

8,803
50,047

0
0

4,904
28,676

4,904
28,676

Loans Measured
Collectively
Generic allowance
Recorded investment

191,071
6,158,142

48,989
1,245,750

240,060
7,403,892

236,081
5,704,696

51,276
1,068,510

287,357
6,773,206

Loans Without an
Allowance
Recorded investment

0

33,426

33,426

0

32,947

32,947

Total
Allowance
Recorded investment

191,071
6,158,142

57,792
1,329,223

248,863
7,487,365

236,081
5,704,696

56,180
1,130,133

292,261
6,834,829
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Loans, continued
Recorded investment means the loan exposure amount reported on the Bank’s balance
sheet, net of partial write-offs.
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the movement in the balance of
restructured loans are the following:
At beginning of year
Troubled debt restructurings, due to modification
of term and interest rate
Interest capitalization
Recoveries
At end of year

2018

75,131
0
0

(7,485)
67,646

2017
83,935
1,253
494
(10,551)
75,131

The balances of restructured loans and write-offs for the aforementioned periods fully
correspond to loans to the private sector. As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the number
of restructured loans is 4 and 5, respectively. During the year ended December 31, 2018,
there were no restructured loans. For the year ended December 31, 2017, the balance
of the loans prior to their restructuring was 26,571.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, there are no arrears of restructured loans. The
installments in arrears are considered in the individual impairment assessment of each
restructured loan. At those dates, there are no commitments to make additional
disbursements for impaired loans or troubled debt restructurings.
(8)

Accrued Interest Receivable
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, accrued interest receivable is detailed as follows:
2018

On loans
On securities available for sale
On interest-bearing deposits with banks

(9)

84,671
6,465
5,483
96,619

2017

71,273
6,548
4,990
82,811

Property and Equipment, Net
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, property and equipment are detailed as follows:
2018
29,994
25,648
18,402
5,812
2,752

Buildings
Computer equipment and software
Installations
Office furniture and equipment
Vehicles
Less accumulated depreciation and amortization
Land

38
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2017

82,608
(53,501)
29,107
4,697
33,804

29,992
22,408
17,479
5,696
2,563
78,138
(50,707)
27,431
4,697
32,128
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(10) Equity Investments
Equity investments as of December 31, 2018 and 2017 which do not have a market value
are as follows:
Name

Shares
Corporación Interamericana para el
Financiamiento de Infraestructura, S. A.
Darby - Pro-Banco Fund II, L. P.
Garantías y Servicios, Sociedad de
Garantía, S. A. de C. V.
Banco Popular Covelo, S. A.
Other
Subtotal shares
Participations
Central American Mezzanine Infrastructure
Fund L.P. (CAMIF)2
Central American Renewable Energy and
Cleaner Production Facility (CAREC)2
Subtotal participations

Participation

Financial
Statements

Equity

2018

2017

11.34%
33.30%

30/09/2018
30/09/2018

92,237
20,804

5,000
6,929

5,000
6,270

24.03%
19.56%

30/09/2018
31/10/2018

7,935
24,762

1,144
3,484
25
16,582

1,145
3,595
26
16,036

38.53%

30/09/2018

70,522

14,218

14,218

41.67%

30/09/2018

3,965

256
14,474
31,056

256
14,474
30,510

(11) Other Assets
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the balance of other assets is detailed as follows:
Foreclosed assets, net of fair value adjustments
Accounts receivable
Surplus of assets over actuarial liabilities of Social
Benefit Fund (note 21)
Fees paid in advance
Other

2018

12,152
9,270
3,330
966
20
25,738

2017

12,152
8,380
0
835
15
21,382

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the balance of foreclosed assets is 12,152 for both
periods, net of fair value adjustments of 10,693 for both periods.

CAMIF and CAREC are carried at amortized cost since the Bank has no significant influence over these
entities.
2
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(12) Loans Payable
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, loans payable are as follows:
European Investment Bank
Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior, S.N.C. (Bancomext)
Agence Française de Développement
Citibank, N.A.
Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW)
Mizuho Bank, Ltd.
The Export Import Bank of Korea
Instituto de Crédito Oficial de España
Wells Fargo
Nordic Investment Bank
Japan Bank for International Cooperation
Oesterreichische Entwicklungsbank AG (OeEB)
Nordea Bank
The International Cooperation and Development Fund
(TaiwanICDF)
Fortis Bank SA/NV, Belgium
U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)
BNP Paribas Fortis
The OPEC Fund for International Development
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
Mizuho Bank, Ltd., New York Branch
Loans guaranteed by USAID

2018
205,442
176,313
166,133
150,000
140,283
106,000
79,841
78,594
49,000
36,413
31,175
30,000
26,201

2017
219,272
191,021
115,928
150,000
145,432
61,000
89,821
31,378
24,000
37,238
37,410
36,330
30,216

14,913
13,112
6,480
5,418
4,597
1,496
0
0
1,321,411

5,519
6,377
7,358
15,761
7,661
2,875
40,000
612
1,255,209

Maturities of loans payable as of December 31, 2018 are as follows:

Up to 1
Balance

205,231

After 1 but
within 2

After 2 but
within 3

Years
After 3 but
within 4

After 4 but
within 5

300,977

113,926

105,937

96,068

After 5

Total

499,272

1,321,411

For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the weighted average cost on loans
payable, after considering swap contracts when applicable, was 3.25% and 2.39% per
annum, respectively.
As of December 31, 2018, loans payable at fixed and variable rates are 524,816 and
796,595, respectively. As of December 31, 2017, loans payable at fixed and variable
rates are 494,975 and 760,234, respectively.
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(13) Bonds Payable and Commercial Paper Program
a) As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, bonds payable are as follows:
Currency
Swiss francs
Mexican pesos
U.S. dollars
Yuan
Euros
Yen
Norwegian kroner
Uruguayan pesos
Colombian pesos
Australian dollars
Costa Rican colones
South African rands
Hong Kong dollars
Bahts
Turkish lira
New Zealand dollars
Nuevos soles

2018
1,419,957
667,154
658,966
610,750
332,648
242,346
172,101
161,695
134,377
125,789
125,298
95,429
50,288
40,214
25,758
19,612
0
4,882,382
11,070
4,893,452

Fair value adjustment

2017
1,346,229
636,355
601,535
456,193
354,960
187,755
186,145
196,213
35,428
139,464
24,540
111,556
51,450
40,979
37,276
0
47,803
4,453,881
18,533
4,472,414

Maturities of bonds payable as of December 31, 2018 are as follows:

Balance

Up to 1

After 1 but
within 2

After 2 but
within 3

Years
After 3 but
within 4

After 4 but
within 5

After 5

Total

629,272

687,003

857,860

599,051

769,763

1,350,503

4,893,452

For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the weighted average cost on
bonds payable, after considering swap contracts when applicable, was 3.49% and
2.72% per annum, respectively.
b)

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, CABEI has the following commercial paper
programs:

Commercial Paper – Global
Program in USD
Commercial Paper – Regional
Program in Costa Rican colones
(CRC)

2018
Annual
Average Cost

Authorized
Program Size

Amount
Issued

500,000

24,961

2.37%

Up to 3 months

200,000
700,000

0
24,961

0.00%

Up to 6 months

Contractual
Maturity
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(13) Bonds Payable and Commercial Paper Program

Commercial Paper – Global
Program in USD
Commercial Paper – Regional
Program in Costa Rican colones
(CRC)

Authorized
Program Size

Amount
Issued

500,000
200,000
700,000

2017

Annual
Average Cost

Contractual
Maturity

24,943

1.01%

Up to 3 months

15,890
40,833

5.56%

Up to 6 months

(14) Certificates of Deposit
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, certificates of deposit are as follows:
2018
649,304
305,091
186,000
138,332
19,701
1,298,428

Central Banks
Public financial institutions
Multilateral institutions
Private financial institutions
Other

2017
682,775
140,000
105,000
102,041
17,882
1,047,698

As of December 31, 2018, the contractual maturities are as follows:

Up to 6
months
Balance

1,119,696

Years

After 6 months
but within 1
year

After 1 but
within 2

After 2 but
within 3

After 3 but
within 4

After 4 but
within 5

Total

163,520

4,671

2,379

3,344

4,818

1,298,428

For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the weighted average cost on
certificates of deposit was 2.29% and 1.34% per annum, respectively.
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the weighted average cost on
certificates of deposit, by currency, is as follows:
2018
2.08%
6.01%
2.49%
7.00%

Deposits in U.S. dollars
Deposits in Costa Rican colones
Deposits in quetzales
Deposits in lempiras
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1.33%
3.34%
3.55%
0.00%
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(15) Accrued Interest Payable
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, accrued interest payable is as follows:
2018

On bonds payable
On certificates of deposit
On loans payable
On commercial paper

48,182
6,139
5,442
0
59,763

2017
32,574
4,203
3,833
425
41,035

(16) Other Liabilities
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the other liabilities are detailed below:
Other creditors
Financial cooperation to founding countries
Bonuses and supplemental compensation
Technical assistance
Provision for contingencies (note 18)
Transitory deposits
Deferred fees over contingent commitments (note 18)
Deficit of assets over actuarial liabilities of Social Benefit
Fund (note 21)
Other provisions

2018

37,396
5,636
3,593
2,791
1,964
304
21
0
1,635

53,340

2017

6,844
5,166
3,382
3,125
1,214
1,195
64

3,866
1,750
26,606

(17) Equity
(a) Authorized, Subscribed, and Paid-in Capital
The Bank’s authorized capital is 5,000,000, divided into 2,550,000 for founding countries
and 2,450,000 for non-founding regional countries and non-regional countries. The
issuance of shares shall be carried out in accordance to the following parameters: Series
“A” shares, which are available only to founding countries, composed of up to 255,000
shares, each with a face value of 10; and Series “B” shares, which are available only to
non-founding regional countries and non-regional countries, composed of up to 245,000
shares, each with a face value of 10. The “A” and “B” series shares will at all times
represent the Bank’s entire authorized capital.
In addition, there will be a Series “C” shares, issued in favor of the holders of the “A” and
“B” series shares with a face value of zero, which will have the purpose of aligning the
equity value of the shares with their nominal value and will be issued as the result of a
periodic assignment process, as regulated and approved by the Board of Governors.
The “C” series shares will be assigned in a proportional manner to the number of “A,”
“B,” and “C” series shares of each shareholder. The “C” series shares cannot be used
as payment to subscribe “A” or “B” series shares and will not generate callable capital.
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(17) Equity, continued
As of December 31, 2018, the founding countries have subscribed 2,550,000 from the
total number of shares into equal parts, and the non-founding regional countries and
non-regional countries have subscribed 1,883,250; the remaining 566,750 is available
for subscription.
The Bank’s shares will not accrue interest or dividends and they may not be pledged or
taxed.
Series “E” certificates are issued to “A” and “B” shareholders, each with a face value of
10, to recognize the retained earnings attributable to their capital contributions to the
Bank through the passage of time. These certificates do not grant voting rights and may
not be transferred. Series “E” certificates may be used by the members who are holders
of “A” and “B” shares in order to pay, either fully or partially, the subscription of new
shares of the unsubscribed authorized share capital made available by the Bank. Series
“E” certificates not used to subscribe for new shares of stock will become part of the
Bank’s general reserve.
The Bank’s authorized capital is divided into shares of callable capital and shares
payable in cash. The equivalent to 3,750,000 corresponds to callable capital and the
equivalent to 1,250,000 corresponds to capital payable in cash.
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(17) Equity, continued
As of December 31, 2018, the capital structure of the Bank is detailed as follows:

Subscribed capital
Founding countries
Guatemala
El Salvador
Honduras
Nicaragua
Costa Rica
Subtotal founding countries
Non-founding regional countries
Dominican Republic
Panama
Belize
Subtotal non-founding regional countries
Non-regional countries
Republic of China, Taiwan
Mexico
Spain
Argentina
Colombia
Cuba
Subtotal non-regional countries
Subtotal subscribed capital and paid-in capital
Unsubscribed capital
Non-regional countries and regional non-founding
countries

Subscribed/
Unsubscribed

2018
Capital
Subscribed
Callable
payable in
subscribed
cash

Paid-in

510,000
510,000
510,000
510,000
510,000
2,550,000

382,500
382,500
382,500
382,500
382,500
1,912,500

127,500
127,500
127,500
127,500
127,500
637,500

127,500
127,500
127,500
127,500
127,500
637,500

256,000
256,000
25,000
537,000

192,000
192,000
18,750
402,750

64,000
64,000
6,250
134,250

51,662
51,662
6,250
109,574

500,000
306,250
200,000
145,000
145,000
50,000
1,346,250

375,000
229,687
150,000
108,750
108,750
37,500
1,009,687

125,000
76,563
50,000
36,250
36,250
12,500
336,563

125,000
76,563
50,000
36,250
36,250
3,125
327,188

4,433,250

3,324,937

1,108,313

1,074,263

566,750
5,000,000
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(17) Equity, continued
As of December 31, 2017, the capital structure of the Bank is detailed as follows:

Subscribed capital
Founding countries
Guatemala
El Salvador
Honduras
Nicaragua
Costa Rica
Subtotal founding countries
Non-founding regional countries
Dominican Republic
Panama
Belize
Subtotal non-founding regional countries
Non-regional countries
Republic of China, Taiwan
Mexico
Spain
Argentina
Colombia
Subtotal non-regional countries
Subtotal subscribed capital and paid-in capital
Unsubscribed capital
Non-regional countries and regional non-founding
countries

Subscribed/
Unsubscribed

Paid-in

510,000
510,000
510,000
510,000
510,000
2,550,000

382,500
382,500
382,500
382,500
382,500
1,912,500

127,500
127,500
127,500
127,500
127,500
637,500

127,500
127,500
127,500
127,500
127,500
637,500

256,000
256,000
25,000
537,000

192,000
192,000
18,750
402,750

64,000
64,000
6,250
134,250

39,325
39,325
6,250
84,900

500,000
306,250
200,000
145,000
145,000
1,296,250

375,000
229,687
150,000
108,750
108,750
972,187

125,000
76,563
50,000
36,250
36,250
324,063

125,000
76,563
50,000
36,250
36,250
324,063

4,383,250

3,287,437

1,095,813

1,046,463

616,750
5,000,000
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(17) Equity, continued
(b) Capital Payments
As a result of the new subscription of shares and amendments to the Constitutive
Agreement, during the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the member countries
made capital payments as follows:

Capital Payments
Non-founding Regional
Countries
Dominican Republic
Panama
Sub-total
Non-regional Countries
Republic of China, Taiwan
Cuba
Sub-total

Cash

2018
Series “E”
Certificates

Total

Cash

2017
Series “E”
Certificates

Total

12,271
12,290
24,561

66
47
113

12,337
12,337
24,675

24,542
12,290
36,832

133
48
181

24,675
12,338
37,013

0
3,125
3,125
27,687

0
0
0
113

0
3,125
3,125
27,800

1,021
0
1,021
37,853

6,791
0
6,791
6,972

7,812
0
7,812
44,825

(c) Capital Subscription
On July 11, 2018, the Republic of Cuba acquired the status of an extra-regional partner,
once it complied with the terms and conditions established in the "Capitalization
Regulations" and the "Regulations for the Admission of Extra-Regional Members of the
BCIE". On that date, the Republic of Cuba made the payment corresponding to the first
installment of capital for 3,125. Consequently, as of this date, the Republic of Cuba has
a participation of 5,000 Series "B" shares, with a nominal value of 10 each, making a
total of 50,000, of which 12,500 corresponds to a capital payable and 37,500
corresponds to capital required.
(18) Contingent Commitments
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, balances of contingent commitments are as follows:
2018
3,238,566
61,959
72,563
_3,373,088

Subscribed credit agreements (*)
Endorsements and guarantees granted
Letters of credit
(*) Includes approved and deeded agreements

2017
2,438,903
73,587
22,847
2,535,337

The Bank’s management has analyzed each commitment assumed on a case-by-case
basis, based on current information and events in order to determine significant losses
from these commitments.
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(18) Contingent Commitments, continued
The maturities of endorsements and guarantees granted, and letters of credit as of
December 31, 2018, are as follows:
Years
2019
Endorsements and guarantees
granted
Letters of credit

530
72,563

2020
9,470
0

2029
51,959
0

Total
61,959
72,563

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Bank maintains balances of deferred fees over
contingent commitments for 21 and 64, respectively, which have been recorded as other
liabilities in the balance sheet (note 16).
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Bank maintains a provision for possible losses
of 1,964 and 1,214, respectively, related to endorsements and guarantees issued (note
16).
(19) Derivative Financial Instruments and Hedging Activities
The Bank’s primary objective in using derivative instruments is to reduce its risk exposure
to changes in interest rates and foreign exchange rates. The Bank does not use derivative
instruments for trading or speculative purposes.
By using derivative financial instruments to hedge exposures to changes in interest rates
and foreign exchange rates, the Bank exposes itself to credit and liquidity risks.
The Bank maintains policies for the approval of counterparties and maximum limits per
counterparty. To measure the exposure with counterparties, the Bank establishes a
maximum limit measured with respect to the counterparty’s credit quality. As of December
31, 2018 and 2017, the Bank is in compliance with this policy.
The Bank’s derivatives are subject to enforceable master netting agreements with its
counterparties. These legally enforceable master netting arrangements oblige the
counterparty to deliver securities as collateral and give the Bank the right to liquidate
securities held as collateral and to offset receivables and payables with the same
counterparty, in the event of default by the counterparty.
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(19) Derivative Financial Instruments and Hedging Activities, continued
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the face value of derivative financial instruments is
as follows:

Fair value hedges
Interest rate and other
contracts
Other risk management
purposes
Foreign currency contracts
Total derivative financial
instruments, face value

Assets
Face
Value

2018

Liabilities
Face
Value

Assets
Face
Value

2017

Liabilities
Face
Value

494,214

179,090

519,215

160,727

658,616

3,398,391

1,511,571

2,430,152

1,152,830

3,577,481

2,030,786

2,590,879

CABEI adopted the accounting policy of offsetting derivative financial instruments, which
establishes that the right to offset the positions of assets and liabilities in the balance
sheet exists.
This accounting policy is covered under ASC 815-10-45 which indicates that an entity
may offset the fair value amounts recognized for derivative financial instruments and the
fair value amounts recognized by the obligation to deliver cash collateral (delivered), or
the right to claim cash collateral (received), which arises from derivative instruments
recognized at fair value with the same counterparty under a master netting agreement.
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(19) Derivative Financial Instruments and Hedging Activities, continued
The following tables present information about the offsetting of derivative financial
instruments as of December 31, 2018 and 2017.
2018
Assets
Fair Value

Liabilities
Fair Value

Assets
Fair Value

2017
Liabilities
Fair Value

Fair value hedges
Interest rate and other contracts

26,318

23,656

33,418

27,281

Other risk management purposes
Foreign currency contracts

20,158

379,533

89,843

282,824

Subtotal derivative financial
instruments
Cash collateral paid / received

46,476
382,070

403,189
0

123,261
258,160

310,105
53,090

Subtotal derivative financial
instruments, by gross amounts

428,546

403,189

381,421

363,195

(46,476)

(46,476)

(72,030)

(72,030)

(356,627)

(356,627)

(285,457)

(285,457)

8

182

132

88

25,451

268

24,066

5,796

Less: Master netting agreements
Less: Offsetting cash collateral paid
/ received
Credit risk valuation adjustment for
counterparties under netting
agreements
Total derivative financial instruments
presented in the balance sheet, by
offset amounts

The income (loss) of derivative instruments used as hedges, under ASC 815, has been
recorded together with the income (loss) of the respective financial instruments hedged
in the valuation account of derivative financial instruments and debt presented in the
statement of income.
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(19) Derivative Financial Instruments and Hedging Activities, continued
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, such income (loss) and other
comprehensive income (loss) of derivative financial instruments are, is presented as
follow:

Fair value hedges
Interest rate and other
contracts
Undesignated economic
hedges
Foreign currency
contracts3
Credit risk valuation
adjustment on derivative
financial instruments
Realized loss, credit risk
component on debt at fair
value

Fair value hedges
Interest rate and other
contracts
Undesignated economic
hedges
Foreign currency
contracts3
Credit risk valuation
adjustment on derivative
financial instruments
Realized loss, credit risk
component on debt at fair
value

Derivative
instrument

Income (loss)
Hedged
financial
instrument

2018
Other
comprehensive
income (loss)

Total

0

(13,971)

13,971

0

(166,395)

0

(166,395)

0

(219)

0

(219)

0

(337)
(180,922)

0
13,971

(337)
(166,951)

0
0

Derivative
instrument

Income (loss)
Hedged
financial
instrument

2017
Other
comprehensive
income (loss)

Total

8,624

(8,624)

0

0

245,738

0

245,738

0

(52)

0

(52)

0

(64)
254,246

0
(8,624)

(64)
245,622

0
0

Income (loss) recognized in the statement of income is presented as valuation of
derivative financial instruments and debt.
These contracts correspond to economic hedges for which the Bank has elected to measure at fair value the
financial liabilities denominated in currencies other than the U.S. dollar (note 3 (vi)).
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(20) Funds and Programs managed by CABEI
In its role as a multilateral financial institution and promoter of both the economic
integration and balanced economic and social development of the founding countries,
and non-founding regional countries, the Bank manages independent funds and
programs which are detailed below as of December 31, 2018 and 2017:

Fund/Program
Honduras - Spain Fund, Phase II
Investment Trust – Dwelling Mortgage Fund
Technical Cooperation Fund – FONTEC
Debt-Conversion Fund (Honduras-Spain)
Program for Development of the Border Areas in
Central America (former FOEXCA)
Accelerating Fund investments in Renewable
Energy in Central America (ARECA)
Partial credit guarantees - Finland Resources
Trust for Administration, Attention, Rehabilitation,
Training, and Prevention of Burnt Children
Taiwan ICDF - Technical Assistance Fund, Credit
Program for Education
Taiwan International Cooperation and Development
Fund (ICDF) - Fund for Consulting Service
Special Fund for the Social Transformation of
Central America – FETS

Net Assets
2018
(Unaudited)
63,325
24,872
21,752
8,054

2017
(Audited)
54,599
24,822
20,862
11,724

4,033

4,033

2,644
2,438

2,734
2,384

126

248

45

63

23

23

0
127,312

103,233
224,725

(21) Social Benefit Fund (SBF)
The Social Benefit Fund’s (the Fund or the SBF) objective is to provide the Bank’s
personnel with benefits for retirement and disability pensions, voluntary retirement,
compensation based on years of service, life insurance in the event of disability and
death, hospital medical benefits, medium term financing, and other benefits that may be
granted in accordance with the financial capacity of the Fund. The SBF is financed by
contributions from beneficiaries and the Bank in accordance with the provisions of the
Plans. Retirement, pension and life insurance plans are considered as defined benefit
plans, whereas the hospital-related medical benefit plan is considered a defined
contribution plan.
The SBF exists with the exclusive purpose of granting to the Bank’s personnel the
benefits set forth in the Charter and supplementary regulations currently existing or to be
issued to such effect by the Bank.
It also establishes that the SBF’s assets will be held and managed separately from the
other assets of the Bank, as a pension fund, and will exclusively be used to pay the
benefits and expenses under the various benefit plans granted by the SBF.
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(21) Social Benefit Fund (SBF), continued
The Bank pays a special contribution to SBF as a compensation mechanism or
supplement to the yield generated by the Social Benefit Plan’s investment securities
portfolio in order to reach the established technical interest rate, which is currently 7%.
Although there is a periodic monitoring of SBF’s Plan benefits, the date the Bank uses to
measure this obligation is December 31 of each year. The following table shows the net
periodic benefit cost for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017 in conformity with
the criteria established by currently applicable standards:
2018

Net periodic benefit cost components
Interest cost
Service cost
Return on Plan assets
Net periodic benefit cost

2017

11,332
2,356
(10,896)
2,792

12,166
5,357
(11,502)
6,021

The following tables show the changes in projected benefit obligation, the changes in
Plan assets and the Plan position as they arise from the most recent actuarial appraisal
as of December 31, 2018 and in conformity with the criteria established by currently
applicable standards.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the changes in projected benefit obligation, the
changes in Plan assets and the Plan position are detailed as follows:

Changes in benefit obligation:
Benefit obligation at beginning of year
Interest cost
Service cost
Paid benefits
Actuarial losses (gains)
Benefit obligation at end of year

Retirement and
Pension Plan

Changes in Plan assets:
Fair value of Plan assets at beginning of
year
Return on Plan assets
Employer contributions
Plan participants contributions
Paid benefits
Other expenses, net
Pensions revaluation
Subtotal
Assets assigned to individual savings
accounts
Fair value of Plan assets at end of year
Net Plan position

2018
Life Insurance
Plan

Hospital-related
Medical Plan

Total

148,425
10,548
2,267
(12,053)
(16,861)
132,326

11,103
784
89
(1,042)
5,368
16,302

18,988
0
0
(4,014)
4,326
19,300

178,516
11,332
2,356
(17,109)
(7,167)
167,928

118,490

42,719

18,988

180,197

8,105
2,566
906
(12,054)
(57)
(817)
117,139

3,023
469
12
(1,042)
0
817
45,998

1,300
1,863
1,163
(4,014)
0
0
19,300

12,428
4,898
2,081
(17,110)
(57)
0
182,437

(11,179)
105,960
(26,366)

0
45,998
29,696

0
19,300
0

(11,179)
171,258
3,330
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(21) Social Benefit Fund (SBF), continued

Changes in benefit obligation:
Benefit obligation at beginning of year
Interest cost
Service cost
Paid benefits
Actuarial losses
Benefit obligation at end of year

Retirement and
Pension Plan

2017
Life Insurance
Plan

Hospital-related
Medical Plan

Total

145,504
10,185
2,393
(10,658)
1,001
148,425

10,585
741
91
(359)
45
11,103

17,710
1,240
2,873
(2,835)
0
18,988

173,799
12,166
5,357
(13,852)
1,046
178,516

Changes in Plan assets:
Fair value of Plan assets at beginning of
year
Return on Plan assets
Employer contributions
Plan participants contributions
Paid benefits
Other expenses, net
Pensions revaluation
Change in fair value of securities
Fair value of Plan assets at end of year

113,664

38,741

17,710

170,115

7,482
1,319
713
(10,296)
(92)
(1,122)
1,276
112,944

2,766
438
10
(359)
0
1,122
0
42,718

1,254
1,741
1,118
(2,835)
0
0
0
18,988

11,502
3,498
1,841
(13,490)
(92)
0
1,276
174,650

Net Plan position

(35,481)

31,615

0

(3,866)

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the SBF’s net Plan assets are detailed as follows:
2018

Cash and due from banks
Securities available for sale
Subtotal
Loans
Accrued interest receivable
Other, net

2,647
163,426
166,073
13,265
1,496
853
181,687
(11,179)
170,508

Less: Assets from individual account balances
Net assets

2016

3,853
165,693
169,546
13,987
1,147
32
184,712
(10,062)
174,650

Benefits
Retirement benefits are granted once employees and officials meet the required age and
years of service; they are based on a percentage of the compensation of participants in
relation to age and years of service. Voluntary retirement benefits are granted once
employees and officials are separated from CABEI either voluntarily or by dismissal.
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(21) Social Benefit Fund (SBF), continued
The death coverage benefit or life insurance includes: i) compensation for natural death,
ii) compensation for accidental death, iii) compensation for complete and permanent
disability, iv) compensation for dismemberment or loss of sight, caused by disease or
accident, v) allowance for burial and related expenses and vi) compensation for time
served.
Medical benefits include medical, hospital and laboratory attention to active employees
and officers, retirees by disability and ordinary retirees.
Actuarial assumptions
The actuarial assumptions used are based on financial market interest rates, the
established technical interest rate, past experience and management’s best estimate of
future changes in benefits and economic conditions. Changes in these assumptions may
have an impact on the cost of benefits and future obligations. At December 31, 2018 and
2017, weighted averages of the actuarial assumptions used in the estimate of the
projected benefit obligation were the following:
2018
Discount rate
Salary increase rate
Estimated rate of return on assets, considering the special
contributions granted by the Bank

2017

7%
5%

7%
5%

7%

7%

Medical benefits have been considered as a defined contribution plan, for which the
mathematical reserve is derived from the accumulated balance of the reserves
recognized for accounting purposes corresponding to the medical benefit plan.
The treatment of medical benefits as a defined contribution plan is based on a resolution
adopted by the Bank’s Board of Directors, pursuant to which the scope of the benefit is
limited to the annual availability of funds of the SBF.
Contributions
It is expected that the contributions from CABEI to the SBF during fiscal year 2019 will
equal approximately 11,114 (2018: 10,051). All contributions will be paid in cash.
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(21) Social Benefit Fund (SBF), continued
Future payments of estimated benefits
The following table shows the benefits that are expected to be payable based upon the
same assumptions that were used to determine the projected benefit obligation as of
December 31, 2018:
Plans
Retirement and Pensions
Life Insurance
Hospital related medical

Years
2019
14,803
1,037
3,028
18,868

2020

2021

14,923
994
3,099
19,016

2022

13,658
967
3,170
17,795

2023

13,446
989
3,217
17,652

16,666
1,386
4,215
22,267

2024-2028
66,663
5,544
16,860
89,067

Plan Assets
The purpose of the Plan’s Asset Allocation Investments Portfolio scheme is to maintain a
diversified portfolio of asset classes in order to preserve the assets and generate income,
and to achieve an appropriate growth level, based on a return adjusted by the determined
risk tolerance, with the intention of attaining the technical rate necessary to meet the
Social Benefit Plan’s obligations. SBF’s investment policies specify the appropriate asset
classes for the Plan, asset allocation guides, and the procedures for monitoring
investment performance. The Plan’s resources must be invested in securities from money
and capital markets, in accordance to SBF’s Charter, the Bank’s Investment Policies and
other applicable regulations.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the asset allocation of SBF’s investment portfolio is
as follows:
Asset Allocation Objectives
Maximum
allowed
5%

Cash and due from banks
Investment securities:
US Treasury bonds and/or bonds issued by US
Federal Government Agencies
Securities issued by CABEI
Eurobonds CA or CABEI Fund Shares
Corporate bonds with credit rating “A” or better

Plan assets are recognized at fair value.
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(21) Social Benefit Fund (SBF), continued
The following table presents the assets valued at their fair value on a recurring basis as
of December 31, 2018 and 2017, classified according to the fair value hierarchy:
Level 1
Assets
Cash and due from banks
Fixed income bonds:
US Treasury bonds
Securities issued by CABEI
Corporate bonds
Sovereign bonds

Level 3

2018

2,647

0

0

2,647

13,668
0
0
0

0
50,585
67,868
31,305

0
0
0
0

13,668
50,585
67,868
31,305

16,315
Level 1

Assets
Cash and due from banks
Fixed income bonds:
US Treasury bonds
Securities issued by CABEI
Corporate bonds

Level 2

149,758

0

Level 2

Level 3

166,073
2017

3,853

0

0

3,853

8,666
0
0
12,519

0
108,909
48,118
157,027

0
0
0
0

8,666
108,909
48,118
169,546

(22) Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income (Loss)
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, accumulated other comprehensive
income (loss), is as follows:
2018

At beginning of year
Changes for the year
At end of year

Securities
available for
sale
254
(4,947)
(4,693)

Actuarial gains
(losses) under the
Social Benefit
Plan
(3,838)
7,196
3,358

Change in credit
risk of debt
instruments at
fair value
(32,051)
43,591
11,540

Accumulated other
comprehensive
income (loss)
(35,635)
45,840
10,205

2017

At beginning of year
Changes for the year
At end of year

Securities
available for
sale
(418)
672
254

Actuarial gains
under the Social
Benefit Plan
(3,657)
(181)
(3,838)

Change in credit
risk of debt
instruments at
fair value
(17,590)
(14,461)
(32,051)

Accumulated other
comprehensive
income (loss)
(21,665)
(13,970)
(35,635)
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CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
Notes to Financial Statements
(Expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars)
(22) Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income (Loss), continued
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, reclassifications from accumulated
other comprehensive income (loss) to earnings are as follows:
Securities available for sale
Derivative Financial Instruments
and Debt

2018
(2,796)

2017
(5,457)

337
(2,459)

0
(5,457)

Line in statement of income affected
Realized gains on investment funds
Valuation of derivative financial
instruments and debt

(23) Special and other contributions
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, special contributions and other are
detailed as follows:
2018
5,161
1,500
2,570
9,231

SBF special contribution
FONTEC special contribution
Financial cooperation and other

2017
5,087
1,500
3,532
10,119

The special contributions to the SBF correspond to the supplement to the actuarial
technical interest rate of 7% per annum, which are recorded as special contributions (note
21).
(24) Litigation
The Bank is involved in claims and legal actions derived from its normal course of
business. According to the Bank’s management’s best knowledge, the result of these
actions will not originate an adverse material effect on its financial position, results of
operations or liquidity.
(25) Subsequent Events
The Bank has evaluated subsequent events as of the date of the balance sheet up to
March 13, 2019, date on which the financial statements were ready for their issuance,
and the following was identified:
On March 8, 2019, the rating agency Standard & Poor's, increased the long-term
international risk rating of the Central American Bank for Economic Integration from A +
to AA on two (2) scales; with a stable perspective.
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Board of Governors
Republic of Guatemala
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

Víctor Manuel Alejandro Martínez Ruiz
Secretariat of Public Finance

Acisclo Valladares Urruela

(Since September 13, 2018)

(Since January 16, 2018)

Julio Héctor Estrada Domínguez
Minister of Public Finance

Víctor Manuel Asturias Cordón
Minister of Economy

(Until September 12, 2018)

(Until January 15, 2018)

Minister of Economy

Republic of El Salvador
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

Nelson Eduardo Fuentes Menjívar
Minister of Finance

Oscar Edmundo Anaya Sánchez
Vice-minister of Finance Ad honorem

(Since April 1, 2018)

(Since November 7, 2018)

Carlos Enrique Cáceres Chávez
Minister of Finance

Beat René Schmid

(Until March 31, 2018)

Technical and Planning Secretariat of the Office of the

Director General of Planning for Development of the
President of the Republic
(From June 12 until November 6, 2018)

Oscar Edmundo Anaya Sánchez
Director General of Planning for Development of the
Technical and Planning Secretariat of the Office of the
President of the Republic
(From April 11 until June 11, 2018)

Luz Estrella Rodríguez de Zúniga
Minister of Economy
(From April 1 to 10, 2018)

Tharsis Salomón López Guzmán
Minister of Economy
(Until March 31, 2018)
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Republic of Honduras
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

Rocío Izabel Tábora Morales
Secretary of Finance

Wilfredo Rafael Cerrato Rodríguez
President of the Central Bank

(Since January 27, 2018)

(Since January 27, 2018)

Wilfredo Rafael Cerrato Rodríguez
Minister of Finance

Manuel de Jesús Bautista Flores
President of the Central Bank

(Until January 26, 2018)

(Until January 26, 2018)

Republic of Nicaragua
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

Iván Acosta Montalván
Minister of Finance and Public Credit

Leonardo Ovidio Reyes Ramírez
President of the Central Bank

Republic of Costa Rica
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

María del Rocío Aguilar Montoya
Minister of Finance

Rodrigo José Cubero Brealey
Executive President of the Central Bank

(Since May 8, 2018)

(Since August 1, 2018)

Helio Fallas Venegas
Minister of Finance

Olivier Castro Pérez
President of the Central Bank

(Until May 7, 2018)

(Until July 31, 2018)
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Republic of Panama
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

Rolando de León de Alba
General Manager of the Panama National Bank

Gustavo A. Valderrama R.
Vice-minister of Economy

(Since October 17, 2018)

(Since February 9, 2018)

Eyda Varela de Chinchilla
Minister of Economy and Finance
(From July 2 until October 16, 2018)

Dulcidio De La Guardia
Minister of Economy and Finance
(Until July 1, 2018)

Dominican Republic
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

Donald Guerrero Ortiz
Minister of Finance

Héctor Valdez Albizu
Governor of the Central Bank

Belize
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

Erwin Rafael Contreras
Minister of Economic Development, Petroleum,
Investment, Exchange and Commerce

Santiago Santino Castillo
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Mexico
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

Carlos Manuel Urzúa Macías
Secretary of Finance and Public Credit

Arturo Herrera Gutiérrez
Undersecretary of Finance and Public Credit

(Since December 12, 2018)

(Since December 12, 2018)

José Antonio González Anaya
Secretary of Finance and Public Credit

Miguel Messmacher Linartas

(Until November 30, 2018)

(From January 24 until November 30, 2018)

Undersecretary of Finance and Public Credit

Vanessa Rubio Márquez
Undersecretary of Finance and Public Credit
(Until January 23, 2018)

Republic of China (Taiwan)
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

Jain-Rong Su
Minister of Finance

Nan-Kuang Chen
Vice-Governor of the Central Bank

(Since September 4, 2018)

(Since March 26, 2018)

Yu-Jer Sheu
Minister of Finance

Tzung-Ta Yen

(Until September 3, 2018)

(Until March 25, 2018)

Vice-Governor of the Central Bank
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Republic of Argentina
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

Nicolás Dujovne
Minister of Finance

Guido Martín Sandleris
Commissioned President of the Central Bank of the
Republic of Argentina

(Since June 21, 2018)

(Since September 26, 2018)

Luis Andrés Caputo
Commissioned President of the Central Bank
(Until September 25, 2018)

Luis Andrés Caputo
Minister of Finance

Federico Sturzenegger
President of the Central Bank

(Until June 14, 2018)

(Until June 14, 2018)

Republic of Colombia
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

Alberto Carrasquilla Barrera
Minister of Finance and Public Credit

Luis Alberto Rodríguez Ospino
Technical Vice-Minister of the Ministry of Finance and
Public Credit

(Since August 7, 2018)

(Since August 10, 2018)

Mauricio Cárdenas Santamaría
Minister of Finance and Public Credit
(Until August 6, 2018)

Andrés Mauricio Velasco Martínez
Technical Vice-Minister of the Ministry of Finance and
Public Credit
(Until August 9, 2018)
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Spain
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

Nadia Calviño Santamaría
Minister of Economy and Business

Ana de la Cueva Fernández
Secretary of State for Economy and Business Support

(Since June 19, 2018)

(Since June 18, 2018)

Román Escolano Olivares
Minister of Economy, Industry and Competitiveness

Irene Garrido Valenzuela
Secretary of State for Economy and Business Support

(From March 7 until June 18, 2018)

(Until June 17, 2018)

Luis de Guindos
Minister of Economy, Industry and Competitiveness
(Until March 6, 2018)

Cuba
Titular Governor

Alternate Governor

Irma Margarita Martínez Castrillón
Minister President of the Central Bank

Katerine Aliño Carballo
Vice-president of the Central Bank

(Since August 27, 2018)

(Since August 27, 2018)

Comptroller
Jorge Alberto Muñoz Henríquez

Secretary
Héctor Javier Guzmán Bonilla
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CABEI Directors at the LVIII Ordinary Assembly of Governors.

Board of Directors
Directors of the Founding Countries

Directors of Extra-Regional Members

Director for Guatemala
José Carlos Castañeda y Castañeda

Director for Mexico
Omar Antonio Francisco Martínez Villada

Director for El Salvador
Guillermo Enrique Funes Cartagena

Director for Republic of China (Taiwan)
Wei-Sheng Chiu
(Since July 2, 2018)

Director for Honduras
Tania Joselina Lobo Alonzo

Man-Huang Chen
(Until July 1, 2018)

Director for Nicaragua
Armando Enrique Navarrete Mena
(Since April 26, 2018)

Titular Director for Argentina and Colombia
Julio Luis Jácome Arana
(Since November 1, 2018)

Silvio Enrique Conrado Gómez (R.I.P.)
(Until February 17, 2018)

Carlos Sanguinetti Barros
(Until October 31, 2018)

Director for Costa Rica
Ottón Solís Fallas
(Since June 1, 2018)

Alternate Director for Argentina and Colombia
Carlos Sanguinetti Barros
(Since November 1, 2018)

Alberto Cortés Ramos
(Until May 31, 2018)

Julio Luis Jácome Arana
(Until October 31, 2018)

Directors of Non-Founding
Regional Members
Director for Panama
Héctor René Chinchilla García
Director for the Dominican Republic
Clara Quiñones de Longo
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Director for Spain
Enrique Manzanares Carbonell

Dependencies Attached to
Board of Directors

Sectors and Countries Manager
Horacio Leiva Madrid

Secretary
Héctor Javier Guzmán Bonilla

Credit Manager
Luís Enrique Navarro Barahona

Internal Auditor
Francisco Rodríguez Nava

Finance Manager
Hernán Danery Alvarado Gómez

Evaluation Office Head
José Efraín Deras

Institutional Risk Manager
José Arístides Solórzano Ramírez a.i.
(Since August 3, 2018)

Ethics Officer
Ricardo Enrique Arriaga Mata

Diego Marcelo Fiorito Meoli
(Since January 1, 2018 until August 2, 2018)

CABEI Management
Executive President
Dante Ariel Mossi
(Since December 1, 2018)

Operations and Technology Manager
Francisco José Cornejo Párraga

Country Managers

(From January 1, 2018 until November 30, 2018)

Country Manager – Guatemala
Trevor Brial Estrada Ruíz

Executive Vice-President
Alejandro José Rodríguez Zamora

Country Manager – El Salvador
Raúl Guillermo Castaneda Trabanino

Strategic Planning and Programming Advisor
José de Jesús Rojas Rodríguez

Country Manager – Honduras
José Manuel Torres Lezama

Institutional Relations Advisor
Salvador José Sacasa Cisne

Country Manager – Nicaragua
José Alberto Navarro Rodríguez a.i.

Nick Rischbieth Glöe

(Desde el 1 de agosto de 2018)

Head of the Human Resources Office
José Roberto Galindo Arévalo
Head of Legal Affairs Office
Julio Eduardo Martínez Bichara
Integrity and Compliance Officer
Nestor Alejandro Chavez Canales
Head of the Social Benefits Fund
María José Negreira Juchniewicz

Edda Magaly Meléndez Malespín
(Since January 1, 2018 until July 31, 2018)
Country Manager – Costa Rica
Mauricio Alberto Chacón Romero
Country Manager – Panama
Carlos Javier Moreno Medina
(Since October 1, 2018)

(Since March 6, 2018)

Marta Nelly Vásquez Funes a.i.
(From January 1, 2018 to March 5, 2018)
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